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WELCOME TO 
THE 2011 NFL DRAFT

The 2011 NFL Draft is here. We hope you are as excited as we are.

The class of players entering the 2011 draft is certaintly exciting. We have a cor-
nerback in Patrick Peterson (LSU) who could be the first defensive back drafted 
No. 1 overall in the modern era. At least seven quarterbacks (Blaine Gabbert, 
Cam Newton, Andy Dalton, Christian Ponder, Colin Kaepernick, Jake Locker and 
Ryan Mallett) are expected to be drafted within the first 32 picks. If you love 
watching the big boys mix it up in the trenches this draft is for you. Six offensive 
linemen and 12 defensive linemen currently have 1st Round grades. 

NEWERASCOUTING | 2011 NFL DRAFT 

2011 NFL DRAFT DETAILS 
APRIL 28-30, 2011 
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
NEW YORK, NY
ESPN/NFL NETWORK

Another aspect making this draft a little more interesting is that at the time of writing the NFL is operating with-
out a collective bargaining agreement with the former NFLPA. Unless a settlement is reached it figures to be a 
long summer of legal battles between the NFL and the NFLPA.

What does this mean for the NFL Draft? It means teams will be filling needs through draft selections and not free 
agency. It means teams cannot include players in trades. It also means NFL teams cannot sign undrafted free 
agents. And it also looks like there will be no rookie wage scale in 2011.

The NFL Draft is about rebuilding, re-loading the roster and inspiring hope in the fan base. This year will be no 
different. 

Sit back and enjoy the greatest offseason in sports. Football season will be here before we know it.

Thanks for reading,

Matt Miller 
Director of Scouting
New Era Scouting
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2011 Mock Draft

1. CAROLINA PANTHERS

CAM NEWTON, QB, AUBURN

12. MINNESOTA VIKINGS

PRINCE AMUKAMARA, CB, NEBRASKA

CAM NEWTON, QB, AUBURN

2. DENVER BRONCOS

MARCELL DAREUS, DT, ALABAMA

13. DETROIT LIONS

ANTHONY CASTONZO, OT, BC

1. CAROLINA PANTHERS

CAM NEWTON, QB, AUBURN

CAM NEWTON, QB, AUBURN

1. CAROLINA PANTHERS

CAM NEWTON, QB, AUBURN

3. BUFFALO BILLS

VON MILLER, OLB, TEXAS A&M

4. CINCINNATI BENGALS

BLAINE GABBERT, QB, MISSOURI

14. ST. LOUIS RAMS

15. MIAMI DOLPHINS

MIKE POUNCEY, OG, FLORIDA

CAMERON JORDAN, DE, CAL

5. ARIZONA CARDINALS

ROBERT QUINN, OLB, UNC

6. CLEVELAND BROWNS

A.J. GREEN, WR, GEORGIA

7. SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS

PATRICK PETERSON, CB, LSU

8. TENNESSEE TITANS

NICK FAIRLEY, DT, AUBURN

16. JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS

RYAN MALLETT, QB, ARKANSAS

17. SAN FRANCISCO (1)*

ANDY DALTON, QB, TCU

18. SAN DIEGO CHARGERS

COREY LIUGET, DT, ILLINOIS

19. NEW YORK GIANTS

GABE CARIMI, OT, WISCONSIN

9. DALLAS COWBOYS

TYRON SMITH, OT, USC

10. WASHINGTON REDSKINS

JULIO JONES, WR, ALABAMA

11. HOUSTON TEXANS

RYAN KERRIGAN, OLB, PURDUE

20. TAMPA BAY BUCS

ALDON SMITH, OLB, MISSOURI

21. KANSAS CITY CHIEFS

DEREK SHERROD, OT, MISS. STATE

22. INDIANAPOLIS COLTS

NATE SOLDER, OT, COLORADO
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2011 Mock Draft

23. PHILADELPHIA EAGLES

JIMMY SMITH, CB, COLORADO

24. NEW ORLEANS SAINTS

ADRIAN CLAYBORN, DE, IOWA

25. SEATTLE SEAHAWKS

CHRISTIAN PONDER, QB, FSU

26. ARIZONA CARDINALS (2)*

COLIN KAEPERNICK, QB, NEVADA

27. ATLANTA FALCONS

DA’QUAN BOWERS, DE, CLEMSON

28. NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS

J.J. WATT, DE, WISCONSIN

29. CHICAGO BEARS

DANNY WATKINS, OG, BAYLOR

30. NEW YORK JETS

BROOKS REED, OLB, ARIZONA

31. PITTSBURGH STEELERS

CAMERON HEYWARD, DE, OHIO ST

32. GREEN BAY PACKERS

JUSTIN HOUSTON, OLB, GEORGIA

(1) San Francisco trades No. 45 & 2012 Round 2 pick to  

New England for No. 17 overall

(2) Arizona trades No. 38, 103 and a 2012 4th Rounder to 

Baltimore for No. 26 overall
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33.  PATRIOTS (FROM CAROLINA) MIKEL LESHOURE  RB  ILLINOIS  *NOTES: (WRITE YOUR OWN NOTES HERE)

34.  BILLS  MUHAMMAD WILKERSON  DE  TEMPLE  *NOTES:

35.  BENGALS  PHIL TAYLOR  NT  BAYLOR   *NOTES:

36.  BRONCOS  KYLE RUDOLPH  TE  NOTRE DAME   *NOTES: 

37.  BROWNS  JABAAL SHEARD  DE  PITT   *NOTES:

39.  TITANS MARTEZ WILSON  ILB  ILLINOIS   *NOTES:

40.  COWBOYS  MARCUS CANNON  OT  TCU   *NOTES:

41.  REDSKINS  JAKE LOCKER  QB  WASHINGTON   *NOTES:

42.  TEXANS  RAS-I DOWLING  CB  VIRGINIA   *NOTES:

43.  VIKINGS  AKEEM AYERS  OLB  UCLA   *NOTES:

44.  LIONS  MARK INGRAM  RB  ALABAMA   *NOTES:

45.  PATRIOTS (FROM SAN FRANCISCO)  MARCUS CANNON  OT/OG  TCU   *NOTES:

46.  BRONCOS (FROM MIAMI)  STEPHEN PAEA  DT  OREGON STATE   *NOTES:

47.  RAMS  TITUS YOUNG  WR  BOISE STATE   *NOTES:

48.  RAIDERS  RODNEY HUDSON  OG  FSU   *NOTES:

49.  JAGUARS  CURTIS BROWN  CB  TEXAS   *NOTES:

50.  CHARGERS  BRUCE CARTER  OLB  NORTH CAROLINA   *NOTES: 

51.  BUCCANEERS  ORLANDO FRANKLIN  OT  MIAMI (FL)   *NOTES: 

52.  GIANTS  RYAN WILLIAMS  RB  VIRGINIA TECH   *NOTES:

53.  COLTS  CHRISTIAN BALLARD  DT  IOWA   *NOTES:

54.  EAGLES  LUKE STOCKER  TE  TENNESSEE   *NOTES:

55.  CHIEFS  SAM ACHO  OLB  TEXAS   *NOTES:

56.  SAINTS  MARVIN AUSTIN  DT   NORTH CAROLINA   *NOTES:

57.  SEAHAWKS  BENJAMIN IJALANA  OG/OT  VILLANOVA   *NOTES:

58.  RAVENS  RANDALL COBB  WR  KENTUCKY   *NOTES:

59.  FALCONS  LEONARD HANKERSON  WR  MIAMI (FL)   *NOTES:

60. PATRIOTS  DONTAY MOCH  OLB  NEVADA   *NOTES:

61.  CHARGERS (FROM JETS)  TORREY SMITH  WR  NORTH CAROLINA STATE   *NOTES:

62.  BEARS  STEFEN WISNIEWSKI  OC  PENN STATE   *NOTES:

63.  STEELERS  DAVON HOUSE  CB  NEW MEXICO STATE   *NOTES:

64.  PACKERS  ALLEN BAILEY  DE  MIAMI (FL)   *NOTES:

rOUND 2

38.  RAVENS (FROM ARIZONA) BRANDON HARRIS  CB  MIAMI (FL)   *NOTES:
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64.  PACKERS  ALLEN BAILEY  DE  MIAMI (FL)   *NOTES:

65. PANTHERS  GREG LITTLE  WR  NORTH CAROLINA  *NOTES:

66. BENGALS  JERRELL JERNIGAN  WR  TROY  *NOTES:

67. BRONCOS  BRANDON BURTON  CB  UTAH  *NOTES:

68. BILLS  JAMES CARPENTER  OT  ALABAMA  *NOTES:

69. CARDINALS  CLINT BOLING  OG  GEORGIA  *NOTES:

70.  BROWNS  KENRICK ELLIS  DT  HAMPTON  *NOTES:

71.  COWBOYS  RAHIM MOORE  FS  UCLA  *NOTES:

72.  SAINTS (FROM WASHINGTON)  KENDALL HUNTER  RB  OKLAHOMA STATE  *NOTES:

73. TEXANS  JARVIS JENKINS  DE  CLEMSON  *NOTES:

74.  PATRIOTS (FROM MINNESOTA)  JON BALDWIN  WR  PITT  *NOTES:

75.  LIONS  SHAREECE WRIGHT  CB  USC  *NOTES:

76.  49ERS  CHRIS CARTER  OLB  FRESNO STATE  *NOTES:

77.  TITANS  RICKY STANZI  QB  IOWA  *NOTES:

78.  RAMS  D.J. WILLIAMS  TE  ARKANSAS  *NOTES:

79.  DOLPHINS  DEMARCO MURRAY  RB  OKLAHOMA  *NOTES:

80.  JAGUARS  QUINTON CARTER  FS  OKLAHOMA  *NOTES:

81.  RAIDERS  CHIMDI CHEKWA  CB  OHIO STATE  *NOTES:

82.  CHARGERS  JORDAN TODMAN  RB  UCONN  *NOTES:

83.  GIANTS  DRAKE NEVIS  DT  LSU  *NOTES:

84.  BUCCANEERS  QUAN STURDIVANT  ILB  NORTH CAROLINA  *NOTES:

85.  EAGLES  JURRELL CASEY  DT  USC  *NOTES:

86.  CHIEFS  EDMOND GATES  WR  ABILENE CHRISTIAN  *NOTES:

87.  COLTS  WILL RACKLEY  OG  LEHIGH  *NOTES:

88.  SAINTS  COLIN MCCARTHY  OLB/ILB  MIAMI (FL)  *NOTES:

89. CHARGERS  CASEY MATTHEWS  ILB  USC  *NOTES:

90. RAVENS  JAMES BREWER  OT  INDIANA   *NOTES:

91.  FALCONS  LANCE KENDRICKS  TE  WISCONSIN   *NOTES:

92.  PATRIOTS  JOHNNY PATRICK  CB  LOUISVILLE   *NOTES:

93.  BEARS  AUSTIN PETTIS  WR  BOISE STATE   *NOTES:

94.  JETS  MARCUS GILCHRIST  CB  CLEMSON   *NOTES:

95.  STEELERS  MARCUS GILBERT  OT  FLORIDA  *NOTES:

96.  PACKERS  SHANE VEREEN  RB  CALIFORNIA  *NOTES:

rOUND 3

97.  PANTHERS (COMPENSATORY)  LAWRENCE GUY  DT  ARIZONA STATE  *NOTES:
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98.  PANTHERS  BUSTER SKRINE  CB  CHATTANOOGA  *NOTES: 

99.  SEAHAWKS (FROM DENVER VIA PATRIOTS)  DEANDRE MCDANIEL SS CLEMSON  *NOTES:

100.  BILLS  JORDAN CAMERON  TE  USC   *NOTES:

101.  BENGALS  TAIWAN JONES  RB  EASTERN WASHINGTON  *NOTES: 

102.  BROWNS  CURTIS MARSH  CB  UTAH STATE  *NOTES:

104.  EAGLES (FROM WASHINGTON)  GREG JONES  OLB  MICHIGAN STATE  *NOTES:

105.  TEXANS JERRELL POWE  NT  OLE MISS   *NOTES:

106.  VIKINGS  GREG MCELROY  QB  ALABAMA   *NOTES:

107.  LIONS  K.J. WRIGHT  OLB  MISSISSIPPI STATE   *NOTES:

108.  49ERS  CHRIS CONTE  FS  CALIFORNIA  *NOTES:

109.  TITANS  NILES PAUL  WR  NEBRASKA  *NOTES:

110.  COWBOYS  JASON PINKSTON  OG  PITT  *NOTES:

111.  DOLPHINS  ROB HOUSLER  TE  FLORIDA ATLANTIC   *NOTES:

112.  RAMS  JAIQUAWN JARRETT  FS  TEMPLE  *NOTES:

113.  RAIDERS  TANDON DOSS  WR  INDIANA  *NOTES:

114.  JAGUARS  TYLER SASH  SS  IOWA  *NOTES:

115.  49ERS (FROM SAN DIEGO)  OWEN MARECIC  FB  STANFORD   *NOTES: 

116.  BUCCANEERS  JOHN MOFFITT  OG  WISCONSIN   *NOTES: 

117.  GIANTS  KRISTOFER O’DOWD  OC  USC  *NOTES:

118.  CHIEFS  DELONE CARTER  RB  SYRACUSE  *NOTES:

119.  COLTS  PAT DEVLIN  QB  DELAWARE  *NOTES:

120.  EAGLES  STEPHEN SCHILLING  OG  MICHIGAN *NOTES

121.  JAGUARS (FROM NEW ORLEANS)  RICKY ELMORE  DE  ARIZONA   *NOTES:

122.  BILLS (FROM SEATTLE)  GREG SALAS  WR  HAWAII *NOTES

123.  RAVENS  PERNELL MCPHEE  DE  MISSISSIPPI STATE  *NOTES:

124.  FALCONS  MASON FOSTER  OLB  WASHINGTON  *NOTES:

125.  PATRIOTS  TIM BARNES  OC  MISSOURI  *NOTES:

126.  JETS  TERRENCE TOLLIVER  WR  LSU  *NOTES:

127.  BEARS  JOSEPH BARKSDALE  OT  LSU   *NOTES:

128.  STEELERS  IAN WILLIAMS  NT  NOTRE DAME   *NOTES:

129.  PACKERS  CHYKIE BROWN  CB  TEXAS   *NOTES:

103.  RAVENS (FROM ARIZONA*)  DANIEL THOMAS  RB  KANSAS STATE    *NOTES:

130.  TITANS (COMPENSATORY)  JALIL BROWN  CB  COLORADO   *NOTES:

131.  PACKERS (COMPENSATORY)  LEE ZIEMBA  OT  AUBURN  *NOTES:

rOUND 4
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133.  BILLS  KELVIN SHEPPARD  ILB  LSU  *NOTES:

134.  BENGALS  GREG ROMEUS  DE  PITT  *NOTES:

135.  CHIEFS (FROM DENVER VIA BUCS)  SIONE FUA  NT  STANFORD *NOTES:

136.  CARDINALS  ZACH HURD  OT/OG  UCONN  *NOTES:

137.  BROWNS  JAH REID  OT  UCF  *NOTES:

138.  TEXANS  AHMAD BLACK  SS  FLORIDA  *NOTES:

139.  VIKINGS  PIERRE ALLEN  DE  NEBRASKA *NOTES:

140.  CHIEFS (FROM DETROIT)  KENDRIC BURNEY  CB  UNC  *NOTES:

141.  49ERS  JAMIE HARPER  RB  CLEMSON  *NOTES:

142.  TITANS  RASHAD CARMICHAEL  CB  VIRGINIA TECH *NOTES:

143.  COWBOYS  TERRELL MCCLAIN  DE  USF  *NOTES:

144.  DEMARCUS LOVE  OG/OT  ARKANSAS *NOTES:

145.  RAMS  LAWRENCE WILSON   OLB  UCONN  *NOTES:

146.  DOLPHINS  ROBERT SANDS  FS  WEST VIRGINIA  *NOTES:

147.  JAGUARS  RONALD JOHNSON  WR  USC *NOTES:

148.  RAIDERS  VIRGIL GREEN  TE  NEVADA  *NOTES:

149.  EAGLES (FROM SAN DIEGO)  DEREK NEWTON  OT  ARKANSAS ST  *NOTES:

150.  VIKINGS (FROM GIANTS)  DENARIUS MOORE  WR  TENNESSEE *NOTES:

151.  BUCCANEERS  CORTEZ ALLEN  CB  CITADEL *NOTES:

152.  COLTS  JOE LEFEGED  SS  RUTGERS  *NOTES:

153.  EAGLES  DA’NORRIS SEARCY  SS  UNC  *NOTES:

154.  LIONS (FROM KANSAS CITY) ROSS HOMAN  OLB  OHIO STATE  *NOTES:

155.  REDSKINS (FROM SAINTS)  RYAN JONES  CB  NW MISSOURI ST  *NOTES:

156.  SEAHAWKS  JERON JOHNSON  SS  BOISE STATE *NOTES:

157.  SEAHAWKS (FROM RAVENS)  BRYON STINGILY  OT  LOUISVILLE  *NOTES:

158.  FALCONS  CHRIS L. RUCKER  CB  MICHIGAN STATE  *NOTES:

159.  PATRIOTS  CHARLES CLAY  FB  TULSA  *NOTES:

160.  BEARS  ROY HELU, JR  RB  NEBRASKA   *NOTES:

161.  JETS  CEDRIC THORNTON  DE  SOUTHERN ARKANSAS  *NOTES:

162.  STEELERS  KEITH WILLIAMS  OG  NEBRASKA  *NOTES:

163.  PACKERS  ADAM WEBER  QB  MINNESOTA   *NOTES:

rOUND 5

164.  RAVENS (COMPENSATORY  NATE IRVING  ILB  NORTH CAROLINA ST  *NOTES:130.  TITANS (COMPENSATORY)  JALIL BROWN  CB  COLORADO   *NOTES:

131.  PACKERS (COMPENSATORY)  LEE ZIEMBA  OT  AUBURN  *NOTES:

rOUND 4

165.  RAVENS (COMPENSATORY)  ALEX GREEN  RB  HAWAII *NOTES:
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rOUND 6
166. CAROLINA PANTHERS
UGO CHINASA  DE  OKLAHOMA STATE

167. CINCINNATI BENGALS
DAVID ARKIN  OG  MISSOURI STATE

168.  CLEVELAND BROWNS (FROM DENVER)
MARK HERZLICH  OLB  BOSTON COLLEGE

169.  BUFFALO BILLS
TYROD TAYLOR  QB  VIRGINIA TECH

170. CLEVELAND BROWNS
VINCENT BROWN  WR  SAN DIEGO STATE

171. ARIZONA CARDINALS
JEREMY KERLEY  WR  TCU

172.  MINNESOTA VIKINGS
CHRIS CULLIVER  FS  SOUTH CAROLINA

173.  SEATTLE SEAHAWKS (FROM DETROIT)
DA’REL SCOTT  RB  MARYLAND

174.  SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS
BRANDON FUSCO  OC  SLIPPERY ROCK

175.  TENNESSEE TITANS
ANDRE SMITH  TE  VIRGINIA TECH

176.  DALLAS COWBOYS
JEREMY BEAL  ILB  OKLAHOMA

177.  WASHINGTON REDSKINS
MARTIN PARKER  DT  RICHMOND

178.  HOUSTON TEXANS
SCOTT LUTRUS  OLB  UCONN

179.  MIAMI DOLPHINS
TAYLOR POTTS  QB  TEXAS TECH

180.  BALTIMORE RAVENS (FROM RAMS)
CECIL SHORTS III  WR  MOUNT UNION

181.  OAKLAND RAIDERS
JUSTIN ROGERS  CB  RICHMOND

182.  JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS
DERRICK LOCKE  RB  KENTUCKY

183.  SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
DEREK HALL  OT  STANFORD

184.  ARIZONA CARDINALS (FROM BUCS VIA EAGLES)

BYRON MAXWELL  CB  CLEMSON

185.  NEW YORK GIANTS
BRIAN ROLLE  OLB  OHIO STATE

186.  BRONCOS (FROM EAGLES VIA DETROIT)
RYAN WHALEN  WR  STANFORD

187.  TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS (FROM CHIEFS)
JONAS MOUTON  OLB  MICHIGAN

188.  INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
BILAL POWELL  RB  LOUISVILLE

189.  DENVER BRONCOS (FROM SAINTS VIA PATRIOTS)

CLIFF MATTHEWS  DE  SOUTH CAROLINA

190.  SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS (FROM SEATTLE)
DWAYNE HARRIS  WR  EAST CAROLINA

191.  BALTIMORE RAVENS
DEUNTA WILLIAMS  FS/SS  NORTH CAROLINA

192.  ATLANTA FALCONS
CHRIS HAIRSTON  OT  CLEMSON

193.  NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
JUSTIN BOREN  OG  OHIO STATE

194.  NEW YORK JETS
STEVAN RIDLEY  RB  LSU

195.  CHICAGO BEARS
CHRIS NEILD  DT  WEST VIRGINIA

196.  PITTSBURGH STEELERS
DARVIN ADAMS  WR  AUBURN

197. GREEN BAY PACKERS
TORI GURLEY  WR  SOUTH CAROLINA

198.  NEW YORK GIANTS (COMPENSATORY)
JOSH BYNES  ILB  AUBURN

199.  KANSAS CITY CHIEFS (COMPENSATORY)
JAKE KIRKPATRICK  OC  TCU

200.  MINNESOTA VIKINGS (COMPENSATORY)
OLLIE OGBU  DT  PENN STATE

201.  SAN DIEGO CHARGERS (COMPENSATORY)
MIKE MOHAMED  ILB  CALIFORNIA

202. NEW YORK GIANTS (COMPENSATORY)  
DANE SANZENBACHER  WR  OHIO STATE

203.  CAROLINA PANTHERS  (COMPENSATORY)
JULIUS THOMAS  TE  PORTLAND STATE
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rOUND 7
204. CAROLINA PANTHERS

JERRARD TARRANT FS GEORGIA TECH

205. DETROIT LIONS (FROM DEN)

MARKUS WHITE  DE  FSU

206. BUFFALO BILLS

DAVID CARTER  DE  UCLA

207. CINCINNATI BENGALS

SEALVER SILIGA  DT  UTAH

208. NY JETS (FROM ARIZONA)

STANLEY HAVILI  FB  USC

209. SEATTLE SEAHAWKS (FROM CLE)

ANTHONY GAITOR  CB  FIU

210. ATLANTA FALCONS (FROM DET)

SHILOH KEO  SS  IDAHO

211. SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS

RICHARD SHERMAN  CB  STANFORD

212. TENNESSEE TITANS

JASON KELCE  OC  CINCINNATI

213. WASHINGTON REDSKINS

EVAN ROYSTER  RB  PENN STATE

166. CAROLINA PANTHERS

UGO CHINASA  DE  OKLAHOMA STATE

166. CAROLINA PANTHERS

UGO CHINASA  DE  OKLAHOMA STATE

239.  49ERS (COMPENSATORY)

ANTHONY GRAY DT SOUTHERN MISS

240. EAGLES (COMPENSATORY) 

MARIO FANNIN  RB  AUBURN

241.  RAIDERS (COMPENSATORY)

RYAN WINTERSWYK DE BOISE STATE

242.  SEAHAWKS (COMPENSATORY)

ZACH WILLIAMS  C  WASH. STATE

220. DALLAS COWBOYS

THOMAS KEISER  OLB  STANFORD

221.  NEW YORK GIANTS

BRANDON BAIR  DE  OREGON

222. TAMPA BAY BUCS 

STEPHEN BURTON WR WEST TEXAS

223.  KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 

HENRY HYNOSKI  FB  PITT

224. WASHINGTON (FROM IND)

JOSH THOMAS  CB  BUFFALO

225.  BALTIMORE (FROM PHI)

MIKE MCNEILL TE  NEBRASKA

226.  NEW ORLEANS SAINTS

DOUG HOGUE  OLB  SYRACUSE

227.  PHILADELPHIA (FROM SEA)

SCOTT TOLZIEN  QB  WISCONSIN

228.  ST. LOUIS (FROM BAL)

JACQUIZZ RODGERS  RB  OREGON ST

229.  ATLANTA FALCONS 

CHRIS WHITE  ILB  MISS. STATE

230.  ATLANTA (FROM NE) 

EDDIE JONES  DE  TEXAS
231.  49ERS (FROM NYJ VIA DET)

J.T. THOMAS  OLB  WEST VIRGINIA

214. HOUSTON TEXANS

ERIC HAGG  FS  NEBRASKA

215. MINNESOTA VIKINGS

ANDREW JACKSON  OG  FRESNO ST

216. ST. LOUIS RAMS

NATE WILLIAMS  SS  WASHINGTON

217. MIAMI DOLPHINS

JEFF MAEHL  WR  OREGON

218. MIAMI DOLPHINS (FROM JAC)

RYAN HILL  CB  MIAMI (FL)

219. OAKLAND RAIDERS

NATHAN ENDERLE  QB  IDAHO

244.  PANTHERS (COMPENSATORY)

ADRIAN MOTEN OLB  MARYLAND

243.  SAINTS (COMPENSATORY)

ALDRICK ROBINSON  WR  SMU

232.  PITTSBURGH STEELERS

NICK BELLORE  ILB  CENTRAL MICH.

233.  GREEN BAY PACKERS 
SCHUYLAR OORDT TE NORTHERN IOWA

234.  CHARGERS (COMPENSATORY)

JERMALE HINES  FS  OHIO STATE

235.  DOLPHINS (COMPENSATORY)

ANTHONY ALLEN  RB  GEORGIA TECH

236.  VIKINGS (COMPENSATORY)

WILLIE SMITH  OT  EAST CAROLINA

223. KANSAS CITY CHIEFS 

HENRY HYNOSKI  FB  PITTSBURGH

237.  EAGLES (COMPENSATORY)

KOREY LINDSEY  CB  S. ILLINOIS

238.  BUCS (COMPENSATORY)

ALEX LINNENKOHL  C  OREGON ST

245.  BILLS (COMPENSATORY)

LOYCE MEANS  CB  HOUSTON

246.  BENGALS  (COMPENSATORY)

DOM DECICCO  SS  PITT

247.  BRONCOS (COMPENSATORY)

WESLEYE SAUNDERS TE  SOUTH CAR.
248.  BROWNS (COMPENSATORY)

T.J. YATES  QB  NORTH CAROLINA

249.  CARDINALS (COMPENSATORY)

ANTHONY SHERMAN  FB  UCONN

250.  49ERS (COMPENSATORY)

AKEEM DENT  ILB  GEORGIA

251.  TITANS (COMPENSATORY)

CHRIS MATTHEWS  WR  KENTUCKY

252.  COWBOYS (COMPENSATORY)

ALEX HENERY PK  NEBRASKA

253.  REDSKINS (COMPENSATORY)

SHAUN CHAPAS  FB  GEORGIA

254.  TEXANS (COMPENSATORY)

QUENTIN DAVIE OLB NORTHWESTERN
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1 Patrick Peterson | CB | LSU

2 Von Miller | OLB | Texas A&M

3 Marcell Dareus | DT | Alabama

4 Nick Fairley | DT | Auburn
 
5 Robert Quinn | DE | North Carolina

6 A.J. Green | WR | Georgia

7 Prince Amukamara | CB | Nebraska

8 Julio Jones | WR | Alabama

9 Blaine Gabbert | QB | Missouri
 
10 Cameron Jordan | DE | Cal

11 Cam Newton | QB | Auburn

12 Corey Liuget | DT | Illinois

13 Gabe Carimi | OT | Wisconsin

14 Tyron Smith | OT | USC

15 Anthony Castonzo | OT | BC

16 Mikel Leshoure | RB | Illinois

17 Adrian Clayborn | DE | Iowa

18 Ryan Kerrigan | DE/OLB | Purdue

19 Andy Dalton | QB | TCU

20 J.J. Watt | DE | Wisconsin

21 Mike Pouncey | OG | Florida

22 Derek Sherrod | OT | Miss. State

23 Aldon Smith | DE | Missouri

24 Phil Taylor | DT | Baylor

25 Christian Ponder | QB | FSU

26 Muhammad Wilkerson | DT | Temple

27 Jimmy Smith | CB | Colorado

28 Da’Quan Bowers | DE | Clemson

29 Mark Ingram | RB | Alabama
 
30 Nate Solder | OT | Colorado

31 Brooks Reed | OLB | Arizona

32 Cameron Heyward | DE | Ohio State

33 Akeem Ayers | OLB | UCLA

34 Danny Watkins | OG | Baylor
 
35 Jake Locker | QB | Washington 

36 Justin Houston | OLB | Georgia

37 Martez Wilson | ILB | Illinois

38 Kyle Rudolph | TE | Notre Dame

39 Ryan Mallett | QB | Arkansas

40 Jabaal Sheard | DE | Pittsburgh

41 Ryan Williams | RB | Virginia Tech

42 Colin Kaepernick | QB | Nevada

43 Brandon Harris | CB | Miami (FL)

44 Rodney Hudson | OC | FSU

45 Aaron Williams | CB | Texas

46 Randall Cobb | WR | Kentucky

47 Marvin Austin | DT | North Carolina

48 Marcus Cannon | OG | TCU

49 Christian Ballard | DE | Iowa

50 Benjamin Ijalana | OG | Villanova

51 Bruce Carter | OLB | North Carolina 

52 Stephen Paea | DT | Oregon State

53 Titus Young | WR | Boise State

54 Curtis Brown | CB | Texas
 
55 Ras-I Dowling | CB | Virginia

56 Torrey Smith | WR | Maryland

57 Davon House | CB | NM State

58 Leonard Hankerson | WR | Miami (FL)

59 Rahim Moore | FS | UCLA
 
60 Luke Stocker | TE| Tennessee

61 Stefen Wisniewski | OC | Penn State

62 Brandon Burton | CB | Utah

63 Jerrel Jernigan | WR | Troy State

64 Allen Bailey | DE | Miami (FL)

65 Sam Acho | OLB | Texas

66 Orlando Franklin | OT | Miami (FL)

67 Kendall Hunter | RB | Oklahoma St.

68 Kenrick Ellis | DT | Hampton

69 Greg Little | WR | North Carolina

70 Drake Nevis | DT | LSU
 
71 Dontay Moch | OLB | Nevada

72 Quinton Carter | FS | Oklahoma

73 D.J. Williams | TE | Arkansas

74 Jarvis Jenkins | DT | Clemson

75 Chris Carter | OLB | Fresno State

NEW ERA SCOUTING TOP 300
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51 Bruce Carter | OLB | North Carolina 

52 Stephen Paea | DT | Oregon State

53 Titus Young | WR | Boise State

54 Curtis Brown | CB | Texas
 
55 Ras-I Dowling | CB | Virginia

56 Torrey Smith | WR | Maryland

57 Davon House | CB | NM State

58 Leonard Hankerson | WR | Miami (FL)

59 Rahim Moore | FS | UCLA
 
60 Luke Stocker | TE| Tennessee

61 Stefen Wisniewski | OC | Penn State

62 Brandon Burton | CB | Utah

63 Jerrel Jernigan | WR | Troy State

64 Allen Bailey | DE | Miami (FL)

65 Sam Acho | OLB | Texas

66 Orlando Franklin | OT | Miami (FL)

67 Kendall Hunter | RB | Oklahoma St.

68 Kenrick Ellis | DT | Hampton

69 Greg Little | WR | North Carolina

70 Drake Nevis | DT | LSU
 
71 Dontay Moch | OLB | Nevada

72 Quinton Carter | FS | Oklahoma

73 D.J. Williams | TE | Arkansas

74 Jarvis Jenkins | DT | Clemson

75 Chris Carter | OLB | Fresno State

76 DeMarco Murray | RB | Oklahoma

77 Clint Boling | OG | Georgia

78 Jordan Todman | RB | UConn

79 Shareece Wright | CB | USC
 
80 Shane Vereen | RB | Cal

81 Jurrell Casey | DT | USC

82 James Carpenter | OT | Alabama 

83 Quan Sturdivant | ILB | North Carolina

84 Daniel Thomas | RB | Kansas State
 
85 Edmond Gates | WR | Abilene

86 Will Rackley | OG | Lehigh

87 James Brewer | OT | Indiana

88 DeAndre McDaniel | SS | Clemson

89 Marcus Gilchrist | CB | Clemson 

90 Chimdi Chekwa | CB | Ohio State

91 Lance Kendricks | TE | Wisconsin

92 Johnny Patrick | CB | Louisville

93 Colin MCarthy | ILB | Miami 

94 Jon Baldwin | WR | Pittsburgh

95 Tyler Sash | SS | Iowa

96 Austin Pettis | WR | Boise State

97 Greg Jones | ILB | Michigan State
 
98 Lawrence Guy | DT | Arizona State

99 Chris Conte | FS | Cal

100 Ricky Stanzi | QB | Iowa

101 Niles Paul | WR | Nebraska

102 Pernell McPhee | DE | Miss. State

103 Taiwan Jones | RB | E. Washington

104  Ricky Elmore | DE | Arizona
 
105 Marcus Gilbert | OT | Florida

106 K.J. Wright | OLB | Miss. State

107 Jordan Cameron | TE | USC

108 Buster Skrine | CB | Chattanooga

109 Mason Foster | OLB | Washington
 
110 Curtis Marsh | CB | Utah 

111 Jason Pinkston | OT | Pittsburgh

112 Delone Carter | RB | Syracuse 

113 Tandon Doss | WR | Indiana

114 Jamie Harper | RB | Clemson

115 Ahmad Black | SS | Florida

116 Greg Salas | WR | Hawaii

117 John Moffitt | OG | Wisconsin

118 Casey Matthews | ILB | USC

119 Jaiquawn Jarrett | FS | Temple

120 Charles Clay | FB| Tulsa

121 Rob Housler | TE | FAU

122 Kelvin Sheppard | ILB | LSU

123 Pierre Allen | DE | Nebraska

124 Jalil Brown | CB | Colorado

125 Jerrell Powe | DT | Ole Miss

126 Virgil Green | TE | Nevada 

127 Greg Romeus | DE | Pittsburgh

128 Owen Marecic | FB | Stanford

129 Chykie Brown | CB | Texas
 
130 Greg McElroy | QB | Alabama

131 Kristofer O’Dowd | OC | USC 

132 Stephen Schillig | OG | Michigan 

133 Robert Sands | FS | West Virginia 

134 Terrence Toliver | WR | LSU 
 
135 Roy Helu | RB | Nebraska 

136 Chris Culliver | FS | Fresno State 

137 Tim Barnes | OC | Missouri 

138 Lawrence Wilson | OLB | Wash. 

139 Brandon Hogan | CB | West Virginia 

140 Ian Williams | DT | Notre Dame 

141 Joseph Barksdale | OT | LSU 

142 Stanley Havili | FB | USC 

143 Nate Irving | ILB | NC State 

144 Rashad Carmichael | CB | VaTech 

145 Terrell McClain | DT | South Florida 
 
146 Kendric Burney | CB | UNC 

147 Pat Devlin | QB | Delaware 

148 Ross Homan | OLB | Ohio State 

149 Lee Ziemba | OT | Auburn 

150  Joe Lefeged | SS | Rutgers
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151 Alex Henery | K | Nebraska 

152 DeMarcus Love | OG | Arkansas

153 Alex Green | RB | Hawaii

154 Derrick Locke | RB | Kentucky
 
155 Zach Hurd | OG | UConn

156 Da’Norris Searcy | SS | UNC

157 Cortez Allen | CB | Citadel

158 Ronald Johnson | WR | USC

159 Jacquizz Rodgers | RB | Oregon St
 
160 Mark Herzlich | OLB | BC 

161 Andre Smith | TE | VaTech 

162 Denarius Moore | WR | Tenn. 

163 Deunta Williams | FS | UNC 

164 Ugo Chinasa | DE | OK State 

165 Vincent Brown | WR | SDSU 

166 Jeremy Kerley | WR | TCU 

167 Jeremy Beal | ILB | Oklahoma 

168 Ryan Jones | CB | NW Missouri St 

169 Josh Bynes | ILB | Auburn 

170 Da’Rel Scott | RB | Maryland 

171 Jah Reid | OT | UCF 

172 Sione Fua | DT | USC 

173 Bilal Powell | RB | Louisville 

174 Derek Newton | OT | Ark. State 

175 Chris L. Rucker | CB | Mich. State

176 Cecil Shorts | WR | Mount Union

177 Brandon Fusco | C | Slippery Rock

178 Julius Thomas | TE | Portland St.

179 Keith Williams | OG | Nebraska
 
180 Brian Rolle | OLB | Ohio State 

181 Ryan Whalen | WR | Stanford

182 Jeron Johnson | SS | Boise State

183 Jake Kirkpatrick | OC | TCU

184 Mike Mohamed | ILB | Cal
 
185 Jonas Mouton | OLB | Michigan 

186 Dwayne Harris | WR | East Carolina

187 Martin Parker | DT | Richmond

188 Stevan Ridley | RB | LSU

189 Jerrard Tarrant | FS | Georgia Tech

190 Cedric Thorton | DT | S. Arkansas

191 Dane Sanzenbacher | WR | Ohio St

192 Henry Hynoski | FB | Pittsburgh

193 Bryon Stingley | OT | Louisville

194 Jeff Maehl | WR | Oregon

195 Tyrod Taylor | QB | Virginia Tech

196 Darvin Adams | WR | Auburn

197 Justin Rogers | CB | Richmond
 
198 David Arkin | OG | Missoui St

199 Cliff Matthews | DE | South Carolina

200 Scott Lutrus | OLB | UConn

201 Eric Hagg | FS | Nebraska 

202 Ricardo Lockette | WR | Fort Valley St 

203 Chris Neild | NT | West Virginia

204 Markus White | DE | FSU 
 
205 Evan Royster | RB | Penn State 

206 Mike McNeill | TE | Nebraska 

207 Bryon Maxwell | CB | Clemson 

208 Adam Weber | QB | Minnesota 

209 Jermale Hines | FS | Ohio State  

210 Tori Gurley | WR | South Carolina 

211 Shiloh Keo | SS | Idaho 

212 Anthony Gaitor | CB | FIU 

213 Ryan Hill | CB | Miami (FL) 

214 Brandon Bair | DE | Oregon 

215 Chas Henry | P | Florida

216 Jason Kelce | OC | Cincinnati 

217 Justin Boren | OG | Ohio State 

218 David Carter | DT | UCLA 

219 Richard Sherman | CB | Stanford 

220 Stephen Burton | WR | West Texas A&M  

221 Taylor Potts | QB | Texas Tech 

222 Thomas Keiser | OLB | Stanford 

223 Derek Hall | OT | Stanford 

224 Anthony Sherman | FB | UConn 

225 Doug Hogue | OLB | Syracuse

NEW ERA SCOUTING TOP 300
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201 Eric Hagg | FS | Nebraska 

202 Ricardo Lockette | WR | Fort Valley St 

203 Chris Neild | NT | West Virginia

204 Markus White | DE | FSU 
 
205 Evan Royster | RB | Penn State 

206 Mike McNeill | TE | Nebraska 

207 Bryon Maxwell | CB | Clemson 

208 Adam Weber | QB | Minnesota 

209 Jermale Hines | FS | Ohio State  

210 Tori Gurley | WR | South Carolina 

211 Shiloh Keo | SS | Idaho 

212 Anthony Gaitor | CB | FIU 

213 Ryan Hill | CB | Miami (FL) 

214 Brandon Bair | DE | Oregon 

215 Chas Henry | P | Florida

216 Jason Kelce | OC | Cincinnati 

217 Justin Boren | OG | Ohio State 

218 David Carter | DT | UCLA 

219 Richard Sherman | CB | Stanford 

220 Stephen Burton | WR | West Texas A&M  

221 Taylor Potts | QB | Texas Tech 

222 Thomas Keiser | OLB | Stanford 

223 Derek Hall | OT | Stanford 

224 Anthony Sherman | FB | UConn 

225 Doug Hogue | OLB | Syracuse

226 Chris Hairston | OT | Clemson 

227 Nate Williams | SS | Washington 

228 Chris White | ILB | Michigan St. 

229 Weslye Saunders | TE | South Carolina 
 
230 Andrew Jackson | OG | Fresno St.

231 J.T. Thomas | OLB | West Virginia 

232 Ryan Donahue | P | Iowa

233 Eddie Jones | DE | Texas

234 Alex Linnenkohl | OC | Oregon St.
 
235 Aldrick Robinson | WR | SMU 

236 Ryan Winterswyk | DE | Boise St. 

237 Josh Thomas | CB | Buffalo 

238 Lee Smith  | TE | Marshall 
 
239 Willie Smith | OT | East Carolina 

240 Dion Lewis | RB | Pittsburgh 

241 Anthony Allen | RB | Georgia Tech 

242 Nick Bellore | ILB | Central Michigan 

243 Schulyar Oordt | TE | N. Iowa 

244 Kai Forbath | K | UCLA 

245 Mark LeGree | FS | App. State 

246 Adrian Moten | OLB | Maryland 

247 Chris Matthews | WR | Kentucky 

248 Ollie Ogbu | DT | Penn State 

249 Dom DeCicco | SS | Pittsburgh 

250 Courtney Smith | WR | S. Alabama

251 D.J. Young | OT | Michigan State

252 Mario Fannin | RB | Auburn

253 Akeem Dent | ILB | Georgia

254 Noel Devine | RB | West Virginia 
 
255 Lazarius Levingston | DE | LSU 

256 Mike Person | OG | Montana St. 

257 Josh Jasper | K | LSU

258 Trevis Turner | OT | Abilene 

259 Shaun Chapas | FB | Georgia 
 
260 Loyce Means | CB | Houston 

261 Zach Williams | OC | Wash. St

262 Jabara Williams | OLB | Stephen Austin

263 Sealver Siliga | DT | Utah 

264 Korey Lindsey | CB | S. Illinois

265 Mario Harvey | ILB | Marshall

266 Charlie Gantt | TE | Michigan St.
 
267 D’Aundre Reed | DE Arizona

268 Allen Bradford | RB | USC

269 Kyle Adams | TE | Purdue

270 DeJon Gomes | SS | Nebraska

271 Scott Tolzien | QB | Wisconsin

272 DeMarcus Van Dyke | CB | Miami
 
273 Greg Lloyd | ILB | UConn

274 DeAndre Brown | WR | Southern Miss

275 Nathan Enderle | QB | Idaho

276 Andrew Phillips | OG | Stanford 

277 Marshall Williams | WR | Wake Forest 

278 Reid Forest | P | Wash. State 

279 Dan Bailey | K | Oklahoma St. 
 
280 Colby Whitlock | DT | Texas Tech 

281 Chris Prosinski | FS | Wyoming 

282 Danny Aiken | LS | Virginia 

283 Preston Dial | FB | Alabama 

284 Jimmy Young | WR | TCU 

285 Matt Bosher | P | Miami (FL) 

286 Jock Sanders | WR | West Virginia 

287 Will Hill | FS | Florida 

288 Derek Epperson | P | Baylor 

289 Lester Jean | WR | FAU 

290 Quentin Davie | OLB | Northwestern

291 Jake Rogers | K | Cincinnati 

292 Anthony Gray | DT | Southern Miss 

293 Damien Berry | RB | Miami (FL) 

294 Ray Dominguez | OG | Arkansas 

295 Cheta Ozougwu | DE | Rice 

296 Zane Taylor | OC | Utah 

297 Kyle Hix | OT | Texas 

298 T.J. Yates | QB | North Carolina 

299 Karl Klug | DE | Iowa 

300 O.J. Murdock | WR | Fort Hays
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Quarterbacks

the top 25
1. blaine gabbert, missouri
2. cam newton, auburn
3. andy dalton, tcu
4. christian ponder, fsu
5. jake locker, washington
6. ryan mallett, arkansas
7. colin kaepernick, nevada
8. ricky stanzi, iowa
9. greg mcelroy, alabama
10. pat devlin, delaware
11. tyrod taylor, virginia tech
12. adam weber, minnesota
13. taylor potts, texas tech
14. scott tolzien, wisconsin
15. nathan enderle, iowa
16. t.j. yates, north carolina
17. jerrod johnson, texas A&m
18. josh portis, california (pa)
19. jeff van camp, florida atlantic
20. mike hartline, kentucky
21. mitch mustain, usc
22. ben chappell, indiana
23. adam froman, louisville
24. austen arnaud, iowa state
25. blake bolles, nw missouri state

BEST PROSPECT: BLAINE GABBERT

MOST NFL READY: CHRISTIAN PONDER

BEST ARM: RYAN MALLETT

BEST FEET: JAKE LOCKER

BEST POTENTIAL: CAM NEWTON

BIGGEST BUST: CAM NEWTON

BIGGEST SLEEPER: GREG MCELROY

BIGGEST RISK: RYAN MALLETT

LOWEST RISK: ANDY DALTON

1st PRO BOWLER: ANDY DALTON

1st OUT of NFL: RYAN MALLETT
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1 BLAINE GABBERT | MISSOURI 

Accuracy: Gabbert possesses good accuracy with a 63.4 percent completion percentage as a junior. It’s not quite the 
70 percent number typically seen from many quarterbacks in similar systems, but Gabbert’s accuracy from the pocket 
is a plus. It’s especially good on deep throws where he has to place the ball in tight locations. Showed improved deep 
ball accuracy in 2010. Can place the ball right over the receiver’s shoulder in stride. Arm strength: Has an exceptionally 
strong arm that helps him complete passes to all areas of the field. Throws a quick, tight spiral on shorter routes but 
doesn’t try and laser the ball through his receiver.

Athleticism/mobility: Gabbert has shown plenty that he’s more mobile than his size may indicate. Obviously he’s not 
Jake Locker, but that’s not a bad thing. Gabbert has the maneuverability to not only get around in the pocket, but pull 
the ball and run. Sometimes, though, he is too quick to bail on a play and try to make something happen with his feet. 
Also runs into trouble trying to throw after he commits to running.

Decision making: Coming out a spread system, Gabbert doesn’t have to make a lot complicated decisions with the 
football. Particularly, he doesn’t make his own check downs at the line of scrimmage. While you don’t expect a college 
junior to be Peyton Manning pre-snap, you have to wonder how well Gabbert will be able to go through his reads. Will 
he be able to tell when a safety is faking or blitz only to drop back or if a lineman is working in zone blitz coverage 
underneath?

Field vision: Is typically asked to go through only one read in the Missouri system. Will need a lot of training camp and 
practice repetitions to improve this flaw. However, when that one read is open, he can hit it. Has carved defenses up 
with pro-style nine routes and crosses. Will need to do much better trusting his check downs instead of looking for the 
deep ball. Gabbert’s draft placement may hinge somewhat on how he interviews and breaks down plays for coaches 
on the dry erase board.

Mechanics: Gabbert’s release is just as quick as any quarterback in this year’s draft class and perhaps his best asset. 
It’s a compact, fluid motion that doesn’t windup. Will likely need to refine his drop back since he’s taken a majority of 
his snaps from the shotgun. Got better with his footwork as a junior, but needs more consistently plant his feet when 
he throws.

Pocket awareness: This is where Gabbert will need to improve. He doesn’t have the best poise when he feels the rush 
around him and will start moving his feet around him. Needs to trust his linemen more and sit back in the pocket. At the 
same time, there were occasions in games this year where Gabbert held the ball too long and got sacked. The bottom 
line here is that he has to improve mental clock of when exactly he needs to release the ball. With his quick throwing 
motion, Gabbert could be a star if he rectifies this area of his game. Played in a system with a long line using deep 
splits.

Final word: As a pocket passer, Gabbert is loaded with potential. The first noticeable thing about Gabbert is his size. 
He maybe a legit 6-foot-5 and has and NFL frame at 235 pounds. His arm strength is at a top level, he gets great ball 
placement and his throwing motion is crisp and sound. Some of the bigger concerns about Gabbert – coming from a 
spread where he doesn’t have to make many reads – are disconcerting but coachable. Because of that, Gabbert may 
be the kind of quarterback who is taken in round one but could be better served with a year as a backup.

Finished his career with 6,822 passing yards and 40 touchdowns. Won 18 games over his final two seasons. Was a 
backup as a freshman behind Chase Daniel. As a junior, ran for 232 yards and five touchdowns.
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2 CAM NEWTON | AUBURN 

Accuracy: Newton’s accuracy has taken criticism that he does not deserve. During the 2010 season he showed promis-
ing accuracy, but his inconsistency is what hurts his stock. Newton has the ability to hit any target, he just does not do it 
routinely right now. This points to a mechanics flaw, since he will sometimes miss on a pass that he made before under 
the same conditions. This is encouraging, as mechanics can be taught and refined.

Newton’s strengths right now are hitting backs out of the backfield on screens and his deep ball accuracy, which is ac-
tually among the best in the class. Has shown good touch on both long and short passes. Puts the ball in a catchable 
position on underneath routes and lets his receiver run in to the ball.

Arm strength: Phenomenal arm strength. Has no trouble putting the ball over 50 yards in the air. Can make every throw 
you could ask of him. Unlike his accuracy, Newton shows great touch and understanding when throwing the long ball. 
Arm strength is top notch. Newton has thrown at least 70 yards in the air that we have seen- and that is during a game.

Athleticism/mobility: Has unquestioned athleticism. Was allowed to tuck and run at any time at Auburn. Can get outside 
the pocket and hurt a defense. Is not only fast, but has rare size for the quarterback position. Imagine Ben Roethlisberger 
with Vince Young’s speed. Does a nice job moving around in the pocket, freeing himself to throw.

Decision making: Has been asked to make at most two reads pre-snap at Auburn. Will need time to learn to read multiple 
fronts and coverages. He has the ability, but will need time and reps in practice to learn this. Some have questioned his 
Football IQ and ability to pick up reads, but Newton has never been taught these things. He’s a blank canvas in terms 
of IQ.

Field vision: Has enjoyed playing in a shotgun system that lets him stand back and read the field. Newton has little to no 
experience reading a defense, as he was fed his keys from the sideline. Must show better vision pre-snap. Keeps his 
eyes up and down field. It is hard to judge his field vision at this time, as he has only played in wide-open systems that 
have not asked him to make difficult reads or decisions. This will be determined in the NFL.

Mechanics: Does a nice job stepping up and through his throws. Needs to do a better job setting his feet when throwing 
short-to-intermediate throws. Has played in a shotgun-only system at Auburn, and also during his time as a back up at 
Florida. Has virtually no experience coming from under center. Will need his drop steps taught to him before any other 
work can begin.

Has a compact delivery and a good over-the-top motion. His delivery and release will not need work. He will fail to step 
in to passes at times, which results in an incomplete pass.

Pocket awareness/poise: His accuracy seems to drop off when forced to move in the pocket, which is somewhat surpris-
ing considering how athletic he is. Has good vision in-pocket while moving. Does not get scared or rattled by defenders 
flying around him. Great poise in the pocket.

Final word: A one-year starter for the National Champion Auburn Tigers, Newton comes by way of small Blinn College in 
Texas after leaving Florida instead of playing behind Tim Tebow for another year. At Blinn College Newton led the team 
to the 2009 NJCAA championship game before signing with Auburn. Newton quickly asserted himself, rising to the posi-
tion of starter and winning the Heisman Trophy in 2010.

All of this comes with controversy. As is well documented, there are allegations that Newton’s father Cecil offered a play-
for-pay deal to Mississippi State, among other schools. Cameron was cleared of any wrongdoing by the NCAA, but the 
cloud continues to hang over his name.

It is undeniable that Newton is an electric athlete and leader at the position. Much like Michael Vick, Vince Young and 
Tim Tebow before him, there are questions not about his athleticism, but his ability to succeed long-term in the NFL as 
a pure passer. Newton’s production cannot be argued, he was simply fantastic during the 2010 season, but can he fulfill 
his potential? That is the question NFL teams will be left pondering this April.
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3 ANDY DALTON | TCU 

Accuracy: Dalton’s strength as a passer is his accuracy. He consistently places the ball in an area that only his receiver 
can make the catch. Does a great job leading the receiver and giving him room to run after the catch. During his Pro 
Day workout Dalton showed excellent accuracy to every area of the field. There are questions about his deep accuracy, 
largely related to arm strength. He will get a little high throwing outside but this can be corrected with better timing com-
ing out under center. Dalton has NFL-ready accuracy.

Arm strength: There are questions about his ability to push the ball up-field. Threw passes of 60-yards in the air during 
Pro Day, but this was in shorts and without wind. Dalton will not be a big-arm quarterback in a vertical system. He has the 
arm strength to throw go routes and out patterns but relies more on timing to make his throws. The ball will float down the 
seam too often. Dalton has the strength to throw with zip and get the ball between defenders. As a West Coast Offense 
passer he would excel due to his ability to fit the ball in tight spaces on short and intermediate routes. Despite not having 
the strongest arm he does show nice touch on deep balls.

Athleticism/mobility: Dalton performed very well as a runner during his TCU career. He has experience running a zone 
option and also as a shotgun passer who was given the green light to run if needed. Against Wisconsin in the Rose Bowl 
the Horned Frogs featured Dalton’s rushing ability to throw-off the aggressive Badgers defensive line. Dalton totaled 
1,611 rushing yards and 22 scores on the ground in his four years as a starter. Has shown the ability to make throws 
moving left and right out of the pocket.

Decision making: As a catch-and-throw passer from the shotgun Dalton is not often asked to make post-snap reads. He 
will struggle at times if his primary is covered but really improved in this area as a senior. Will lock on to a receiver too 
often. Threw only six interceptions in 2010 compared with 27 touchdowns.

Field vision: Has benefited from a shotgun system. Will need to adjust to playing under center. Has the required height 
to see over his linemen. Does show the ability to get outside the pocket to improve his vision down field if needed.

Mechanics: Has a strong over-the-top delivery. Good follow through. Has solid footwork on delivery and follow through. 
Keeps the ball high and does not let it drop, even when moving in the pocket. Throws from his shoulder and doesn’t drop 
the nose of the ball. Has a quick and compact release.

Pocket awareness/poise: A four-year starter for TCU, Dalton is a poised and tough leader who teammates will follow. 
Has won three Most Valuable Player awards in four Bowl Game appearances at TCU. Dalton does not get rattled in the 
pocket and can use his mobility to escape if the pocket breaks down. Has a calm about himself in the pocket and is not 
afraid to stand in until the last minute and take a big hit.

Final word: Andy Dalton leaves TCU as one of the most decorated quarterbacks in the team’s long history. At the college 
level he has done everything you could ask of a quarterback. Entering the NFL there are questions about Dalton’s arm 
strength and his “up-side”. Many see Dalton and too quickly write him off as a product of a spread system who will not 
develop farther in the NFL. When we look at Andy Dalton we see Drew Brees.

Dalton, like Brees, is slightly undersized and leaves a spread college system that hid his lack of a rocket arm. Brees and 
Dalton were both given 2nd Round grades by most draft experts.

We see a bright future for Andy Dalton if he is drafted in to the right system. Dalton will excel in a spread or West Coast 
offense. This makes Seattle, San Francisco, Cincinnati and Minnesota possible destinations for him in Round 2, of if 
those teams trade back in to the first round for him.
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4 christian ponder | FSU 

Accuracy: Can put the ball on a line to any spot on the field. Shows very good rotation on underneath passes and hits 
them consistently with good accuracy. Hits the receiver consistently in the same location on the same routes. Showed at 
the Senior Bowl an ability to throw the deep out in a way that the defender cannot get to the ball without going through the 
receiver (low and outside). Will force the ball at times and can result in a shaky deep ball that might flutter to the inside.

Arm strength: One area that Ponder does not stand above his competitors is in arm strength. While he has enough arm 
strength to survive in the NFL, he will never blow a defense away with his deep ball. His arm is sufficient for short and 
mid-range routes, and he throws those with good zip and rotation. The deep ball can flutter at times and might lose zip 
in flight.

Athleticism/mobility: Is much more athletic than he is given credit for. Is a mobile passer with the ability to make plays on 
the move. Displays very good vision when moving. Has enough speed to make defensive linemen miss and can outrun 
them to the corner. Can be too eager to run the ball, and will expose himself to big hits. Must learn to slide, or head for 
the sidelines.

Decision making: Is a very smart quarterback, both in the classroom and on the field. Has been hot-and-cold reading 
defenses in his career. Can get in a habit of staring down his receivers, especially throwing left.

Field vision: Ponder can improve here with proper NFL coaching and training. Does not do a great job of looking off the 
safety and can get lost in playaction. Must do a better job settling down late in games and not forcing throws. Tries to be 
a hero too often, which in 2010 resulted in late-game interceptions.

Mechanics: Has a very quick drop and set-up. Shows a compact delivery with a solid over-the-top delivery that shows 
no wasted movements. Keeps the ball up, near his ear when throwing. Has shown good footwork in his drop step, his 
release and follow through. Squares his shoulders well and adjusts nicely when moving in the pocket or outside of it. His 
throwing mechanics are near flawless.

Pocket awareness/poise: Is a very confident player, and it shows in his awareness and how he carries himself. Is willing 
to step up in the pocket to make throws. Does not always feel backside pressure and can get blasted from his blindside.

Final word: You have to worry about the injuries. He suffered a third-degree separation of his throwing shoulder in 2009 
and has experienced issues with a bursa sac injury. He also had a concussion in 2010. While Ponder appeared healthy 
this offseason, the injuries certainly add up.

Ponder is by all appearances a late first-round pick in the 2011 class. He has the tools to be a starter in the NFL, if he 
can stay healthy. He comes from a pro-style offense where he was asked to make reads, handle play calls and read the 
entire field. Compared with his experience as a starter at Florida State, this makes Ponder the most NFL-ready of any 
quarterback in this class.
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5 jake locker | washington 

Accuracy: Dalton’s strength as a passer is his accuracy. He consistently places the ball in an area that only his receiver 
can make the catch. Does a great job leading the receiver and giving him room to run after the catch. During his Pro 
Day workout Dalton showed excellent accuracy to every area of the field. There are questions about his deep accuracy, 
largely related to arm strength. He will get a little high throwing outside but this can be corrected with better timing com-
ing out under center. Dalton has NFL-ready accuracy.

Arm strength: There are questions about his ability to push the ball up-field. Threw passes of 60-yards in the air during 
Pro Day, but this was in shorts and without wind. Dalton will not be a big-arm quarterback in a vertical system. He has the 
arm strength to throw go routes and out patterns but relies more on timing to make his throws. The ball will float down the 
seam too often. Dalton has the strength to throw with zip and get the ball between defenders. As a West Coast Offense 
passer he would excel due to his ability to fit the ball in tight spaces on short and intermediate routes. Despite not having 
the strongest arm he does show nice touch on deep balls.

Athleticism/mobility: Dalton performed very well as a runner during his TCU career. He has experience running a zone 
option and also as a shotgun passer who was given the green light to run if needed. Against Wisconsin in the Rose Bowl 
the Horned Frogs featured Dalton’s rushing ability to throw-off the aggressive Badgers defensive line. Dalton totaled 
1,611 rushing yards and 22 scores on the ground in his four years as a starter. Has shown the ability to make throws 
moving left and right out of the pocket.

Decision making: As a catch-and-throw passer from the shotgun Dalton is not often asked to make post-snap reads. He 
will struggle at times if his primary is covered but really improved in this area as a senior. Will lock on to a receiver too 
often. Threw only six interceptions in 2010 compared with 27 touchdowns.

Field vision: Has benefited from a shotgun system. Will need to adjust to playing under center. Has the required height 
to see over his linemen. Does show the ability to get outside the pocket to improve his vision down field if needed.

Mechanics: Has a strong over-the-top delivery. Good follow through. Has solid footwork on delivery and follow through. 
Keeps the ball high and does not let it drop, even when moving in the pocket. Throws from his shoulder and doesn’t drop 
the nose of the ball. Has a quick and compact release.

Pocket awareness/poise: A four-year starter for TCU, Dalton is a poised and tough leader who teammates will follow. 
Has won three Most Valuable Player awards in four Bowl Game appearances at TCU. Dalton does not get rattled in the 
pocket and can use his mobility to escape if the pocket breaks down. Has a calm about himself in the pocket and is not 
afraid to stand in until the last minute and take a big hit.

Final word: Andy Dalton leaves TCU as one of the most decorated quarterbacks in the team’s long history. At the college 
level he has done everything you could ask of a quarterback. Entering the NFL there are questions about Dalton’s arm 
strength and his “up-side”. Many see Dalton and too quickly write him off as a product of a spread system who will not 
develop farther in the NFL. When we look at Andy Dalton we see Drew Brees.

Dalton, like Brees, is slightly undersized and leaves a spread college system that hid his lack of a rocket arm. Brees and 
Dalton were both given 2nd Round grades by most draft experts.

We see a bright future for Andy Dalton if he is drafted in to the right system. Dalton will excel in a spread or West Coast 
offense. This makes Seattle, San Francisco, Cincinnati and Minnesota possible destinations for him in Round 2.
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6 ryan mallett | arkansas 

Accuracy: Mallett shows above-average accuracy to compliment his outstanding mechanics. His short accuracy is spot on 
and can lay the ball into the receiver’s hands on deep routes. Mallett can occasionally miss a receiver across the middle 
with his tendency to throw some passes too high. Using his exceptional arm strength, he can place the ball into tight win-
dows that even some NFL quarterbacks can’t hit. He does a great job of putting the ball where only the receiver can catch 
it. He also excels at throwing accurately while on the run after being forced out of the pocket. Accuracy is a strong aspect 
of his game, but has definite room for improvement.

Arm Strength: Possibly his greatest attribute, Mallett’s arm strength is among the best in college football. Whether it’s a 
deep ball down the sideline or putting the ball on a rope 20 yards down the field, he has the arm to put the ball anywhere 
it needs to go. However, too often his passes are overthrown as if he loses control of the amount of strength behind his 
throws. The main concern is that he can sometimes rely too much on his arm strength when making risky passes.

Athleticism/Mobility: Mallett is a pure pocket passer. He doesn’t have the speed, athleticism or quickness to be a legitimate 
scrambling threat in the NFL. Shows good movement in the pocket, but defenders shouldn’t be concerned with him picking 
up first downs with his feet on a consistent basis. Overall, he is subpar in both top-end speed and athleticism, but makes 
up for it with decision making and poise.

Decision Making: Mallett is a very confident passer with great awareness and football knowledge. However, that confi-
dence can sometimes be detrimental to his play when he decides to force tough throws when nothing is there. When he 
has time to throw, he reads the defense and does a good job of checking down to his second and third options. Even with 
pressure in his face, he makes smart, quick decisions to throw the ball away. Despite his lack of speed, he can some-
times try too hard to outrun the defense and put his offense in tough situations by giving up unnecessary sacks. A 10:3 
touchdown-to-interception ratio provides support for his strong decision making.

Field Vision: The fact that he’s 6’7’’ allows him to have clear vision of the field and makes his passes much harder to bat 
down by the defensive line. He does a solid job of reading the defense, reacting after the snap, and taking what the de-
fense can give him. Often checks down to backs and tight ends out of the backfield if he sees nothing available down field.

Mechanics: Coming out of the pro-style offense of Bobby Petrino, Mallett has honed his skills as a prototypical NFL passer. 
He has a very natural, over-the-top release that, matched with his height, allows him to deliver the ball cleanly and effec-
tively. Stands tall when delivering the ball, and uses a quick, fluid motion to get the ball out of his hands. When he runs 
play-action, he does an outstanding job of selling the run and hiding the ball from the defense. However, he needs to learn 
to drop back more effectively considering he spent lots of his time at Arkansas in either the shotgun or pistol formations.

Pocket Awareness/Poise: As mentioned earlier, Mallett has excellent pocket presence and awareness which allows him to 
evade the pass rush and continue to look down field. He doesn’t typical get flustered by the pressure and can step into hits 
in order to make a good pass. Even in tough situations, he has held his own and been a composed leader for his team-
mates to rally around.

Final Word: Any team would be glad to have a player of Mallett’s ability and leadership taking snaps for their offense. 
Passing stats come easily and in large quantities for Mallett, who is as productive as they come at the quarterback spot. 
After having an up-and-down season in 2009, he came back in 2010 after considering the NFL and proved that he could 
be smarter and more consistent with his decisions. He has shown great maturation since joining Arkansas in 2008 as a 
transfer from Michigan.

Mallett has all of the tools to become a sensational quarterback in the NFL. No matter the situation, he is a proven leader 
and hard worker, but can sometimes lose focus when things start to fall apart as evidenced by Arkansas’ 2009 loss to Ala-
bama by a score of 7-35 in which he completed just 34% of his passes. Teammates seem to rally around his vocal leader-
ship and feed off his positive energy. However, scouts will need to look into why coaches at Michigan had issues with him 
that eventually led to him transferring.

Given the right coaching and the proper system, he could eventually put up big time numbers in the NFL just as he did un-
der Petrino. In order to succeed, he will need to work on controlling his strength on deep balls and making better decisions 
with defenders bearing down on him. If the right circumstances arise, Mallett could come off the board in the late first/early 
second round of the 2011 draft.
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7 colin kaepernick | nevada 

Accuracy: Kaepernick’s accuracy is not good, but it’s workable. His mechanics need a ton of work, which can clean up a 
lot of the issues he is facing with accuracy. Once he gets his mechanics flowing at an NFL level, his accuracy should be 
in-line. He does show good touch on underneath passes. You hate to compare him to anyone, but his throwing ability is 
a lot like Vince Young coming out of Texas.

Arm strength: Is a former-baseball player with a 90-plus mph fastball, so you know the arm strength is there. He has 
excellent zip on all his passes at every level of the field. As with his accuracy, it will be interesting to see how his velocity 
changes once he is delivery the ball without any wasted motion.

Athleticism/mobility: Is a tremendous athlete and a very mobile prospect. Has a very tall, thin frame and could be ex-
posed to injury in the NFL if he takes too many hits- which are likely as he is a mobile quarterback. Needs to put on 
muscle.

Decision making: Does a pretty good job reading the defense, but has the benefit from playing in a shotgun system that 
let him sit back and evaluate. Can get in trouble in the middle of the field, where he doesn’t always find the safety or look 
him off. 

Field vision: Will have to learn how to read a defense from under center. Has otherwise done a good job seeing the field 
while in the shotgun or moving. Is an experienced starter and has seen every defense you can throw at him.

Mechanics: There is a lot of work to be done here. He has a lack of experience taking snaps from under center and 
needs to work on remaining balance while scanning the field. Another key issue is his grip on the ball, which is too loose. 
He also will drop the ball below his sternum before throwing, wasting time and motion. Has a hitch in his delivery that 
needs worked out, as a long release slows down delivery and makes interceptions more likely. Has to do a better job 
setting his feet and squaring his shoulders to deliver the ball. Must also learn to step in to his throws and not just sling 
the ball from his shoulder. 

Pocket awareness/poise: Kaepernick has a great feel for the pocket and the athletic ability to escape the rush. Much like 
Vince Young or Dennis Dixon before him, his athleticism can be a blessing or a curse. He must learn when to run and 
when to stand in the pocket and wait for his receiver to break open.

Final word: It is hard to think of any one player having the rise up draft boards this offseason that Kaepernick has en-
joyed. He is now considered a late first-round pick and could even hear his name called in the middle of the first round.

The team that drafts Kaepernick will need to completely re-work his motion, which can be done (see Tim Tebow, Vince 
Young). Some will also point out guys like Philip Rivers who have performed fine with a less than usual motion.
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quarterbacks 8- 17

8 | ricky stanzi | iowa | 100 overall
- A productive college quarterback. Needs to improve accuracy and learn when the throw the ball away before becoming 
an NFL starter. He does have the tools to develop in to a starter in three to four seasons. Projected round: Late 2nd, Early 3rd 

9 | greg mcelroy | alabama | 130 overall
- McElroy is a super-smart quarterback, on and off the field. He is a safe pick for a team looking for a quarterback to 
develop for the future. McElroy reminds us a lot of former LSU, and current Green Bay Packer’s quarterback Matt 
Flynn. Projected round: 3rd Round

10 | pat devlin | delaware | 147 overall
- Many expected Devlin to become a hot prospect this offseason, which never happened. Those expecting him to be 
the next Joe Flacco were disappointed. He does have value of his own as a mid-round pick. Projected round: Early 4th 
Round

11 | tyrod taylor | virginia tech | 195 overall
- Among the most athletic quarterbacks in this draft class, Taylor could see a position change in the NFL if quarterback-
ing doesn’t working out for him. Can make plays outside the pocket and has a live arm. Projected round: 6th Round

12 adam weber | minnesota | 208 overall
- Good athlete with good pocket awareness.  Lacks ideal size and arm strength but pretty accurate.  Can tend to force 
balls into areas he shouldn’t. Has some developmental qualities. Projected round: Late 6th Round

13 taylor potts | texas tech | 221 overall
- Good size and decent arm.  Worked out of a wide open spread offense where he rarely went under center.  Many 
will point to the system at Texas Tech being the reason for his success. Projected round: Late 6th Round

14 | scott tolzien | wisconsin | 271 overall
- 271. Scott Tolzien, QB, Wisconsin Had a great team around him.  Wasn’t asked to do much in a run first offense.  
Does not have the arm strength or playmaking ability to be anything more than a practice player. Projected round: 7th 
Round

15 | nathan enderle | idaho | 275 overall
- Played four years in a pro style offense.  Has a good arm and quick release. Struggled early on but got better each 
year.  Needs to work on his drops and getting deeper and away from center faster.  We like him late in the draft. Pro-
jected round: 7th Round

16 | t.j. yates | north carolina | 298 overall
- Had injury problems in college which led to inconsistency.  Not a great arm but does the little things well and has 
good pocket presence.  Worth a shot in the late rounds. Projected round: Late 7th Round

17 | jerrod johnson | texas A&M | 305 overall
- Had a horrible senior year and lost his spot. Good athlete with a strong arm.  Does not have great accuracy and has 
a slow release. Worth a look as a practice squad player. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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quarterbacks 18- 25

18 | josh portis | California (PA) | 316 overall
- Portis has bounced from school-to-school, leaving a trail of bad mistakes in his past. He’ll still get a look in the NFL due 
to great arm strength and great athleticism. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

19 | jeff van camp | florida atlantic | 353 overall
- Played in a mostly shotgun offense in college.  Has a slow delivery and lacks great accuracy. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent

20 | mike hartline | kentucky | 405 overall
- Tall quarterback with a good arm and good delivery.  Seemed to get better every year in the tough SEC Conference.  
Has potential but there are some off field issues that surround him. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

21 | mitch mustain |  usc | 426 overall
- Did not play a whole lot in college.  He showed a strong arm and the ability to win at Arkansas.  He is a developmental 
QB. There are off-field issues to consider. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

22 | ben chappell | indiana | 430  overall
- Good size and a strong arm.  Improved his senior year and cut down on his mistakes.  Is a project and will need time 
to develop footwork but has potential. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

23 | adam froman | louisville | 445 overall
- Has good size and arm strength.  Can be erratic at times with his accuracy.  Has a good release but will need time to 
develop. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

24 | austen arnaud | iowa state | 469 overall
- A very good overall athlete, Arnaud never put it all together on the field. He’s the defintion of a developmental player. 
Will get looks on practice squads. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

25 | blake bolles | nw missouri state |  482 overall
- An interesting small school prospect. Has good size, a good arm and the technique you look for in a prospect. Level 
of competition was very low. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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RUNNING BACKS

the top 25
1. MIKEL LESHOURE, ILLINOIS
2. MARK INGRAM, ALABAMA
3. RYAN WILLIAMS, VIRGINIA TECH
4. KENDALL HUNTER, OKLAHOMA ST
5. DEMARCO MURRAY, OKLAHOMA
6. JORDAN TODMAN, UCONN
7. SHANE VEREEN, CAL
8. DANIEL THOMAS, KANSAS STATE
9. TAIWAN JONES, EASTERN WASH.
10. DELONE CARTER, SYRACUSE
11. JAMIE HARPER, CLEMSON
12. ROY HELU, NEBRASKA
13. ALEX GREEN, HAWAII
14. DERRICK LOCKE, KENTUCKY
15. JACQUIZZ RODGERS, OREGON STATE
16. DA’REL SCOTT, MARYLAND
17. BILAL POWELL, LOUISVILLE
18. STEVAN RIDLEY, LSU
19. EVAN ROYSTER, PENN STATE
20. DION LEWIS, PITTSBURGH
21. ANTHONY ALLEN, GEORGIA TECH
22. MARIO FANNIN, AUBURN
23. NOEL DEVINE, WEST VIRGINIA
24. ALLEN BRADFORD, USC
25. DAMIEN BERRY, MIAMI (FL)

BEST PROSPECT: MIKEL LESHOURE

MOST NFL READY: MARK INGRAM

BEST SPEED: TAIWAN JONES

BEST POWER DANIEL THOMAS

BEST POTENTIAL: MIKEL LESHOURE

BIGGEST BUST: MARK INGRAM

BIGGEST SLEEPER: DA’REL SCOTT

BIGGEST RISK: MARK INGRAM

LOWEST RISK: RYAN WILLIAMS

1st PRO BOWLER: RYAN WILLIAMS

BEST IN 5 YEARS: MIKEL LESHOURE
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1 mikel leshoure, illinois 

Acceleration/Burst/Quickness: Leshoure has the quickness to explode and run away from defenders, or the agility to 
simply jump over them. Perhaps better than any other runner in this draft class Leshoure has the second-gear that NFL 
teams look for. Once he explodes through a hole he is almost impossible to catch.

Ball Protection: Mikel shows excellent ball security, keeping the ball high on his chest and tucked away nicely.

Elusiveness/Feet/Agility: Leshoure runs in a compact way that shields him from taking big hits. He has a smooth ability 
to cut and change direction without losing speed or slipping. Mikel is no a shifty back who will look to run by or “juke” 
out a defender. His game is to line up the tackler and run them over.

Pass Catching: Illinois has lined him up as an outside receiver and he has shown reliable hands when asked to catch. 
He has shown a good job running routes from out of the backfield, in motion and even in the slot. Does not make the 
best cuts and will round off routes. We have noticed him catching with his body too often. Due to his size and running 
type many find him to be a surprisingly good pass catcher out of the backfield.

Pass Blocking: The technique to be a great blocker is lacking, but he does show a ton of effort in blocking. Leshoure 
has the body type to be a good blitz protector once he learns the right technique.

Power: Leshoure is a powerful back who does a great job getting behind his pads on inside runs and also when con-
fronted in the hole. For a power running back it is important to keep your feet moving after contact- Leshoure does an 
excellent job of churning his feet when hit. Leshoure has the power to run over tacklers, especially defensive backs, 
with ease. Has a good center of gravity which makes it hard for solo tacklers to get him down on their own if they don’t 
get leverage. He isn’t a shifty back and won’t make too many defenders miss in the back/open field unless he runs 
over them.

Size/Length/Hand Size: There are no questions about his size. Leshoure is the perfect build for a power runner with 
elite burst.

Speed: Leshoure has a great combination of vision, balance and acceleration to power his speed. Mikel isn’t a burner, 
but he shows explosion when he hits the hole and through contact.

Vision/Balance/Instincts: Leshoure runs with a natural forward-lean and does  a good job cutting away from defenders. 
He shows very good vision in the open field to make changes and elude tacklers. Does a good job of running behind 
his blockers, but he can and miss cutbacks.

Final Word: There are a few character concerns here. He was suspended for September 2009 matchup against Illinois 
State for violating unspecified team rules. Leshoure also suffered broken jaw in 2008, losing 17 pounds, reportedly 
during a fight with teammate Jeff Cumberland.

For all his early troubles Leshoure appears to have matured. His 2010 season was flawless, earning him second team 
All-American status by the Associated Press and a first-team All-Big Ten selection. He set the Illinois single-season 
record with 1,697 yards rushing and added on 17 touchdowns.

As a pro Leshoure has the skills to transition very well to the NFL. He is very similar to former Illinois runner Rashard 
Mendenhall in terms of body type, speed and running ability.backup as a freshman behind Chase Daniel. As a junior, 
ran for 232 yards and five touchdowns.
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2 mark ingram, alabama 

Acceleration/Burst/Quickness: Quick burst to attack the line of scrimmage. Good acceleration in 5 and 10-yard splits. 
Decent lateral agility, but excels at making one cut and squaring his shoulders to the line of scrimmage. Will not dance. 
Is a very patient runner who does a great job finding holes.

Ball Protection: Only two fumbles in three seasons at Alabama. Excellent ball security. Fumbles will not be an issue in 
the NFL. Has a strong grip and excellent placement when securing the ball.

Elusiveness/Feet/Agility: Does a great job of keeping his feet moving. Is not elusive in the open field. Will make one 
cut and lower his shoulders. Good enough agility, but is a classic power runner who does not try to shake defenders.

Pass Catching: Good hands. Used primarily in screen packages. Does a good job locating the ball and bringing it in to 
his body. Does not let the ball get inside him.

Pass Blocking: Is a willing blocker who has shown a good ability to protect the quarterback in passing situations. Will 
not be a weak link in terms of blocking for his NFL team.

Power: Strong and well built to handle tacklers. Is best used as an inside runner. Has thick legs that power his runs. 
Low center of gravity. Exceptional tackler breaker. Defenders will bounce off him if not hit low. Very good leg drive. Falls 
forward when hit.

Size/Length/Hand Size: Great size for a three-down running back.

Speed: Ingram is not a phenomenal athlete, nor does he possess exceptional athletic ability. He will run a decent high-
4.4 in the 40 yard dash and test in the middle on all agility drills. He does have the speed to do damage in the open 
field, but he will not be outrunning many people.

Vision/Balance/Instincts: Ingram is not fast enough to simply out run defenders, but he has the vision and instincts to 
get to the edge. Does a very nice job finding holes and then exploding through them.

Final Word: A knee injury caused Ingram to miss the first two games of the 2010 season, but he looked good down the 
stretch despite sharing carries with Trent Richardson and the Alabama offense relying on the pass more.

The son of a former NFL wide receiver, Ingram has the pedigree and accolades that NFL scouts love. His lack of elite 
speed and limited upside will prevent Ingram from being a top 15 pick. He will likely land anywhere between 16 and 35 
on draft day.

Worth noting is the knee injury mentioned above is causing some NFL teams to reportedly “red flag” Ingram as a po-
tential injury risk. This could negatively effect his draft stock immensley. 
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3 ryan williams, virginia tech 

Acceleration/Burst/Quickness: Has incredible acceleration once he finds a crease. One second he is caught behind 
the line, the next he’s in the secondary. Williams burst is among the best in this class. He doesn’t have the sprinter-fast 
40-times of other backs, but his on-field quickness is impressive. Ball Protection: Has zero fumbling issues. Ball secu-
rity is an A+. The only potential concern could be that Williams size and knack for fighting for extra yards could lead to 
fumbles in the NFL. He may have to work on his arm strength to avoid this. 

Elusiveness/Feet/Agility: Is like an Energizer bunny, always keeping his legs churning and bouncing off would-be tack-
lers. Is able to bounce and spin his way through tacklers. Very good balance at turning the corner and keeping his body 
control.

Pass Catching: An able and productive receiver. Has soft hands, good vision and the speed to make plays in space. A 
valuable player here.

Pass Blocking: Is not the most dominating blocker, but he is willing to lock up with pass rushers. Will dip his head too 
often, losing sight of the blitzer.

Power: Does not have the bulk to be a powerful inside runner on every down, but is pretty effective here nonetheless. 
Has very good balance and leg drive to power through tackles. Does a good job finishing his runs and falling forward 
when tackled. Runs with a low pad level, making him a stronger runner than he should be.

Size/Length/Hand Size: Is a bit small at 5’9″ and 212 lbs. Has enough size to play on every down in the NFL. Does a 
good job protecting himself from big hits with low pad height.

Speed: Has the patience, vision and burst to showcase his speed on the outside. Williams has the speed to out-run 
linebackers to the edge and can make defenders miss in the secondary. If a defensive back takes a bad angle, he’ll 
lose the race.

Vision/Balance/Instincts: Has good vision for finding cutback lanes and creases in the offensive line.

Final Word: The only flaw we can find with Williams is his durability. He has missed time with a hamstring injury that is 
being checked thoroughly in pre-draft visits. Has only two seasons at Virginia Tech under his belt, so there is little wear 
and tear on him compared to Mark Ingram or other backs in this class.

If Williams checks out medically he has the look of a middle second round pick. His speed, receiving ability and all-
around game are impressive enough to warrant his starting as a rookie.
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4 kendall hunter | Oklahoma state 

Acceleration/Burst/Quickness: Has the burst and acceleration to make defenses pay if he finds an opening.

Ball Protection: Has not had issues with ball security. Carries the ball high and tucked away tightly to his body. Creates 
a nice pocket when taking hand-offs.

Elusiveness/Feet/Agility: Is shifty in the open field. Will try too often to dance behind the line of scrimmage. Is very agile 
and shows the ability to make plays in space.

Pass Catching: Is a solid receiver coming out of the backfield. Has the size to be used in the slot as a match-up problem 
for nickelbacks and linebackers. Runs solid wheel routes and flat combinations.

Pass Blocking: Hunter is a liability here. He’s simply too small to take on pass rushers. Could be used as a cut-blocker, 
but must show willingness to attack pass rushers.

Power: Lacks elite power when running the ball, largely due to his size. Needs to do a better job running through 
tacklers, keeping his pads low and his legs moving. Runs timid at times. If he were to press the line and run with more 
aggression he could see changes in his yards per carry and yards after contact.

Size/Length/Hand Size: Is very much undersized, which can work for or against him. Many point to nagging injuries 
in 2009 and say Hunter’s size is a liability. His diminutive stature could relegate him to third-down duties early in his 
career.

Speed: Has elite speed in the open field. Is not a long-strider, but can get his short legs pumping.

Vision/Balance/Instincts: Sees the field well and can find openings in a pile. With a smaller body-type he can fit through 
holes that bigger runs get caught up in. Uses his size to his advantage here.

Final Word: Has been injured in his career, notably in 2009. He bounced back in 2010 and displayed the run/catch abil-
ity that had some calling him the next “Maurice Jones-Drew”.

Hunter is a natural overachiever, and his production at the college level is undeniable. Many see him as a complimen-
tary back, while others see something more in the small back.

Hunter has all the tools to carve out a nice career in the NFL. If he were two inches taller, we would be talking about 
him as a top running back instead of as a third-down only guy.

With a deep class at running back Hunter is likely to wait until Round 3 to hear his name called. If injury issues and size 
concerns creep up, it could be a long day for this Cowboy.
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5 demarco murray | oklahoma 

Acceleration/Burst/Quickness: Has the burst to separate from defenders, but does not show the quickness of other top 
backs in this class. Murray’s game is not about burst and quickness as much as it is hard-nosed, fundamentally sound 
running. Can plant and accelerate.

Ball Protection: Must learn to run with lower pad height to protect the ball, and himself, from hits. Can carry the ball 
too low, and too far away from his midsection. Very similar to Adrian Peterson in running style and ball protection. Did 
improve in 2010 with only one fumble, which he recovered.

Elusiveness/Feet/Agility: Is not an elusive runner, choosing instead to punish would-be tacklers. He does give tacklers 
too much of an opening to hit him, with his height and tall running style. Does a good job making one cut and then de-
ciding where to go.  Has jumped over defenders before, showing top-notch agility and strength.

Pass Catching: A very able and dangerous receiver from the backfield or in the slot. Has worked as a receiver and re-
turn man in addition to duties at running back. Has experience running routes and does a very solid job running to the 
flats, catching and pivoting, without losing speed.

Pass Blocking: Murray is an NFL-ready three-down back due to his ability as a receiver and blocker. Has the size to 
hold-up against the pass rush and the technique to deliver a solid block that will protect the quarterback. Does more 
than just get in the way. Will initiate contact. Is a good cut blocker. Not afraid to get dirty and mix it up. One of, if not the 
very best, blocker in this class.

Power: Is a classic north-south runner. Is tough to bring down between the tackles. Does a good job falling forward for 
extra yards. Fights for yards and is tough to bring down. Has good set-up moves and will deliver a blow instead of wait-
ing to be tackled. Can look timid at times, while other times looks dominant running with authority. Has a good stiff-arm.

Size/Length/Hand Size: Has ideal size for a three-down back. Is a little taller than the majority of the backs in this class, 
but has a more classical build similar to Eddie George and Adrian Peterson.

Speed: Has been called a speed back, but is more of an inside runner with the speed to make plays on the outside. 
Has a solid second-gear and can run away from defenders if he gets out in the open.

Vision/Balance/Instincts: Is a patient runner with the balance to turn the corner. Has good vision and will find cutbacks 
and seams in the line. Is not afraid to press the line and force his way through an opening. Runs with his head down a 
lot, limiting his vision.

Final Word: In other years Murray might receive more hype as a top back, but in 2011 he is lost behind a Heisman 
Trophy winner and other backs with a more complete game.

One concern is that Murray may have been used too much in college. The Sooners rode Murray often, leaving the 
school No. 4 all-time in rushing attempts (744). Other concerns are his frequent injuries, which may be small in nature- 
but add up over time.

Murray has also been inconsistent at times, which may be in part to changes at quarterback and on the offensive line. 
Coaches viewing his 2009 season are apt to walk away unimpressed, while his 2010 film was very impressive at times.

The running back class this season is deep, which could push Murray to the late 2nd Round, or later.
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6 jordan todman | Uconn 

Acceleration/Burst/Quickness: Has top-flight quickness, burst and acceleration. Can make defenders miss when they 
meet him in the hole. Has the feet to make jump cuts in traffic to get a clear running lane. Will bounce off tacklers and 
out of closing holes.

Ball Protection: Has not shown any issues with ball security or fumbling. Should not be an issue in the NFL.

Elusiveness/Feet/Agility: Has a very effective jump-cut that he uses to get out of tight spots around the line of scrim-
mage. Similar to LaDainian Tomlinson’s move to go from inside to the outside in one move. Shows a good ability to 
move and make people miss.

Pass Catching: Has been used as a receiver out of the backfield only. Reliable on screens and swing passes, but that’s 
it. He does have the agility to become a better receiver, and could be used in the slot, but he has no experience running 
routes or catching when it’s not in a straight-line pattern.

Pass Blocking: Is too small to be considered a reliable blocker. Is not strong enough, or aggressive enough, to be a 
valuable blocker early in his career.

Power: Todman does not have the size or running style of an inside runner. He is technically sound though and makes 
up for his lack of size with 100 percent effort. Keeps his legs churning through contact. Will initiate contact instead of 
waiting to receive it. Is never going to run in to a pile and push it up field, but he can break one-on-one tackles.

Size/Length/Hand Size: Is small and lean, but is not a red flag due to size. Is a pro-typical speed back.

Speed: Has enough straight out speed to outrun defenders to the edge or in the open field. Can be very dangerous if 
he finds an opening and gets to the second-level. Can break a defense. Able to escape once a defense has him boxed 
in the backfield. Once he’s free, he’s gone.

Vision/Balance/Instincts: Shows good patience when running outside. Will stretch the field and wait for an opening. 
Doesn’t panic. Does a good job following his blockers. Will see a cut back lane and isn’t afraid to take it.

Final Word: Todman dominated the Big East with two seasons over 1,000 yards for the Huskies- the first UConn runner 
to ever rush for 1,000 or more in two seasons. After a stellar junior season he decided to forego his senior season and 
enter the NFL draft.

Todman has the talent to become an every-down back in the NFL once he can learn to become a more consistent and 
reliable blocker. This much is certain, Todman is a hard-worker who will put in the time needed to get stronger and learn 
the playbook. There are no attitude problems to worry about, no diva mentality to balance out.

Todman may not be an every down back in year one. He’s likely a first and second-down back to begin with, until he 
masters blocking. He could also be used as a kick returner early in his career, as he has the speed and open-field run-
ning ability to be dangerous in space on returns.

NFL teams looking for the next Jamaal Charles will take a hard look at Jordan Todman. The two players are similar in 
size, speed, receiving ability, special teams history and running style.
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7 shane vereen | california 

Acceleration/Burst/Quickness: Has excellent burst and speed for the open field. Has the ability to explode to the sec-
ond level and can go from 0 to 60 in no time at all. Quickly eats up the yardage with a long stride and excellent speed.

Ball Protection: Will let the ball get outside his frame when running in space. Must protect the ball all of the time. Will 
be suspect to fumbles in the open field and when cutting unless he learns to bring the ball in tighter.

Elusiveness/Feet/Agility: Very good lateral agility and quickness. Able to make cuts and can make defenders miss. 
Bounces off a lot of weak tacklers. Does a great job to keep his feet moving through traffic.

Pass Catching: An able receiver, thanks in large part to the Jeff Tedford offense at Cal. Has soft hands. Good body 
control and balance running swing routes out of the backfield. Dangerous in the flats, where his speed is a true match-
up nightmare.

Pass Blocking: Is a surprisingly good pass blocker. Is willing to step up and meet the defender. Has been very well 
coached in this regard.

Power: Despite his frame he’s a surprisingly strong runner. Presses the line of scrimmage, runs with aggression and 
is not afraid of contact. Runs low in his pads and does not allow himself to take big hits. Will slide through gaps and 
creases in the line to pick up extra yards. Keeps his pads low, eyes up and churns his legs through contact.

Size/Length/Hand Size: Does not have the bulk that most NFL teams look for in an every-down running back. He has 
a short, but compact build. Looks smaller than he plays.

Speed: Is blessed with truly elite speed. Will be very tough to catch from behind in the NFL. Can break a defense if 
he gets to the second level. Vereen’s speed is a threat at all times. He showcases this well as a runner, receiver and 
return man.

Vision/Balance/Instincts: Has the balance and lateral agility to make defenders miss. Good balance to get to the edge 
and turn the corner. Very good vision for cut back lanes. Has a good feel for pressure from his backside, whether in the 
back field or the open field. Has the vision to find holes on stretch plays, and the patience to wait for them to open up.

Final Word: Vereen enters the NFL coming from Jeff Tedford’s spread offense at California, which has him ready for the 
NFL due to the great coaching received at Cal.

Vereen is a triple threat as a runner, receiver and kick returner. He’ll enter the NFL as a potential No. 1 back, but his 
ability on special teams may limit is exposure as a first and second-down back in his rookie season.

While other backs are bigger, stronger or were more productive in college Vereen has a skill set to rival the best backs 
in the class of 2011. If you are looking for a sleeper pick in Round 3 who could make a big name for himself in short-
time, remember Shane Vereen.
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8 daniel thomas | kansas state 

Acceleration/Burst/Quickness: Does a nice job making one cut and turning up field. Can get behind his weight and ac-
celerate through the hole. Has some quick twitch burst. Is more quick than fast.

Ball Protection: Needs to learn to better switch the ball to his outside arm. Is predominantly right handed when carrying 
the ball. Lost the ball 11 times over the last two seasons. There’s an issue with protection and this has to be addressed 
early on.

Elusiveness/Feet/Agility: Has used a spin move to break free of tacklers in the past and uses this effectively. Can slip 
out of the backfield and avoid taking a loss, but won’t leave anyone hugging air. Is a power back first and foremost. Has 
some wiggle in his hips, but not enough to rely on.

Pass Catching: Has been consistent and reliable catching swing passes and screens. Does a nice job getting to the 
flats and catching on the move. Sells the play-action and can turn to make a catch in the middle of the field or the flats. 
Has even lined up at splint end. An underrated receiver.

Pass Blocking: Does not always show maximum effort in pass blocking. Has the size and strength to do well here, but 
hasn’t put forth the effort. He’s aggressive enough to become a dominant third-down blocker if he wants to be.

Power: A very strong inside runner with good body lean. Falls forward to pick up extra yards. Has a thick build and is 
hard to wrap up. Can run through arm tackles. A high-effort player who will keep his feet moving through tackles. Has 
the strength to push the pile. Could be valuable as a goal-line back.

Size/Length/Hand Size: Great size and strength. Has a big, thick body that can handle the punishment of an NFL sea-
son.

Speed: Doesn’t show breakaway speed. Will wear down a defense, but is not going to break long runs for 60+ yards.

Vision/Balance/Instincts: Does a good job pressing the line of scrimmage and forcing his way through holes. Has the 
patience to wait for a block to develop, but is strong enough to push through a clogged hole. Vision is average com-
pared to the better outside runners of the class. Puts his head down and runs through the line more than he looks for 
holes. Has the balance to turn the corner, but lacks the speed to consistently beat the defense to the edge.

Final Word: Were it not for issues with fumbles and a lack of speed, Thomas might be considered a late first-round 
prospect. As it stands teams have too many concerns with his ability to hold on to the ball, and worry that he will not be 
able to run away from NFL defenders.

Thomas is big, strong and a very good athlete. He has a chance to carve out a niche as a goal-line back or even a 
starter in a power-run offense (like Cleveland has done with Peyton Hillis).

Thomas’ two years at Kansas State were very good, especially coming from a JUCO system before that. He’s a leader 
and his toughness will endear him to coaches and teammates in the NFL.
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running backs 9- 20

9 | Taiwan jones | eastern washington | 103 overall
- A speed demon at the running back position. He’s been injured, a lot, and dominated against sub-par competition. 
NFL teams like him a lot more than we do. Projected round: 4th Round

10 | delone carter | syrcause | 112 overall
- Carter has an ideal blend of size, power and speed. He has the skills of an every-down running back in the NFL. Pro-
jected Round: 4th Round

11 | Jamie Harper | Clemson | 114 overall
- Harper surprised a lot of people when he left Clemson after his junior season. He has excellent size and speed, but 
he lacks the explosion of the top backs in this class.  Projected round: 4th Round

12 | Roy helu | nebraska | 135 overall
- Helu has to fight off perceptions about the system he came from, injuries and if he has the speed, in pads, to break 
away from a defense.  Projected round: 5th Round

13 | Alex green | hawaii | 153 overall
- Green comes from a pass-first offense, which makes him ready for third-down duty immediately in the NFL. As a 
runner he needs seasoning. Projected round: 5th Round

14 | derrick locke | kentucky
- Locke’s biggest enemy is his lack of ideal size for the position. He’s a good runner, an able receiver and has breakaway 
potential- he’s just too small. Projected round: 6th Round

15 | jacquizz rodgers | oregon state | 159 overall
- Another one of many running backs in this class that are smaller than normal standards for the position. Rodgers is 
dangerous in space and might find his niche as a return man in the NFL. Projected round: 6th Round

16 | Da’rel scott | maryland | 170 overall
- Scott is one of our personal favorites at running back in this class. He’s under the radar, but has the perfect combina-
tion of power and speed to succeed. Projected round: 6th Round

17 | bilal powell | louisville | 173 overall
- Another of our favorites, Powell runs bigger than he looks. He also has enough quickness to beat linebackers to the 
edge. A great complimentary back. Projected round: 6th Round

18 | stevan ridley | lsu | 188 overall
- Ridley has everything you could want, except the speed to break away from the defense. He’s a pounding runner and 
has good vision, he’s just not going anywhere too fast. Projected round: 6th Round

19 | evan royster | penn state | 205 overall
- Straight line runner with good instincts. Does not have much ability to make defenders miss and has a lot of mileage 
from four years of college.. Projected round: 7th Round

20 | dion lewis | pittsburgh | 240 overall
- Too small to be an every down back.  Has great lateral quickness and vision. We love him as a third down or change 
of pace back Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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running backs 21- 33

21 | anthony allen | georgia tech | 241 overall
- Thick, strong back who is a great straight ahead runner. Lacks quickness side to side and does not have experience 
as a receiver out of the backfield. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

22 | mario fannin | auburn | 252 overall
- Looks the part as a thick, strong RB. Has good straight ahead speed and decent lateral quickness.  Looks very com-
fortable as a receiver. Undrafted Free Agent

23 | noel devine | west virginia | 254 overall
- Explosive and dangerous in open space.  Very small frame. We don’t see him being anything more than a third down 
back.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

24 | allen bradford | usc | 268 overall
- Bruising downhill running back.  Has great strength but takes on a lot of hits.  Has a hard time getting going and cut-
ting  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

25 | damien berry | miami (FL) | 293 overall
- Takes time to get to full speed.  Runs with no fear and will lower his shoulder. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

26 | john clay | wisconsin | 314 overall
- Big bruising back who needs some time to get moving.  Can be good in short yardage situations. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

27 | donald buckram | utep | 359 overall
- Thin RB with great speed to the outside.  Is not a threat to run up the middle because he does not attack the hole.  
Can contribute in the passing game. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

28 | baron batch | Texas Tech | 372 overall
 - A well-built running back with a low center of gravity.  Can be a solid third down back because of his pass catching 
ability. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

29 | matt asiata | utah | 377 overall
- Not a breakaway threat but can pound it inside.  Is tough bring down because he runs hard and has a thick lower 
body. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

30 | armando allen | notre dame | 386  overall
- Shifty running back who has good pass catching ability.  Has a chance to be a third down back. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

31 | shaun draughn | north carolina | 390 overall
- Solid college running back but is too much of a straight line runner.  Isn’t going to make anyone miss. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

32 | keith payne | virginia | 407 overall
- An enormous RB who puts his head down and bulls through the line.  “He is what he is.”  A short yardage back who 
can get the tough yards. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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running backs 34- 35 & fullbacks

34 | jay finley | baylor | 410 overall
- A speed demon at the running back position. He’s been injured, a lot, and dominated against sub-par competition. 
NFL teams like him a lot more than we do. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

35 | john griffin | umass | 437 overall
- Carter has an ideal blend of size, power and speed. He has the skills of an every-down running back in the NFL. Pro-
jected Round: Undrafted Free Agent

FULLBACKS

1 | Charles Clay | Tulsa | 120 overall
- Has equal ability as runner, receiver and blocker. A very versatile player.  Projected round: 5th Round

2 | owen marceic | stanford | 128 overall
- Has played both fullback and linebacker. A tough, hard-nosed player for the west coast offense.  Projected round: 
5th Round

3 | stanley havili | usc | 142 overall
- An athletic runner/receiver in USC’s open attack. Not much value as a blocker.  Projected round: 6th Round

4 | henry hynoski | pitt | 192 overall
- Incredibly tough. Has short-yardage ability as runner. Pure blocker in the trenches. Projected round: 6th Round

5 | anthony sherman | UCOnn | 224 overall
- Equal parts blocker, runner and receiver. Very versatile and can fit almost any offense. Projected round: 6th Round

6 | shaun chapas | georgia | 259 overall
- Has good size and is a good lead blocker who understands angles.  Not much of a running or receiving threat. Pro-
jected round: 7th Round

7 | preston dial | alabama | 283  overall
- Strictly an H-Back. Played a lot of TE in college and has strong hands.  Good at going up and getting the ball. A little 
stiff but can get downfield as a vertical threat. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

8 | robert hughes | notre dame | 301 overall
- Is slow but a bruiser when running the ball.  Not tested much as a lead blocker or catching the ball out of the back-
field. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

9 | ryan taylor | north carolina | 332 overall
- Can be a productive H-Back.  Needs to improve his run blocking but he is a very capable receiver. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

10 | patrick dimarco | south carolina | 400 overall
- Is a good lead blocker and is a serviceable receiver out of the backfield.   Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

11 | bryant ward | oklahoma state | 467 overall
- A little short for a fullback. Played in a pro system at Oklahoma State. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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wide receivers

the top 25
1. A.J. GREEN, GEORGIA
2. JULIO JONES, ALABAMA
3. RANDALL COBB, KENTUCKY
4. TITUS YOUNG, BOISE STATE
5. TORREY SMITH, MARYLAND
6. LEONARD HANKERSON, MIAMI (FL)
7. JERREL JERNIGAN, TROY
8. GREG LITTLE, NORTH CAROLINA
9. EDMOND GATES, ABILENE CHRISTIAN
10. JON BALDWIN, PITTSBURGH
11. AUSTIN PETTIS, BOISE STATE
12. NILES PAUL, NEBRASKA
13. TANDON DOSS, INDIANA
14. GREG SALAS, HAWAII
15. TERRENCE TOLIVER, LSU
16. RONALD JOHNSON, USC
17. DENARIUS MOORE, TENNESSEE
18. VINCENT BROWN, SAN DIEGO STATE
19. JEREMY KERLEY, TCU
20. CECIL SHORTS III, MOUNT UNION
21. RYAN WHALEN, STANFORD
22. DWAYNE HARRIS, EAST CAROLINA
23. DANE SANZENBACHER, OHIO STATE
24. JEFF MAEHL, OREGON
25. DARVIN ADAMS, AUBURN

BEST PROSPECT: A.J. GREEN

MOST NFL READY: JULIO JONES

BEST SPEED: EDMOND GATES

BEST POWER: GREG LITTLE

BEST POTENTIAL: A.J. GREEN

BIGGEST BUST: TORREY SMITH

BIGGEST SLEEPER: AUSTIN PETTIS

BIGGEST RISK: JON BALDWIN

LOWEST RISK: A.J. GREEN

1st PRO BOWLER: A.J. GREEN

BEST IN 5 YEARS: A.J. GREEN
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1 A.J. GREEN | GEORGIA 

Acceleration: Very good acceleration. Surprisingly has the burst, at his size, to run away from cornerbacks off the line 
of scrimmage and once he makes a catch.

Agility: Very good agility, as expected. Shows good balance, lateral quickness and an innate ability to understand 
where and how to manipulate his body to make catches. Green will score very well in short-shuttle and 3-cone drills 
at the Combine and/or Pro Day.

Blocking: Green lacks the strength to be a dominant, Hines Ward-type blocker. He does have good size and length, 
though, and can mirror and block out defenders. Can improve in this area.

Hands: The one thing that stands out most about Green are his hands. At 6’4″, Green is blessed with long arms and 
big hands. Routinely makes one-handed catches in traffic. Great body control to put himself in position to make the 
impossible catches. Does not let the ball get in to his body. Great arm extension when making a catch. Appears to catch 
the majority of balls with his fingers and not his palms. Green is among the most sure-handed receivers ever scouted 
by our team.

Release: Very quick off the line of scrimmage. Great hand speed. Shows a consistent ability to knock away defenders 
hands when attempting to bump or press. Has a quick side/back step to avoid being jammed. Does a good job mixing 
up his method for beating press coverage, whether it is a hand slap or lateral move to avoid the defender. Accelerates 
well once free of the defender. Gets off the line very clean against press covers.

Route running: An underrated route runner by most standards. Has quick feet and does a nice job selling routes. Drops 
his hips to make sudden changes. Shows a good ability to plant and change direction. Unlike most big receivers, Green 
does not try to simply box out cornerbacks. Is a disciplined route runner. Very good burst in and out of breaks.

Size: Excellent size for an NFL wide receiver. Has the height, length and hand size every scout loves to see. Good 
muscle tone. Very lean and long.

Speed: Has the speed to separate from even the fastest cornerbacks. Not only does Green have great timed speed, 
his quickness on the field is exceptional.

Final word: Green may have missed seven games over the past two seasons, but he has left his mark on the record 
books at Georgia. Missing time due to injury and then a suspension would leave a negative mark on most scouting 
reports, but Green is simply too good to overlook or downgrade for minor issues.

Green’s combination of size and strength remind many, us included, of former Miami Hurricane Andre Johnson. John-
son was the No. 3 overall pick in the 2003 NFL Draft. A.J. Green could hear his name called even earlier.

Few rookies will have the opportunity to contribute as quickly as Green, and perhaps no player in this draft is better 
suited to play in the NFL immediately.
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2 JULIO JONES | alabama 

Acceleration: Is a long strider and not a burst type receiver. Jones does have great speed, but it takes him 5-10 yards 
to build up to his full speed. Does not explode off the line or out of cuts, but has the speed to pressure a defense down-
field.

Agility: Good agility. Jones is a natural athlete with good balance and body control. Does not show much quick burst, 
but has good overall agility.

Blocking: Surprisingly, Jones is one hell of a downfield blocker. In the Alabama offense, where running the ball was a 
priority, Jones had to become a good blocker. Uses his long frame to lock up defenders, but also runs off corners and 
sells play-action.

Hands: Jones can be too inconsistent here, which is one of the few attributes separating him from top wide receiver A.J. 
Green (Georgia). Lacks concentration. Some drops are caused by him tensing up before taking a hit from defenders. 
Will let the ball get into his body too often. Does make the occasional catch that blows your mind.

Release: Has a very good initial release off the line of scrimmage. Very good size and strength combination to fight off 
press coverage. Has big hands and long arms to swat away defenders who line up in zero coverage. Is not a quick-
twitch athlete with a ton of burst, but he has exceptional speed and lateral mobility to avoid jams at the line of scrim-
mage. Gets off the line and in to his route fast. When given a cushion by the cornerback, Jones will exploit them every 
time.

Route running: Jones was very raw as a route runner, but has shown loads of improvement over the last year. Does a 
great job sinking his hips to make cuts and get in and out of breaks. Does not have the speed to plant and explode, but 
makes up for this with precise cuts and timing. Can get sloppy at times and will round off cuts. Will get too high at times 
in his breaks, making the route easy to diagnose by defenders. A very dangerous deep threat.

Size: Jones has ideal height, muscle tone and strength. He has long limbs and big hands. A lean frame, but surprisingly 
strong.

Speed: Jones does not possess sprinter speed. He is a long strider who takes time to get to full speed. He does have 
the speed required to run by defenders once he is given room to accelerate. Runs very well after the catch due to good 
agility and acceleration when he has the ball.

Final word: In any other year, Julio Jones would be the No. 1 receiver on our draft board. In 2011 he has to compete 
with A.J. Green in a fight he will not win. Jones should be lauded for his exceptional play at Alabama, and for his many 
talents as a receiver.

A fighter, Jones has played through injuries and will run routes across the middle with no fear. A dominating deep threat 
and downfield blocker, Jones will bring immediate value to any NFL team.

Jones projects as an early 1st Round pick, and could hear his named called anywhere from pick five to twenty in the 
first round.
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3 rANDALL COBB | KENTUCKY 

Acceleration: Cobb doesn’t possesses elite long speed but has excellent initial quicks.  His quick twitch ability allows 
him to get off the ball and into his route quickly.  He is able to gain separation due to his short area burst and quickness 
in and out of his breaks.

Agility: Fluid hips and body control are areas of strength in Cobb’s game.  These skills allow him to play at full speed 
and cleanly get in and out of his breaks.  Cobb’s coordination makes it tough for defenders to get a read on his route 
intentions.  His agility allows him to be a threat in the open field with the lateral quickness to make defenders miss while 
remaining balanced.

Star-divide

Blocking: The willingness and hustle is present for Cobb to be an effective blocker in the NFL.  Cobb will work hard 
down the field to make a block that could potentially spring a long run.  He is a great teammate with a lot of determina-
tion and hustle.

Hands: Cobb has good hands but has a tendency to let the ball into his body.  This could be due to his role in the of-
fense as he is often used in many different positions.  With time and repetitions, Cobb will become more of a plucker 
and let fewer balls into his body.

Release: Playing in the slot and being constantly in motion helps Cobb avoid press coverage.  However, he possesses 
enough lateral quickness to prevent defenders from disrupting his route.  Again this is an area where Cobb will need 
more reps in order to fully develop.  He will have some initial problems getting off the line because of lack of experience.

Route running: While at Kentucky, Cobb was not asked to run very sophisticated routes.  The majority of his routes 
consisted of underneath patterns such as drags, outs, and slants.  Cobb’s role in the offense has impacted his growth 
as a wide receiver.  He often lined up at quarterback and running back as Kentucky found every way possible to get the 
ball to him in space.  As a result, Cobb struggles with rounding his routes but he possess the balance and coordination 
to improve.  The more time Cobb spends focusing on his route tree the more improvement we will see.

Size: At 6’0 1910lbs, Cobb has average size for the wide receiver position.  However, the NFL is slowly making a move 
towards bigger wide outs which could impact Cobb.  With his size, Cobb might be limited to a role as a slot receiver.

Speed: Cobb is not going to beat many people in the 100 yard dash but it would be hard to bet against him in the 20.  
He has a great initial burst that allows him to get off the ball quickly.  His quick twitch ability is what makes him a dan-
gerous athlete.

Final word: Cobb is going to need time to develop into a true wide receiver.  However, he possesses enough playmak-
ing ability to get involved early in his career.  He could be utilize much the same way the Vikings utilize Percy Harvin.  
Cobb will really benefit if he is selected by a team that can develop a game plan to get him involved.  He needs to 
improve his route running ability and route awareness to be truly effective.

SCOUTING REPORT PROVIDED BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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4 TITUS YOUNG | BOISE STATE 

Acceleration: Explodes out of his stance and gets inside the cornerback’s cushion in a hurry. Has elite, high-end NFL 
acceleration. Very quick. Has a super-fast second gear and can get to top speed in seconds. Can really burn up the turf.

Agility: Arguably the most agile of any receiver in this class. Has excellent quickness, balance and flexibility. Can con-
tort his body to make tough catches and slip past tacklers.

Blocking: Is too small to be a real asset as a down-field blocker. He will give effort and does a nice job annoying defend-
ers, but he’s not an elite blocker.

Hands: Our biggest, and maybe only complaint on Young is how inconsistent he can be in catching the football. Will try 
to steal looks up-field or beside him before securing the ball. Doesn’t look the ball in and properly tuck it away. In addi-
tion to his lack of concentration and inconsistency, Young’s size will enable defenders to hit him and jar the ball loose.

Release: Has been described as sneaky off the line of scrimmage. Can slip past press coverage due to excellent lateral 
agility and acceleration. Once he gets past the first defender they will never catch him, he’s too fast for a cornerback 
to turn and catch from behind.

Route running: Has played in a spread system that asked him to run numerous routes. Has seen combination routes, 
underneath and deep routes during his career. Should enter NFL with a full understanding of the route tree.

Size: Slightly undersized at 5’11″ and 175lbs. His height you can live with but you have to worry about his taking punish-
ment from NFL safeties and linebackers at only 175lbs.

Speed: Has the speed to stretch the field. Can run by defenders and get behind the secondary. Forces cornerbacks to 
play off of him to allow cushion.

Final word: The obvious comparison for Titus Young is the Eagles Desean Jacskson. Both are slightly undersized, 
dangerous return men and a match-up nightmare at wide receiver.

Young was suspended during his sophomore season for breaking still unspecified team rules. That cost him nine 
games. While Young has not shown any issues since, it’s definitely something that needs a second look.

Young is incredibly talented, but red flags for size, character and drops will push him down until at least the 2nd round.
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5 TORREY SMITH | mARYLAND 

Acceleration: Smith is a quick-twitch athlete who can quickly create space up field. Can rely on pure acceleration in-
stead of head moves and double moves to get open. Smith gets good separation in and out of his cuts because of his 
acceleration.

Agility: Displays excellent agility after the catch and in the return game. Changes direction with ease and isn’t solely a 
straight forward track star playing football.

Body control: Shows good body control to turn his head and catch the ball over his shoulder. Has had to learn how to 
adjust to several poorly thrown passes that come in low or high. Has good vision to catch the ball in tight spots, but 
doesn’t always extend his hands.
Blocking: Only average as a blocking receiver. Dips his head on contact. Is more of a mirror only blocker.

Hands: Catches a lot of passes with his arms and body. Needs to do a better job of reaching his hands out and grab-
bing the ball away from his frame. Doesn’t appear to have concentration issues, but isn’t predominantly a receiver who 
goes over the middle. Shows good ball control, holding the football high and tight against his body.

Release: Has quick feet to get off the line. Will be high out off the snap allowing defenders to jam. Needs to get stronger 
in his upper body to shed defenders easier.

Route running: Runs mostly verticals, mid-range comebacks and short-area passes that utilize his speed. Because of 
his speed, Smith can simply run past defensive backs on vertical routes. Shows good short area quickness to get open 
on comebacks at the sideline.

Size: Smith has a lean track body with thick legs and a somewhat small torso. Arms don’t appear extraordinarily long 
and hands don’t look overly big. Has room to grow some.

Speed: Speed is Smith’s best asset by far. Has reportedly ran in the 4.3 range in the 40-yard dash. Gets up to top 
speed in an instant and will be one of the fastest receivers in the draft over six feet tall. Has the classic “second gear” 
that allows him to pull away from defenders in the open field.

Final word: Smith has been one of the top risers in 2010. Everyone has always known he’s a great return man. But 
now he’s developing into a good wide receiver. He’ll finish his career as Maryland’s career leader in all-purpose yards.

As much as Smith has developed, he has plenty of work to do to be more than the next Darrius Heyward-Bey. Namely, 
Smith will have to start catching the ball more away from his frame. It seems like Smith makes a lot of catches with his 
arms and not his fingertips. While he’s done a better job on his routes in 2010, he doesn’t run an especially complex 
route tree.

Smith may never be a true No. 1 receiver on an NFL team. What he will be as a good No. 2 and a standout special 
teams performer.
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6 LEONARD HANKERSON | MIAMI (FL) 

Acceleration: Does not have the foot speed or burst to accelerate at high level. Only average balance and agility. Can 
hit a second-gear when running with the ball. Is much faster when being chased than he is getting in and out of breaks 
or starting his routes.

Agility: Pretty good lateral agility in breaking away from contact at the line of scrimmage and running zone routes. 
Doesn’t have the quick twitch ability you see in smaller receivers. Foot speed is very average. Has excellent leaping 
ability.

Blocking: Despite his size, which allows him to tower over most defensive backs, is not a dominant downfield blocker. 
Can give a good initial pop but then struggles to counter.

Hands: Very inconsistent throughout his career and even in Senior Bowl practices. Has struggled with drops through-
out. Can let the ball get in to his pads too often. Tries to turn and run before securing the ball. Has the arm length and 
hand size to break this habit, but will require work to do so. This is the biggest negative mark on Hankerson’s scouting 
report. He has to be more consistent and reliable catching the football.

Release: Has a big body, making him a big target in press coverage. Can get caught up by pesky cover men. Has a 
long stride, so it takes him a while to build up to full speed. Decent initial quickness, but does not have the burst to 
explode out of the gate. Has long arms and will use them to create separation.

Route running: Has the size to get past any initial coverage and beat the jam. Can get into his route fast enough to 
force the cornerback to bail or turn, and then capitalize. Does not have quickness or burst to make sudden changes in 
route. Will struggle to sink hips and change direction. Is not a guy who can put his foot in the dirt and change direction. 
Has experience running a pro passing tree and is familiar with all route combinations.

Size: Has ideal size for No. 1 receiver in NFL offense. Big, long arms and lean. Has excellent wingspan. Can get up 
and snag the ball from a high-point due to excellent height, wingspan and leaping ability.

Speed: Is not a speed receiver. Has enough straight-line speed to make plays after the catch. Can make plays after the 
catch and has good vision to see openings in the field and get away from defenders. Makes a lot of plays behind the 
defense, whether due to blown coverage or speed to get past defenders.

Final word: Hankerson is an interesting prospect. When he’s on his game there are few players better than him. Then 
he starts dropping passes, loses his confidence and is in the tank for the rest of the game.

When Hankerson is on he’s one of the best wide receivers in this class. He has an excellent blend of size, route running 
skills and elusive speed to make plays behind the defense. He is an ideal fit for a west coast offense due to his size and 
ability to box out cornerbacks on inside routes.

For Hankerson to ever see his potential fulfilled he has to become more consistent catching the ball. The rest is natu-
rally there already.
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7 JERREL JERNIGAN | TROY 

Acceleration: Has elite acceleration ability. Can go from zero to sixty with the ball in his hands. Uses his rare ability to 
run away from defenders on offense and in special teams play. Makes a ton of plays after the catch.

Agility: Is agile enough to make defenders miss- both at the line and in the open field. Has the flexibility to sink his hips 
and accelerate or change direction in his routes or with the ball.

Blocking: Is pretty inconsistent here. Sometimes he will be willing to throw a downfield block and other times he looks 
uninterested. Must get better technically and also become more interested in blocking.

Hands: Does a really good job looking the ball in. Extends his arms and uses his hands to get the ball. Does not let the 
ball get inside his body. Is strong enough to catch the ball in traffic. Shows good hands in the return game.

Release: Has gotten stronger throughout his career, which has led to a better release from the line. Is stronger than 
most realize, especially for his size. Can get held up at the line of scrimmage if jammed. Good lateral agility to elude 
the jam at the snap. Has enough speed and burst to press the defender off the snap.

Route running: Is an average route runner. Has never been forced to get better in this area, as the Troy offense allowed 
him to freelance a lot. Will round off his routes. Can get lazy as he has not faced to cornerbacks, so he has never been 
forced to get better. Played in a basic offensive system that did not ask him to learn a full passing tree.

Size: Undersized at just 5’9″ and 190lbs. Could struggle to separate from NFL defenders and may be over-powered 
at the line of scrimmage and in passing routes. Many receivers of similar size have done well enough for this to be an 
afterthought.

Speed: Able to create separation from defenders with his raw speed and agility. Is an elite playmaker with the ball in his 
hands. Has incredible run-after-catch ability.

Final word: For teams who need a wide receiver and/or return man in the second round (that’s you, Atlanta) they must 
look at Jerrel Jernigan.

No player in this draft has the ability to make plays as a return man and receiver as Jernigan. He’s an underrated talent 
who is getting noticed more as the draft nears.

Jernigan had some problems qualifying academically at Troy and there are some concerns that he will struggle to learn 
an NFL playbook.

Bottom line: Jernigan has elite skills. He’s reminiscent of DeSean Jackson.
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8 GREG LITTLE | NORTH CAROLINA 

Acceleration: Gets in and out of his breaks will good burst. Has shown he can explode off the line of scrimmage. Has 
the quickness to really get into the secondary and press the coverage.

Agility: Great body control. Shows he can adjust his body in a way to make the difficult catches look easy. Very good 
flexibility in hips to make cuts and turn the corner.

Blocking: As a former running back he is physical enough to block and willing to do so. Does more than jump in front 
of defenders. Has the strength to drive block defenders. Could stand to be more consistent in this area, like others, 
stemming from his inexperience.

Hands: Does a nice job extending to make catches. For an inexperienced wide receiver he does a good job making 
veteran plays- like using his hands and looking the ball in. However, Little is inconsistent in this regard. He will make 
questionable drops and cannot be considered reliable at this point.

Release: Could stand to be more physical coming off the line of scrimmage. Has the size and speed to break free from 
press coverage, but must do so consistently. With his combination of size and speed no one should be able to stop him.

Route running: This is the area where Little is going to need the most work. Has played just one season of college 
football at receiver. Is not technical in his route running. Rounds off corners, relies on speed and agility alone and will 
struggle to learn an NFL passing tree before his rookie season. Pretty inconsistent, but understandably so.

Size: Has an excellent build for an outside or inside wide receiver position. At 220lbs and well built he is stronger than 
most defensive backs. His size will be an advantage to him in betting press coverage, boxing out cornerbacks and 
making plays for jump balls.

Speed: Turned in an impressive 4.53s run in the 40-yard dash at the UNC pro day. Is more quick than he is sprinter-fast. 
Has enough speed to press a defense and run past defensive backs.

Final word: Little was suspended for the entire 2010 season by the NCAA for an inappropriate relationship with an 
agent, stunting Little’s growth as a wide receiver and a player.

NFL teams are looking for talented football players, and Little fits that bill. He has played wide receiver, running back 
and even quarterback in the Tar Heels version of the Wildcat.

Little has started just 13 college games, so he’s incredibly raw, but there is a ton of talent to work with.

NFL teams may be leery of his past, but there is no way they can look past his talent and potential.

Little could be drafted as early as the first round or slip to the middle rounds of the draft. It’s all up for debate right now.
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9 EDMOND GATES | ABILENE CHRISTIAN 

Acceleration: Is very fast, but also has great burst. A good combination of straight-line speed and initial quickness.

Agility: Has a great combination of lateral agility, balance and flexibility. Is more athletic than most defenders he has 
faced but might see more competition from NFL talent.

Blocking: Has not been asked to be a blocker. Doesn’t have the strength to be more than a mirror-and-slide blocker.

Hands: Inconsistent hands. Has the wingspan to extend away from his body and make catches, but fails to secure the 
ball and bring it in to his body. Must get better at bringing the ball in and using his hands to secure the catch. Has the 
ability to go up and get the ball at it’s highest point.

Release: Has not faced a high level of competition and has never seen press coverage from an NFL level body. Will 
have to adjust to zero coverage and learn how to beat the jam. Has the quickness to side-step a pressing cornerback, 
and the speed to run past defenders.

Route running: Is raw, and comes from a small school where he was not developed in to a pro-style wide receiver. 
Rounds off too many corners. Is inconsistent in his spacing and steps.

Size: Has ideal size but where he really stands out is his wingspan. Has great length. Has starting wide receiver size. 
Passes the eye-ball test.

Speed: Is incredibly fast. Has exceptional speed out of the gate and can get into his top gear instantly. Has the kind of 
speed to break a defense.

Final word: Gates is an intriguing player. He has exceptional athleticism, great speed and the size we all look for in 
starting receivers at the NFL level. His downfall is chiefly the level of talent he has faced at Abilene Christian.

Gates is a developmental prospect who may be forced in to action early on in his career. With a wide receiver you can 
afford to slowly ease him in to the offense throughout the season.

Gates is a solid mid-round pick who could see himself drafted higher if a team falls in love with his measurables.
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10 JON BALDWIN | PITTSBURGH 

Acceleration: Has to take long strides to build up speed and will need some space to accelerate. Isn’t a quick-twitch 
mover who will get open immediately. Because of his lack of acceleration, Baldwin can get held up on the line.

Agility: Baldwin has very good jumping ability, but he doesn’t always time his leaps properly. Because of that, he doesn’t 
always high point the ball.

Body control: Possesses an excellent head fake, which he uses to create separation. Uses his lower body strength to 
keep his balance when working his way through routes.
Blocking: When Baldwin plays with good effort, he can be solid as a blocker. Has the strength to control defensive 
backs and open up wide rushing lanes. Of course he’s not perfectly sound in his technique, but he does a nice job 
extending his arms.

Hands: This is perhaps Baldwin’s top area. He frequently makes big catches outside his frame that most receivers 
wouldn’t be able to pull in. Consistently squeezes that ball outside his frame to make the catch.

Release: For such a big player, Baldwin has some issues getting off the line of scrimmage. His first step footwork is a 
little slow. Surprisingly, Baldwin struggles when he’s jammed.

Route running: Has run a variety of routes at Pitt and will not have to be coached complex routes. Needs to learn how 
to run tighter and more crisp routes. Tends to round them off which allows corners to close distance.

Size: Possesses impressive size for a wide receiver. Has a big frame and long arms. Knows how to use his body to his 
advantage. Is hard to bring down after the catch.

Speed: Has excellent deep speed for such a big receiver. But it takes Baldwin some time to get up to top speed. Is 
a long strider who needs some space to build up speed. Is faster than he is quick, so it’s questionable how much his 
speed will get him open.

Final word: It’s easy to fall in love with Baldwin as a prospect. He has excellent size and good speed once he really 
gets moving. His hands are good and he catches the ball routinely away from his frame. However, there are a lot of 
questions out there about Baldwins effort. He’s had some lapses of inconsistency throughout his career, which are 
concerning.

Still, it can be a little hard to judge Baldwin. He’s never had a great quarterback throwing him the ball. As a junior, the 
Pittsburgh quarterback play was especially poor. Baldwin still managed to finish the season with 53 receptions for 822 
yards and five touchdowns.

In May of 2009, Baldwin was charged with assault, harassment and disorderly conduct. The charges were later dropped.
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11 aUSTIN peTTIS | BOISE STATE 

Acceleration: Smith is a quick-twitch athlete who can quickly create space up field. Can rely on pure acceleration in-
stead of head moves and double moves to get open. Smith gets good separation in and out of his cuts because of his 
acceleration.
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WIDE RECEIVERS 12-23

12 | NILES PAUL | NEBRASKA | 101 OVERALL
- Productive with solid route running. Too many drops have plagued his career.  Projected round: 4th Round

13 | TANDON DOSS | INDIANA | 113 OVERALL
- Looks the part but won’t blow you away with speed or route running. Needs refinement at the NFL level. Projected 
round: 4th Round

14 | GREG SALAS | HAWAII | 116 OVERALL
- Has ideal size, shows good hands, but is he a product of the system at Hawaii? Must show more in route running 
ability.  Projected round: 4th Round

15 | TERRENCE TOLIVER | LSU | 134 overall
- A big, physical receiver with down-field potential. Can out jump all defensive backs. Great redzone threat. Projected 
round: 4th Round

16 | RONALD JOHNSON | USC | 158 overall
- NFL ready coming out of USC. Must fight stigma surrounding USC wide receivers in the NFL. Projected round: 5th 
Round

17 | DENARIUS MOORE | TENNESSEE | 162 overall
- Blazing fast with good overall size and skill. DIdn’t produce much at Tennessee with bad quarterbacking around him. 
Projected round: 5th Round

18 | VINCENT BROWN | SAN DIEGO STATE | 165 OVERALL
- Did not run well in pre-draft workouts. For his size he should be a burner, but he’s not. Looks like a possession receier 
only. Projected round: 5th Round

19 | JEREMY KERLEY | TCU | 166 overall
 - Highly productive but lacks the speed to be a threat from the slot, and the size to play on the outside. Projected 
round: 5th Round

20 | CECIL SHORTS iii | MOUNT UNION | 176 overall
- A player to watch. Dominated small school competition and has NFL size/speed combination. Projected round: 6th 
Round

21 | RYAN WHALEN | STANFORD | 181 overall
- Very productive, smart receiver. Has better speed than advertised. Could play as a rookie. Projected round: 6th 
Round

22 | DWAYNE HARRIS | EAST CAROLINA | 186 overall
- Short and lacking elite speed. Will need to learn route combinations to be effective in the slot. Projected round: 6th 
Round

23 | DANE SANZENBACHER | OHIO STATE | 191 overall
- Similar to other receivers in this class: lacks size and speed to play on the outside. A slot receiver at best. Projected 
round: 6th Round
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WIDE RECEIVERS 24-36

24 | JEFF MAEHL | OREGON | 194 OVERALL
- Good size and smart route runner. Comes from a spread offense and has tons of experience. Projected round: 6th 
Round

25 | DARVIN ADAMS | AUBURN | 196 overall
- Has the tools to be a deep threat as a rookie. Must get better at route running, and fast. Projected Round: 6th Round

26 | RICARDO LOCKETTE | FORT VALLEY STATE | 202 overall
- Small school guy with upside. Great speed and size. Worth watching.  Could be steal of the draft. Projected round: 
7th Round

27 | TORI GURLEY | SOUTH CAROLINA | 210 OVERALL
- Big, strong receiver. Plays physical and uses his body well to shield the defenders.  Lacks elite speed and is not quick 
off the line. Projected round: 7th Round

28 | STEPHEN BURTON | WEST TEXAS a&m | 220 overall
- Good height and bulk.  Not great speed or quickness which can make it tough for him to get separation  Projected 
round: 7th Round

29 | ALDRICK ROBINSON | SMU | 235 overall
- Quick off the line and fast down the field.  He is smooth in his routes but can round off his cuts.  Has a small frame 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

30 | CHRIS MATTHEWS | KENTUCKY | 247 overall
- Tall and thick WR but lacks speed and quickness.  Will have a hard time getting separation.  Good red zone target 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

31 | COURTNEY SMITH | SOUTH ALABAMA | 250 OVERALL
- Big bodied receiver with extremely long arms.  Lacks elite speed and struggles with drops.  Quick for his size . Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent

32 | DEANDRE BROWN | SOUTHERN MISS | 274 overall
- Big, strong receiver who is tough to tackle.  Has huge strides but takes him time to get into top gear.  Good red zone 
target but injury history Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

33 | MARSHALL WILLIAMS | WAKE FORST | 277 overall
-Not an explosive athlete. Seems to find holes and be able to get away from cornerbacks by using different speeds.. 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

34 | JIMMY YOUNG | TCU | 284 overall
- Strong receiver who plays tough.  Not great speed but is quick in and out of breaks.  I like him as a slot receiver in 
the NFL Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

35 | JOCK SANDERS | WEST VIRGINIA | 286 overall
- Short and stocky.  Very quick but raw as a route runner. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

36 | LESTERN JEAN | FLORIDA ATLANTIC | 289 overall
- Fast off the line with a free release.  Big body and strong frame.  Has huge strides and is a good deep threat. Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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WIDE RECEIVERS 37-48

37 | o.j. muRDOCK | FORT HAYS STATE | 300 OVERALL
- Has had off field problems since high school.  Had tons of production against inferior competition and is quick.  
Needs work as a route runner  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

38 | ARMAND ROBINSON | MIAMI (OH) | 324 OVERALL
- Pretty good route runner.  Not real fast or quick but had good production in college. Projected round: Undrafted 
Free Agent

39 | OWEN SPENCER | NORTH CAROLINA STATE | 325 OVERALL
- Very thin frame.  Has good height and quickness.  Has the ability to get open but his blocking is not good.  Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

40 | JEREMY ROSS | CAL | 336 overall
- Good size and straight line speed.  More of a return man at this stage.  Needs work on route running.  Stiff in his cuts 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

41 | MARK DELL | MICHIGAN STATE | 339 overall
- May struggle to create separation.  He is not very crisp making cuts or coming out of breaks.  But has good size and 
is strong going after the ball.. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

42 | ARMON BINNS | CINCINNATI | 345 overall
- Tall thin receiver who had a ton of production in college.  Not very fast but uses his body well to shield defenders. 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

43 | KEALOHA PILARES | HAWAII | 362 OVERALL
- Had a very productive career.  Looks like he could be a solid slot receiver.  He is quick off the line and has good speed. 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

44 | DETRON LEWIS | TEXAS TECH | 363 overall
 - A solid receiver.  Has good size but not great speed.  Will have trouble getting separation. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent

45 | DEMARCO SAMPSON | SAN DIEGO STATE | 369 overall
- Good size and decent speed.  He lacks quickness off the line and in and out of breaks which will make it tough for 
him to get open. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

46 | KRIS ADAMS | UTEP | 383 overall
- It tall but is a strider and it takes him awhile to get up to speed.  Not real quick out of breaks but good red zone 
threat. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

47 | JAMES CLEVELAND | HOUSTON | 384 overall
- Quick off the snap.  Can be a solid slot receiver.  Has a good build and catches with his hands. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent

48 | MARCUS HARRIS | MURRAY STATE | 401 overall
- Not great speed but is slippery and a playmaker with the ball in his hands.  Good punt returner but raw route run-
ning. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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WIDE RECEIVERS 49-62

49 | andre holmes | hillsdale | 413 OVERALL
- Tall receiver who can use his body to shield defenders.  Takes him time to get to full speed and not a great burst out 
of breaks Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

50 | scoTTY MCKNIGHT | COLORADO | 416 OVERALL
- A solid route runner.  Looks like a solid slot receiver but struggles blocking.  Not great vertical speed but is smooth. 
Projected Round: Undrafted Free Agent

51 | EARL ALEXANDER | ALABAMA | 423 overall
- A big wide receiver that did not have much production in college due to injuries and being overshadowed by Julio 
Jones.  Has some decent speed and great size. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

52 | DERRELL JOHNSON-KOULIANOS | IOWA | 447 OVERALL
- Productive college career. He has good size and hands. Was suspended for drug problems. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent

53 | KRIS DURHAM | GEORGIA | 451 overall
- Tall receiver with good hands.  Is not very fast off the line and is a strider.  Ability to be a solid underneath receiver.  
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

54 | JOSEPH HILLS | TENNESSEE STATE | 454 overall
- Great size and speed combination. Can be a redzone threat. Not a special teams player. Projected round: Undrafted 
Free Agent

55 | LYLE LEONG | TEXAS TECH | 466 overall
- Comes from pass-happy system. Very lean. Capable slot receiver.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

56 | DAVID GILREATH | WISCONSIN | 474 OVERALL
- Very small, but very fast. Could bring value as a punt returner. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

57 | VIDAL HAZELTON | CINCINNATI | 477 overall
- Prep star who has been in his share of trouble. Has the measurables, but may not get a chance. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

58 | DOUG BALDWIN | STANFORD | 480 overall
- Very productive and smart receiver. Has the speed to create problems in the slot. Projected round: Undrafted Free 
Agent

59 | JAMES KIRKENDOLL | TEXAS | 481 overall
- Never produced at Texas like expected. Has skills, but has yet to show them. Could help on special teams. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

60 | PERRY BAKER | FAIRMONT STATE | 489 overall
- Good height but lacks bulk to withstand punishing hits from NFL defenders. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

61 | JOE MORGAN | WALSH | 493 overall
- Small schooler with good size/speed mix. He’ll get a look in training camps. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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TIGHT ENDS

the top 15
1. KYLE RUDOLPH, NOTRE DAME
2. LUKE STOCKER, TENNESSEE
3. D.J. WILLIAMS, ARKANSAS
4. LANCE KENDRICKS, WISCONSIN
5. JORDAN CAMERON, USC
6. ROB HOUSLER, FLORIDA ATLANTIC
7. VIRGIL GREEN, NEVADA
8. ANDRE SMITH, VIRGINIA TECH
9. JULIUS THOMAS, PORTLAND STATE
10. MIKE MCNEILL, NEBRASKA
11. WESLYE SAUNDERS, SOUTH CAROLINA
12. LEE SMITH, MARSHALL
13. SCHUYLAR OORDT, NORTHERN IOWA
14. Charlie GANTT, MICHIGAN STATE
15. KYLE ADAMS, PURDUE

BEST PROSPECT: KYLE RUDOLPH

MOST NFL READY: KYLE RUDOLPH

BEST SPEED: ROB HOUSLER

BEST POWER: ANDRE SMITH

BEST POTENTIAL: KYLE RUDOLPH

BIGGEST BUST: JORDAN CAMERON

BIGGEST SLEEPER: JULIUS THOMAS

BIGGEST RISK: KYLE RUDOLPH

LOWEST RISK: LUKE STOCKER

1st PRO BOWLER: LUKE STOCKER

BEST IN 5 YEARS: KYLE RUDOLPH
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1 KYLE RUDOLPH | NOTRE DAME 

Agility: Rudolph is an outstanding play-maker who knows what do when the ball is in his hands, due in large part to his 
rare athleticism. For his size, he has exceptional speed that allows him to outrun defensive linemen and linebackers. In 
order to be a real threat in the NFL, he will need to add some bulk, so his agility could take a hit. However, if he can add 
muscle while maintaining his agility and acceleration, he will continue to pose a big threat for opposing secondaries. 
One of the speedier tight end prospects of the 2011 NFL Draft with an approximate 40-yard-dash time of 4.6.

Blocking: Blocking definitely isn’t Rudolph’s strong suit, but he does show great tenacity and determination when he 
is asked to slow down defensive linemen. Is somewhat inconsistent at recognizing and picking up blitzes. He uses his 
toughness to take on defenders and will fight to the whistle on almost every play. Will need to work on hand placement 
and getting better leverage on defenders to stop their progress instead of just slowing them down. There will need to 
be some major improvement in blocking if Rudolph hopes to become an elite tight end in the NFL.

Hands: One of the things that makes Rudolph one of the top tight end prospects is his outstanding ability to catch the 
ball. Instead of using his body to catch the ball, Rudolph extends and uses his hands on almost every reception to bring 
the ball in cleanly. The ball almost never gets into his frame, and he rarely drops passes. Even does an exceptional job 
of making the catch when defenders try to roughly separate him from the ball. Catching is definitely one of the most 
impressive aspects of his game.

Release: After spending the majority of his time at Notre Dame split out as a wide receiver, Rudolph will have some 
struggles getting past the front seven instead of smaller defensive backs and working his way into his route. He some-
times has trouble getting to his top speed quickly, so not being able to get off the line fast only makes his ability to get 
down field worse. Needs to expand his arsenal of moves to get past defensive ends and linebackers while using his 
size and strength to quickly muscle past defenders.

Route Running: Routes will need some work if Rudolph hopes to make it at the next level. He runs some of his routes 
very lazily, often rounded off or not run at full speed if he feels that the ball isn’t going to come his way. There needs to 
be a lot more consistency with the precision of his route running, which will lead to him getting open more often while 
providing his quarterback with an extra option to throw to. Improvement in this area is more of a matter of effort rather 
than ability, as Rudolph has more than enough talent and athleticism to run crisp, concise routes every play.

Size: Even with his outstanding speed, Rudolph has a rather impressive frame that still has room for growth. He could 
use to bulk up and add some more muscle, but has a solid start that will allow him to be effective and productive as a 
rookie. Biggest reason that he needs to bulk up is to give him better chances of not duplicating a college career that 
was plagued by injuries. Jump balls shouldn’t be an issue in the NFL due to his prototypical 6’5’’ height.

Vision: With his outstanding speed, Rudolph is able to find seems in the defense while running routes, and once he 
has caught the ball, has the ability to make people miss. Often turns short gains into medium gains with his excellent 
field awareness and combination of speed and strength. On crossing routes, he knows when to sit in the hole and give 
his quarterback a big target. Excels at picking up yards after the catch and can usually make at least the first defender 
miss when in the open field.

Final Word: If he can stay healthy and work on some of his fundamentals, mainly blocking, Rudolph could turn into one 
of the most productive tight ends the NFL has seen in recent years. During the 2010 season, he was on pace to have 
career-highs in receptions, yards and touchdowns before getting injured and missing the last six games of the season. 
He has shown glimpses of brilliance, but will need to be more consistent in all facets of his game in order to live up to 
his potential. The consistency is coachable, so hopes are high.

His draft stock may suffer a slight decline if he can’t prove that he is at least on the path to full recovery, as he has had 
numerous injuries during his time at Notre Dame. A should injury kept him out of the last two games of 2009, and then 
he missed the last six games of the 2010 regular season due to a hamstring injury.
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2 LUKE STOCKER | TENNESSEE 

Agility: Stocker is a tall but coordinated tight end prospect.  He has the ability to drop his pad level and make the tough 
catches.  He possesses the balance to step out and back in when releasing off the line of scrimmage.  Stocker doesn’t 
have a great burst off the line or 2nd gear which impacts his ability to stretch the field.

Blocking: Being a complete tight end heavily relies on the ability to contribute as a blocker.  Stocker is both a strong 
run and pass blocker.  He is able fire off the football, get his hands inside, and head under the helmet of the defender 
has he works to open up running lanes.  His hand placement and leverage are the keys to his ability to move people 
off the line of scrimmage.  Stocker is not a mauler but is more than capable of contributing to the running game.  Due 
to protection issues at Tennessee, Stocker was asked to stay in and provide support to the offensive line.  Stocker’s 
natural bend and long arms allow him to get his hands on the defender.  His quick and balanced feet help him keep the 
defender in front of him.  He doesn’t have the strongest anchor but can more than hold his own against the bull rush.  
Overall, Stocker will be a solid contributor as both a run and pass blocker.

Hands: Stocker utilizes his long arms to reach out and pluck the ball at its highest point.  He routinely catches the ball 
away from his body making him a reliable target.  Stocker will gain the confidence of his quarterback and be the safety 
blanket expected of tight ends.

Release: Good coordination and long arms are what helps Stocker get a clean release off the line.  The length of his 
arms and quickness in his hands help keep defenders off his body.  Stocker’s coordination allows him to release out 
side and quick work back inside to his route.

Route Running: Stocker’s balance allows him to run clean and crisp routes.  He has the ability to make his cuts without 
having to gear down.  Keeping his shoulders and hips squared helps Stocker decoy the defense and hide his route 
intentions.  Stocker quickly snaps his head around and is able to locate the football.  His short area burst creates sepa-
ration from the defender providing a nice clean target.  Stocker has good awareness as he is able to find and sit down 
in the open zones.

Size: At 6’5 258 lbs, Stocker possesses good size for the tight end position. He has enough length to be able to go up 
and make the tough catch.  However, his weight distribution is less than ideal as he is thin through the hips and waste.  
This impacts his ability to anchor in pass protection and get a good lead drive off the ball.

Final Word: Stocker has the skills to be a well rounded tight end in the NFL. He is a 3 down player with the ability to 
run block and contribute in the passing game.  His length and sure hands make him a legitimate pass catching threat.  
However, he doesn’t possesses the burst necessary to really stretch the defense down the seam.  It might be wise to 
team Stocker up with speedy tight end to form a good duel threat.

THIS REPORT PROVIDED BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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3 D.J. WILLIAMS | ARKANSAS 

Agility: Nice lateral agility. Moves well left-to-right. Decent jumping ability, but doesn’t show much in terms of being able 
to go up and get the ball. Enough agility to sink his hips into his routes and make clean breaks. Is not very elusive and 
won’t make defenders miss.

Blocking: Not a blocker. Williams is not a classic in-line tight end. Does better if given a head start and really needs to 
be in motion to have a chance at making a block. High effort, low results.

Hands: Pretty reliable and consistent. Is a receiving tight end more than a blocker. Does a good job extending away 
from his body to make plays on the ball. Does a good job absorbing hits and keeping hold of the football. Has good 
vision and tracks the ball well over his shoulder.

Release: Good initial quickness off the snap. Can struggle if pressed. Will get shutdown with a defensive end head-up. 
Does best when left uncovered, in motion or with a linebacker in a shade technique. Can really struggle if jammed due 
to lack of strength/bulk.

Route Running: Has been used extensively as a receiver and runs nice routes. Has enough speed to be effective get-
ting up the seam and breaking zone coverage. Sells the fake well going inside or out. Sharp corners.

Speed: Has enough speed to make plays after the catch. Average straight-line speed.

Size: Has good size, but is not strong enough to be an in-line tight end.

Vision: Tracks the ball well over either shoulder. Locates the ball quickly and accurately. Shows good vision in the open-
field and will find openings in the defense. Can sit in a zone and is able to locate weakness in the defense.

Final Word: In drafting Williams you will get a high-character, team first player who will never be an issue in the locker 
room. 2010 winner of the Disney Spirit Award, given to the college football player who inspires most.

Lived through a tough childhood where he was abused by his father. His father is serving two sentences in prison.

Williams, aside from his off-field impressiveness, is a good football player. He fits the mold of the athletic tight end 
that you can move around to get the best match-up. He’s never going to dominate as a blocker but you can move him 
around enough to be effective on sweeps and outside runs.
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5 LANCE KENDRICKS | WISCONSIN 

Agility: Is a very fluid athlete. Moves well for his size. Loose hips. Able to change direction easily. Good lateral agility. 
Sinks well in his hips. Light on his feet. Very naturally athletic.

Blocking: Is an effort-player and this shows when run blocking. Would be best used in motion as to give him the best 
angles and a head start at the defender. Is a lean body type but has good strength. Experience in run blocking will be 
key to early success and playing time in NFL. Comes to the league with a good understanding of the blocking game. 
Like all Wisconsin blockers, he’s been well coached. 

Hands: Catches like a wide receiver. Has big hands and can snag the ball out of the air. Extends his arms away from 
his body and makes the catch with his hands. Tracks the ball very well over either shoulder. Has shown the ability to go 
low for balls or grab them at their high-point. Will drop the occasional pass in traffic. Needs to be more mentally tough 
in traffic.

Release: Fires off the line very fast. Able to get through the defender’s cushion quickly and can get behind the defense. 
Does a good job selling his block and then releasing. Has shown he can chip and peel to his route.

Route Running: A very good deep threat. Runs a nice seam route. Will sell play-action nicely before getting into his 
route. Great quickness and size. Is a big target running over the middle or up the seam. Can shake off linebackers and 
run past them. Is too big to be covered by a nickel defender.

Speed: Has the speed to get deep. Can really explode up the seam and stretch a defense. Doesn’t appear to have a 
second-gear, but his first is fast enough.

Size: Is a little leaner than most would prefer but he’s an athletic tight end who makes his money in space. Has a great 
build and is very well put together.

Final Word:  Lance Kendricks goes down as one of our favorite tight ends to scout in a long time. He’s a great athlete, 
and shows it by making plays downfield in the passing game and running after the catch.

He’s also a fighter in the trenches and surprisingly good as a blocker. He’ll never be amazing as an in-line blocker but 
he gives max effort and really works to secure his blocks.

Kendricks leaves Wisconsin ready for the NFL. His ability as a blocker, coupled with his size and speed, will make him 
a top 100 pick in the 2011 NFL Draft.
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TIGHT ENDS 5-15

5 | JORDAN CAMERON | USC | 107 OVERALL
- Super athletic for the position. A true pass-catcher first and blocker second. Will fit in a spread offense well. Pro-
jected round: 4th Round

6 | ROB HOUSLER | FLORIDA ATLANTIC | 121 overall
- The best catch-run receiver of the group at tight end. Has size and speed to play fullback, H-back or tight end.. Pro-
jected Round: 4th Round

7 | VIRGIL GREEN | NEVADA | 126 overall
- Comes from a spread offense and has experience as receiver. Lean and fast. Potential sleeper. Projected round: 5th 
Round

8 | ANDRE SMITH | VIRGINIA TECH | 161 OVERALL
- Big, tall tight end with great bulk and strength. More traditional tight end than others in class. Projected round: 6th 
Round

9 | JULIUS THOMAS | PORTLAND STATE | 178 overall
- A player to watch. Small school guy with great athleticism and hands. Could surprise people.  Projected round: 6th 
Round

10 | MIKE MCNEILL | NEBRASKA | 206 overall
- Undersized tight end who is a liability in the running game. He is a good route runner with strong hands.  Poor man’s 
Dallas Clark. Projected round: 7th Round

11 | WESLYE SAUNDERS | SOUTH CAROLINA | 229 overall
- An enormous target with good hands.  His speed is in question but he can be a steal on draft day.  Can be dominant 
in the red zone. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

12 | LEE SMITH | MARSHALL | 238 OVERALL
- Huge body at TE.  He is slow and not a natural route runner.  But he has soft hands and lowers his shoulder for extra 
yards. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

13 | SCHULYAR OORDT | NORTHERN IOWA | 243 overall
- Tall, athletic TE who is a great athlete.  Has good speed but is very thin.  Will not help as a blocker unless he adds 
some muscle. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

14 | CHARLIE GANTT | MICHIGAN STATE | 266 overall
- Big with soft hands. Looks good catching the ball but is slow and has a tough time getting into his routes. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

15 | KYLE ADAMS | PURDUE | 269 OVERALL
- Is a pretty good blocker and gets into his routes well.  Has good hands and is a big target. Not a great athlete. Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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OFFENSIVE TACKLES

the top 25
1. GABE CARIMI, WISCONSIN
2. TYRON SMITH, USC
3. ANTHONY CASTONZO, BOSTON COLLEGE
4. DEREK SHERROD, MISS. STATE
5. NATE SOLDER, COLORADO
6. MARCUS CANNON, TCU
7. ORLANDO FRANKLIN, MIAMI (FL)
8. JAMES CARPENTER, ALABAMA
9. JAMES BREWER, INDIANA
10. MARCUS GILBERT, FLORIDA
11. JASON PINKSTON, PITTSBURGH
12. JOSEPH BARKSDALE, LSU
13. LEE ZIEMBA, AUBURN
14. DEMARCUS LOVE, ARKANSAS
15. JAH REID, UCF
16. DEREK NEWTON, ARKANSAS STATE
17. BRYON STINGILY, LOUISVILLE
18. DEREK HALL, STANFORD
19. CHRIS HAIRSTON, CLEMSON
20. WILLIE SMITH, EAST CAROLINA
21. D.J. YOUNG, MICHIGAN STATE
22. TREVIS TURNER, ABILENE
23. KYLE HIX, TEXAS
24. JARRIEL KING, SOUTH CAROLINA
25. BRYON BELL, NEW MEXICO

BEST PROSPECT: TYRON SMITH

MOST NFL READY: GABE CARIMI

BEST RUN BLOCK: GABE CARIMI

BEST PASS BLOCK: ANTHONY CASTONZO

BEST POTENTIAL: NATE SOLDER

BIGGEST BUST: NATE SOLDER

BIGGEST SLEEPER: JAH REID

BIGGEST RISK: TYRON SMITH

LOWEST RISK: GABE CARIMI

1st PRO BOWLER: GABE CARIMI

BEST IN 5 YEARS: GABE CARIMI
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1 gabe carimi | WISCONSIN 

Agility: This is what makes Carimi more of a right tackle prospect. He’s fine on the left in Wisconsin’s power run offense, 
but has heavy feet and doesn’t move in space especially well. Can’t be relied on to get out and block on the move.

Movement: Tends to lose his balance too often. Must maintain a better base and get a more sound knee bend. When 
on the move, Carimi can lunge and miss a defender. Shows stiffness on his power step. Compensates for a lack of 
movement with power. Shouldn’t be used as a cut blocker.

Pass blocking: Needs to be more stout as a pass blocker. Typically strong against bull rushes, but was knocked around 
at times by Iowa’s Adrian Clayborn. The problem isn’t in power base, but he doesn’t always properly use it. Tends to let 
speed rushers get under his pads. Shows great instincts, due to his experience, to pick up counter moves.

Quickness: Is quick enough in the short area, but not long to the outside with his feet. Because of this, he can lose 
Has quick hands to win hand placement. Doesn’t get his punch out quick to knock linemen around. Doesn’t recover 
especially quick.

Run blocking: Carimi’s strength is first contact with defenders in the run game. He gets off the ball pretty well and pops 
his opponents. Could do a better job finishing. He sustains fine but doesn’t always close out with power and aggres-
sion. Is more of a latch-on run blocker. However, Carimi doesn’t let go once he engages.

Strength: Carimi has NFL strength and should be able to be plugged into an offense immediately. Powerful throughout 
his frame. Has the strength to seal the edge.

Technique: Needs to maintain his base a little better. If Carimi can do that, he’ll do a better job against speed rushers. 
Gets good hand position.

Final word: Being the guy who had to follow Joe Thomas at Wisconsin was a daunting task. Carimi, while nowhere near 
as good as Thomas, has done well. He’s a power tackle best suited for the right side of the line. Carimi struggles some 
against speed rushers, but has good strength to anchor and seal.

Carimi has faced and dominated the best defensive ends in the Big 10 year-after-year. We believe he is NFL-ready 
today and could start on the left side for the next 12 years.

vs. Adrian Clayborn (Iowa): 1 solo tackle, 1 sack

vs. Ryan Kerrigan (Purdue): 2 solo tackles

vs. Cameron Heyward (Ohio State): 2 solo tackles
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2 TYRON SMITH | usc 

Agility: Because of his athleticism, Smith can slide his feet with ease. He appears very loose in the hips and has no 
problem changing direction. Knows how to use his agility to slide, adjust and reposition to stay in front of defenders. 
Shows good flexibility to absorb a defender’s power move and continue working.

Movement: Is a top athlete for an offensive tackle. Moves around with ease and doesn’t get ahead of his feet. Used in 
the second level blocking on screens. Gets to the second level fine but doesn’t locate defenders especially well. Will 
often whiff. Still, Smith has shown hustle and usually finds another way to help block down field.

Pass blocking: Gets a good base in pass protection. Has long arms but has an inconsistent extension. Has a very good 
kick slide to the right. Smith doesn’t get too wide but he maintains his area because he has quick feet. As Smith gets 
stronger, he’ll more easily handle power rushers. Against speed rushers, Smith does really well when he can continue 
riding them to the outside.

Quickness: Very good quickness off the snap. Plays out of a two-point stance. That combined with his quickness helps 
Smith get in position faster than defenders. Uses his foot speed to mirror defenders.

Run blocking: As a junior, has played in a zone blocking scheme at USC. Because of that, he’s not had to drive block 
much. But judging by his frame, Smith should get stronger in his lower body to anchor. Even though he comes out of his 
stance high, Smith typically keeps his pads low. Doesn’t have the best initial hand punch. Can be inconsistent where 
he drives into a defender.

Strength: This is where Smith needs to get better. He’s bulked up 20 pounds since entering college but needs to 
continue adding strength throughout his frame. When he’s asked to drive block in the run game, he’ll struggle moving 
defensive linemen around. Still, Smith gives very good effort and it takes a lot for a defender to beat him purely with a 
bull rush.

Technique: The biggest technical flaw on Smith is his hand placement. Smith’s hand speed is fine but he doesn’t always 
get proper placement. Where he needs to improve is extending his arms. Too often Smith lets defenders get into his 
frame and push him around. Footwork is technically correct and rarely makes a misstep.

Final word: Smith is starting to gain a lot of attention as an offensive tackle prospect. He’s an easy player to fall in love 
with. He has a long, lean frame and is athletic.  Smith gets out on the move as well as any offensive tackle you’ll see 
and is loaded with potential.

However, Smith is only in his second year as a starter. He’s only been a reserve as a left tackle and spent more time on 
the right side. He’s up to about 280 pounds and came out of high school at 265. His power and weight gain has been 
impressive, but he’ll need to add at least 10 more pounds.

As he is right now, Smith looks to be a top-10 pick in the first round as a right tackle. The Dallas Cowboys are report-
edly in love with him at pick No. 9. 
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3 ANTHONY CASTONZO | BOSTON COLLEGE 

Agility: Castonzo shows good initial quickness off the ball. Has fluid movement out of his stance. Does a nice job chang-
ing direction in drills and also on sweeps.

Movement: Shows very good speed, agility and balance to provide potential in space and when moving. Shows excel-
lent effort in trying to get downfield or outside to execute a block. Castonzo has not been asked to move much at left 
tackle and could improve in this area with proper NFL coaching and strength training.

Pass blocking: Has good initial quickness out of a two or three-point stance. Does a nice job getting depth in his back-
step and slides. Has pretty good balance and shows a nice shuffle from side-to-side in mirror drills. Has great length 
in arms and legs. Can show bad leverage at times. Needs to consistently bend at the knees instead of waist-bending 
when tired. May not be strong enough to hold up against bull rushes in the NFL.

Quickness: Has the quickness to jump out of his stance and set up against the edge rush. Can be turned by speed 
rushers and may see a move to right tackle because of this. Is very quick off the ball in run blocking.

Run blocking: Stuns defenders with his quickness off the ball and does a great job getting under the defender. Can lose 
leverage due to height. Does not sustain blocks for a long period of time. Can get too high and too wide in blocking. 
Could benefit from adding strength to his frame. Is a strong technician but needs to add physical strength to his game.

Strength: Here is one area where improvement is needed, but should come easily. Castonzo is simply not as strong as 
he should be. He has a frame that could carry another 20 lbs of muscle, easily. This will help in every facet of the game.

Technique: Will fire out of his stance a little high at times. Needs to become more flexible to better fire out and to main-
tain leverage. Has a nice punch and slide step. Shuffles his feet well and can mirror and slide well. He is quick enough 
to cut block or jump out to set the edge against a pass rush. Must do a better job using his long arms to keep pass 
rushers from getting in to his chest.

Final word: Castonzo holds the Boston College all-time record with 53 career starts- every game in his career. He also 
won the Scanlan Award, BC’s highest honor, after his senior season. Castonzo will be a high-class professional on and 
off the field. In him an NFL team is drafting a high-character, hard-working player who may not have the high ceiling of 
other offensive tackles but also does not carry the risk either.

Castonzo should not see himself fall past the Indianapolis Colts with the 22nd pick in the first round and could be 
drafted as high as No. 13 overall to the Detroit Lions.
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4 derek sherrod | mississippi sTATE 

Agility: Is a very good athlete for the position. Can move around with ease and doesn’t have heavy feet. Very fluid. Is 
decent on the move.

Movement: Sherrod has good movement in the short area. He’s fine moving left, right and backward. Where he strug-
gles some is going forward. When Sherrod is on the move, he tends to lunge at defenders and lose leverage.

Pass blocking: Is exceptionally light on his feet with great quickness and agility. Has a very good first move to beat 
speed rushers to the outside. Against power rushers, Sherrod gets good knee bend to absorb and redirect. Has to 
get better using his hands to work inside. Struggles when stronger defenders get inside his pads and drive him back. 
Doesn’t always finish off blocks.
Quickness: Sherrod has elite foot quickness, which is what makes him such a good pass blocker. Really fires off the 
snap. Doesn’t get beat to the first move by defensive linemen.

Run blocking: Is solid as a run blocker. Does well holding up defensive linemen, but doesn’t always overpower defend-
ers. Properly works defenders to the inside allowing rushers to work outside. Uses his quickness to seal the outside to 
allow inside rushing lanes. However, Sherrod doesn’t have the leg strength to power defenders backward. Could be 
nastier as a blocker.

Strength: Possesses only average strength. Will need to get stronger to handle power rushers in the NFL. Has an 
athletic frame, so you wonder how much bulk he’ll be able to add. Needs to especially get stronger in his lower body.

Technique: Maintains good balance, even against powerful defenders. That’s thanks to getting good knee bend. Hand 
usage needs refinement. Gets his arms too wide instead of keeping them in the defender’s chest. Will struggle at times 
to pick up stunts.

Final word: Sherrod has started since his freshman season at Mississippi State. He played his first year at right tackle 
before moving to the left side. He’s made his name as an athletic left tackle who can handle speed rushers.

Where he needs to get better is in the power aspects of the game. He doesn’t drive block especially well and can be 
moved around by power rushers. It would also be nice to see Sherrod play with more of a mean streak and finish off 
more blocks.

Sherrod has the look of a first-round pick, and with so many teams late in Round 1 with needs at left tackle, it would be 
shocking to see Sherrod fall out of the first round.
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5 | NATE SOLDER | COLORADO

Agility: As a former tight end, Solder has as much agility as you’d want in an offensive lineman. He has quick feet and 
can move around with ease. Displays good flexibility for the position.

Movement: Unlike most tackles, Solder is used on the move quite a bit. He’s good pulling on the run and can effort-
lessly move to the far side of the line. Is good attacking on the second level. Has the footwork and straight-line speed 
to make blocks deep down the field.

Pass blocking: Likes to take a wide step to the outside to beat speed rushers to the corner. Uses his long arms to really 
drive pass rushers out of the play. Will struggle at times to turn to his right to block the inside rush after his kick slide. 
However, Solder is quick reset his feet in pass protection so this discrepancy should coachable. The other coaching 
point Solder will face is rising high out of his stance. When he does, Solder gets move around by linemen who are 
strong and quick.

Quickness: The first step Solder has is one of the better ones in this year’s class. He’s quick moving to the outside in 
pass protection. In the run game, Solder comes off the snap with good pace.

Run blocking: Most look at Solder’s tall frame and consider him solely a pass blocker. Not so. If anything, Solder is a 
better run blocker than most give him credit for. He’s strong in his arms and chest and uses that power to neutralize 
defenders.

Strength: Solder has deceptive strength despite possessing a frame that would make you think otherwise. Is especially 
strong in his upper body. You can tell Solder improved his strength between his junior and senior seasons. In 2009, Sol-
der got pushed around, but he became more stout in 2010. Has a long frame that will support considerably more bulk.

Technique: This is the area where Solder needs to improve. He doesn’t have good follow through technique in pass 
protection. That’s to mean he gets good initial hand placement but doesn’t maintain throughout the play. Solder isn’t 
always fluid in his shuffle and tends to get sloppy in his footwork. Needs to come off the snap low to maintain leverage. 
The term sitting in  chair as a blocker rarely applies to Solder.

Final word: A converted tight end, Solder remains a work in progress as a blocker. His technique is extremely raw 
and he’ll need a lot of refinement. With that, it’s surprising Solder has been as good as he’s been. A first team AP All-
American in 2010, Solder has more upside than any early round lineman in this year’s draft.

As for draft status, Solder looks like a late first-round pick by our estimations. He will fit in well as a zone blocking tackle, 
which fits what the Colts, Chiefs and Packers like to do. All three pick at the end of Round 1 and could use help at of-
fensive tackle.
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6 MARCUS CANNON | TCU 

Agility: At 6’5 358lbs, Cannon has surprisingly fluid movements with the ability to quickly change directions.  He does 
a nice job firing out of his stance and quickly getting into the defender.  However, he needs to work on keeping a wider 
base because at times he seems to have too much of a lean.  With that being said, Cannon has the athletic ability to 
hold up in pass protection and open running lanes.

Technique: Cannon needs to work on improving his overall technique.  Out of his stance, Cannon raises his pad level 
hindering the amount of leverage he is able to obtain.  He doesn’t possess a natural knee bend as he bends at his 
waste impacting his balance.  His bend at the waste also leads to lunging and an uncoordinated punch.  Cannon has a 
tendency to throw his head and shoulders into the defender rather than using his hands.  His poor hand usage allows 
the defender to get into his body and disengage.

Pass blocking: When evaluating Cannon it is probably best that you imagine him as a guard.  While he possesses 
some skills to hold up at tackle his ideal position will be at guard.  Cannon has a surprising quick and coordinated kick 
slide that allows him to stay in front of and mirror rushers.  His thick lower half allows him to absorb contact without be-
ing pushed into the pocket.  However, his struggles to properly bend make him vulnerable to a bull rush.  In the NFL, 
Cannon will not be able to solely rely on his size and natural strength.  Cannon’s lack of proper hand usage will also 
hinder his ability to be an effective pass blocker.  Overall, Cannon has the physical skills to be a very good pass protec-
tor but he needs to improve his technique in order to develop.

Run blocking: Cannon’s motor and nastiness really assist his run blocking ability.  He is always looking to finish the play 
and deliver a powerful blow.  Cannon fires off the football and quickly gets into the defender and uses his strength to 
open running lanes.  He possesses a strong leg drive that helps him move players off the line of scrimmage.  However, 
if he improved his pad level and hand usage he could be a truly dominate run blocker.  As it stands now, Cannon has 
the ability to open holes and move defenders off the ball with the potential to further develop.

Quickness: For his size, Cannon has good quickness and agility.  He possesses a quick first step which allows him to 
gain an advantage against a lot of defenders.  Cannon is able to climb to the 2nd level and seal defenders from the 
play.  He has the quickness to get out in front of the ball carrier on plays to the outside.

Strength: Cannon has great natural strength which allows him to overcome some problems with leverage.  He possess 
a thick and strong base which helps him anchor and push defenders off the ball.  Cannon’s upper body strength permits 
him to deliver a powerful jolt to the defender.

Final word: As I mentioned earlier, Cannon looks to be a better fit at guard than tackle.  His quickness and brute 
strength allow him to effectively pass protect and open running lanes.  He could use some work on his overall technique 
especially hand usage and leverage.  Cannon is likely to come off the board in the 2nd round and has the potential to 
develop into a very good pro.

SCOUTING REPORT PROVIDED BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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7 ORLANDO FRANKLIN | MIAMI (FL)

Agility: Franklin has the ability to quickly go from ground to stance.  He possesses a good explosion off the ball which 
allows him to get into the defender.  Franklin’s agility allows him to quickly change direction and react to counter moves.  
Overall, for his size he has fluid motions.

Movement: There is some quickness to Franklin’s game.  He has the ability to quickly get off the line of scrimmage and 
into the defender.  His quicks allow him to effectively climb to the 2nd level and create running room.  Franklin has a 
bit of a forward lean which puts him off balance.  He has the ability to sit into his stance but when he gets out over his 
feet he lunges.

Pass blocking: Franklin possesses the ability to hold up in pass protection.  He has a strong base which allows him 
to anchor and reset after the initial contact.  His quick feet help him mirror potential rushers.  However, he doesn’t 
possesses the quickness to constantly hold up against speed rushers.  He will likely be exploited if asked to play left 
tackle in the NFL.  There are some wasted motions in Franklin’s set which allows defenders to get into his body.  He 
doesn’t have a violent punch and would rather absorb the contact than deliver.  This is a concern because it will make 
him susceptible to power rush moves.  Overall, Franklin has a good solid base and quick enough feet to provide solid 
protection at either right tackle or guard.

Quickness: For his size, Franklin possesses good quickness.  His explosion off the football allows him to get good po-
sitioning.  Franklin’s quick feet allow him to effectively mirror defenders when not in space.  Climbing to the 2nd level is 
an area of Franklin’s game that is a positive.  He is also able to pull and get out in front of the running back and deliver 
a block.

Run blocking: Franklin is being projected as a guard in the NFL.  However, I see some issues with that projection and 
it mainly revolves around his run blocking ability.  Franklin struggles with his handusage which is essential to a guards 
success in the NFL.  Off the snap, Franklin keeps his hands at his side and is slow to deliver a punch.  Too often, Frank-
lin allows the defender into his body limiting his ability to create a push off the line.  He also has a tendency of placing 
his hands on the defender’s shoulder rather than inside.  Overall, he doesn’t create a great push off the line and is more 
of a Velcro player that relies on turning the defensive lineman.  Franklin’s success as a run blocker will be impacted by 
the system he is drafted into.  However, there is potential for development due to his ability to keep his pads low and 
maintain leverage.  He also possesses a strong base which leads me to believe that with improved hand placement he 
could be a more effective run blocker.

Strength: The issue isn’t that Franklin doesn’t posses good strength but in his technique.  Franklin’s strength is most ap-
parent in his ability to Velcro and control the defender.  His heavy hands allow him to manipulate defenders in a certain 
direction.  His strong lower half helps him absorb contact and remain balanced.

Technique: There are several areas where Franklin needs technique improvement.  In pass protection, he plays with his 
hands at his side which allows the defender to get into his body.  Hand-usage is a common problem for Franklin as he 
struggles to consistently get inside hands.  Struggling to get inside hands impacts Franklin’s ability to move defenders 
off the line of scrimmage.  One area where Franklin is successful is keeping his pad level low providing him leverage.

Final word: Overall, Franklin has the skills and ability to be an effective offensive lineman in the NFL.  His future is at 
either right tackle or guard.  Ideally, he will find a roll at right tackle because his height and slow hands will impact his 
ability to effectively play guard.  It appears likely that Franklin will come off the board somewhere in round 2.

SCOUTING REPORT PROVIDED BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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OFFENSIVE TACKLES 8-21

8 James carpenter | alabama | 82 overall
- Can be a little too soft at times but comes from highly productive offense and has ideal size/strength. Projected 
round: 3rd Round

9 | james brewer | indiana | 87 overall
- Some like him more than others. We see him carving out a nice career as a left tackle. Could surprise folks.  Projected 
round: 3rd Round

10 | MARCUS GILBERT | FLORIDA | 105 OVERALL
- A huge person. Projects well as a right tackle in either zone or power blocking schemes.  Projected round: 4th Round

11 | jASON PINKSTON | PITTSBURGH | 111 OVERALL
- Has the look of a right tackle or offensive guard in the NFL. Good agility. Bad in space. Projected round: 4th Round

12 | JOSEPH BARKSDALE | LSU | 141 OVERALL
- Doesn’t have the footwork or mean streak to play left tackle. Could do very well on the right side. NFL qualitys 
strength.  Projected round: 4th Round

13 | LEE ZIEMBA | AUBURN | 149 overall
- Will have to play guard or right tackle in the NFL. Doesn’t have the feet to play in space at left tackle. Projected 
round: 4th Round

14 | DEMARCUS LOVE | ARKANSAS | 152 overall
- Would struggle at left tackle and will see a move to guard or right tackle. Looks best inside where he is protected.  
Projected round: 5th Round

15 | JAH REID | UCF | 171 overall
- A mid-round sleeper to keep an eye on. Reid has the size and strength to become a starter with a little work.  Pro-
jected round: 5th Round

16 | DEREK NEWTON | ARKANSAS STATE | 174 OVERALL
- Small schooler looks like a left tackle. Passes the eye ball test, but what can he do against NFL level competition? 
Projected round: 6th Round

17 bRYON sTINGILY | LOUISVILLE | 193 overall
 - Might surprise people with athleticism for the position. Ideal agility for zone blocking scheme makes him tempting.  
Projected round: 6th Round

18 | DEREK HALL | STANFORD | 223 overall
- College right tackle has tools to play at pro level. Could stand to add weight to his lean frame. Projected round: 7th 
Round

19 | CHRIS HAIRSTON | CLEMSON | 226 overall
- Has good feet and moves well for a guy his size (6’7, 333).  Doesn’t seem to have a lot of upper body strength.  . 
Projected round: 7th Round

20 | WILLIE SMITH | EAST CAROLINA | 239 overall
- Former defensive lineman with good size. Has good lateral quickness and good feet.  Still raw on the offensive side 
of the ball. Projected round: 7th Round
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OFFENSIVE TACKLES 22-33

22 | TREVIS TURNER | ABILENE CHRISTIAN | 258 OVERALL
- Good size and build but played against inferior competition.  It will be a tough transition for him.  Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

23 | KYLE HIX | TEXAS | 297 OVERALL
- Huge tackle that has a hard time reaching to get blocks.  Speed rushers give him trouble.  High character guy. Pro-
jected Round: Undrafted Free Agent

24 | JARRIEL KING | SOUTH CAROLINA | 315 overall
- Good sized OT but has had a lot of off field troubles.  Has the ability but is not consistent on the field. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

25 | BRYON BELL | NEW MEXICO | 321 OVERALL
- Huge body but is raw with his technique.  Got by in college off pure physical strength. Projected round: Undrafted 
Free Agent

26 | RICH LAPHAM | BOSTON COLLEGE | 330 overall
- A tall OT with a lot of game experience but had a serious knee injury his senior year.  Can play high at times. Purely 
a right tackle.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

27 | KEVIN HUGHES | SE LOUISIANA | 364 overall
- Played inferior competition.  Has good size but needs to get stronger.  Can play too tall at times. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

28 | DAVID MIMS | VIRGINIA UNION | 394 overall
- An enormous OT who has great potential.  Can be a steal but he is going to be a project.  Will need time to develop  
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

29 | JOSH DAVIS | GEORGIA | 412 OVERALL
- Is a tall OT who plays high and has a hard time moving his feet and staying balanced enough to block rushers.   Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent

30 | ADAM GRANT | ARIZONA | 419 overall
- Big OT but does not have much power to his game.  Does not keep his balance well allowing him to get beat. Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent

31 | ERIC MENSIK | OKLAHOMA | 441 overall
- A great athlete who is a former TE.  Has great athleticism but is raw.  Needs to add weight and gain experience. Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent

32 | ROB MCGILL | LOUISIANA TECH | 456 overall
- Moves like a left tackle but has faced sub-par competition. Worth a look in training camp. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent

33 | CURT PORTER | JACKSONVILLE STATE | 462 overall
- Has great size and good enough speed. Very lean and lanky. Needs to add 20lbs. Projected round: Undrafted Free 
Agent
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OFFENSIVE GUARDS

the top 20
1. MIKE POUNCEY, FLORIDA
2. DANNY WATKINS, BAYLOR
3. BENJAMIN IJALANA, VILLANOVA
4. CLINT BOLING, GEORGIA
5. WILL RACKLEY, LEHIGH
6. JOHN MOFFITT, WISCONSIN
7.  STEPHEN SCHILLING, MICHIGAN
8. ZACH HURD, UCONN
9. KEITH WILLIAMS, NEBRASKA
10. DAVID ARKIN, MISSOURI STATE
11. JUSTIN BOREN, OHIO STATE
12. ANDREW JACKSON, FRESNO STATE
13. MIKE PERSON, MONTANA STATE
14. ANDREW PHILLIPS, STANFORD
15. RAY DOMINGUEZ, ARKANSAS
16. rICKY HENRY, NEBRASKA
17. DANIEL KILGORE, APPALACHIAN STATE
18. JULIAN VANDERVELDE, IOWA
19. CALEB SCHLAUDERAFF, UTAH
20. CARL JOHNSON, FLORIDA

BEST PROSPECT: MIKE POUNCEY

MOST NFL READY: MIKE POUNCEY

BEST RUN BLOCK: CLINT BOLING

BEST PASS BLOCK: DANNY WATKINS

BEST POTENTIAL: MIKE POUNCEY

BIGGEST BUST: BENJAMIN IJALANA

BIGGEST SLEEPER: ZACH HURD

BIGGEST RISK: DANNY WATKINS

LOWEST RISK: MIKE POUNCEY

1st PRO BOWLER: MIKE POUNCEY

BEST IN 5 YEARS: MIKE POUNCEY
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1 MIKE POUNCEY | FLORIDA 

Agility: Slides well left-to-right. Good balance and is lighter on his feet than you expect him to be. A very athletic big 
man. Good flexibility in hips and knees.

Movement: Moves well in space. Has been a lead blocker on tosses and sweeps. Has good quickness out of his stance 
and a nice slide-step to pull or trap. Has good balance on the move. Also shows good speed and can quickly get to the 
corner and set the edge. Needs to show better effort and more consistency in his steps.

Pass blocking: Has a quick move out of his stance and is ready to strike within seconds. Has a good punch and can 
stun defenders off the ball. Does a nice job sliding in pass protection to mirror defender. Has long arms and uses them 
well to keep pass rushers at a distance. Big, strong hands that produce a quick, efficient punch. Will get a little high, 
especially playing center, and needs to bend more from the knees to generate power. Does not have the footwork to 
move outside to tackle.

Quickness: Is a natural athlete. Moves very well for a player his size. Able to work in-line or at the second level. Moves 
well to his left and right.

Run blocking: Is quick off the snap and gets a hold of the defender quickly. Has the strength to turn the defender and 
then drive him away from the ball. Shows a pretty good pad level but again can get too high coming from center. Strug-
gled in 2010 at snapping and then getting up in time to initiate contact with defenders. Could really be weak against a 
3-man front if he were at center. Has the quickness and agility to get up-field and attack at the second level.

Strength: Has very good natural strength and was able to dominate SEC defensive linemen when playing guard. At 
center he struggled with the task of snapping and then grabbing the defender- but this is more an issue of speed and 
coordination. Has a strong lower body and can power through a drive block.

Technique: As mentioned under pass blocking and run blocking, Pouncey is technically very sound. His biggest issue 
is that he will get too high at times. If playing center he must work harder to be more consistent with ball placement, 
snap speed and quickness in getting out of his stance once the ball is snapped.

Final word: To some extent Mike is living off the success of twin brother Maurkice, who was a 2010 1st Round pick and 
eventual Pro Bowler.

Mike, on the other hand, is a damn good prospect in his own right, but living up to the rookie season success of his 
brother might be unrealistic.

After starting his career at defensive tackle Mike made 28 consecutive starts at guard and received a first round grade 
before the 2010 NFL draft but wanted more. In 2010 he replaced his brother at center.

Mike is able to play any of the three interior offensive line positions but did struggle at center. He’s an ideal left or right 
guard.

Many teams are hoping to find a Pro Bowl guard in the NFL Draft. Teams willing to spend a first-round pick should look 
no farther than No. 55.
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2 DANNY WATKINS | BAYLOR 

Agility: Watkins possesses average to good agility. If he was better here, a positional move probably wouldn’t be re-
quired. Shows good effort to move around, which somewhat masks his lacking agility.

Movement: Baylor didn’t really use Watkins a lot on the move. As a guard prospect, Watkins might work best in a power 
scheme because he might not have the foot speed to pull and trap. When Watkins does work on the move, he’s really 
good when he engages defenders. Watkins targets players well and really likes to dominate his opponent.

Pass blocking: Watkins started at left tackle for Baylor for two seasons (25 starts in total). He played pretty well there 
because of his strength as a pass blocker. Watkins works a good kick slide and maintains good balance after his first 
move. Was asked to cut block some and did well enough. For a somewhat inexperienced player, Watkins’ footwork is 
sound enough to mirror speed rushers to the outside. Struggled some when a pass rusher worked to the inside. For 
someone expected to move inside to guard, that may be troubling.

Quickness: Most consider Watkins a much better guard prospect because he’s not as classically quick as you want 
in a tackle. He works his hands with plenty of speed and fluidity, but Watkins has a tendency to sometimes get heavy 
footed when he’s stationary.

Run blocking: When Watkins kicked inside to guard at the Senior Bowl, he really showed his potential as an NFL player. 
He was nearly immovable in run blocking situations and really looked the part. Watkins plays with a lot of toughness in 
the run game and is a powerful player. When engaged on a defender, they have a hard time shedding Watkins.

Strength: Although it may be a product of his advanced age (26), Watkins has the power to play in the NFL as a rookie. 
When he sets his feet to hold his spot in the run game, Watkins is hard to push around. He’s strong throughout his 
frame, and it shows in his playing style.

Technique: If Watkins does move to guard, as expected, he’ll have to learn how to play more frequently out of a three-
point stance. He didn’t always fire out of a three-point and will need to quicken up his movement. Watkins has shown 
he has fine footwork, so this shouldn’t be an issue. Is about as technically perfect in his upper body and arms as you 
can be.

Final word: Even though Watkins only played two seasons of top-level college football, he’s the kind of player an NFL 
team can draft and confidently play as a rookie. A college left tackle, Watkins projects to either guard spot in the NFL. 
He’s a powerful and aggressive blocker who should endear himself to his offensive line coach. He’s known as a mature, 
hard worker so it would be a shock if Watkins busted in the pros.

Already 26, Watkins spent some time as a firefighter. He played at Baylor for his final two years of college and did well 
starting 25 games in the team’s wide open spread attack. Watkins may not be the most fleet of foot blocker, but he’s 
physical and mean.
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3 BENJAMIN IJALANA | VILLANOVA

Agility: Overall, Ijalana is a solid athlete and possesses good foot speed.  He struggles to shuffle his feet has he works 
his way to the edge but that is because of poor technique..  He has good change of direction ability and coordination 
between his upper and lower half. 

Movement: It is apparent that Ijalana’s lack of upper level coaching and experience lead to poor technique and limited 
balance.  When watching him play, you have to take in account this fact because he appears to have poor movement 
but with some coaching he would appear more fluid.  With that being said, he is not an elite athlete but does have some 
balance and coordination to his game.

Pass blocking: Ijalana quickly gets out of his stance and into his kick slide.  Once in his set, he has a tendency to back 
pedal and collapse the pocket.  He needs to shuffle and slide towards the edge rather than backpedal into the pocket.  
Ijalana’s long arms are a real asset in pass protection has it allows him to keep defenders off his frame.  He tends to 
play a little high which limits his leverage and ability to absorb contact.

Quickness: Overall, Ijalana has good quickness that is hindered by poor footwork.  He has explosiveness off the foot-
ball and the ablity to reach defenders at the 2nd level.

Run blocking: When evaluating an offensive lineman you want to see a bit of a nasty streak and Ijalana has the drive 
to finish off plays.  He has a quick first step that gives him an advantage in getting inside hands and leverage.  He uses 
his long arms to lock out the defender and drive them off the football.  Ijalana needs to work on being more consistent 
with this technique and pad level but overall he has the skills to be an effective run blocker in the NFL.

Strength: Ijalana’s upper body strength allows him to deliver a strong punch and remain engaged through contact.  He 
has good lower body strength which is apparent when he drives defender off the football.  However, he isn’t a natural 
bender and has a slender lower half.  Against the lower level competition, he was able to anchor but I have concerns 
about the competition he will face in the NFL.

Technique: Coaching is going to be key to Ijalana’s development into a NFL player.  He doesn’t have a lot of experi-
ence and needs to work on a lot of different areas of his game.  It first starts with consistently keeping his pad level low 
which he has shown a tendency to get high.  His footwork in both pass protection and run blocking are less than ideal.  
He needs to work on taking shorter more coordinated steps in order to remain balanced throughout the play.  Ijalana’s 
kick slide is more of a backpedal and needs to be more of a shuffle and slide.

Final word: Ijalana is a good looking prospect with the a ton of upside.  His overall build and athletic ability will intrigue 
NFL teams because he is basically an un-molded piece of clay.  I have concerns about his weight distribution and tech-
nique but most of those issues can be corrected with coaching.  Something, you cannot teach is long arms and Ijalana 
has the length to effectively lock out defenders.  He will also get some love because of his versatility.  Ijalana has the 
size and skills to play either tackle or guard in the NFL.

THIS REPORT PROVIDED BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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4 CLINT BOLING | GEORGIA 

Agility: For his size, Boling possesses good agility.  He has fluid motions that allow him to get into good positioning.  
Boling is able to use his change of direction skills to react to counter moves by the defensive lineman.  When climbing 
to the 2nd level, Boling is balanced and under control while sealing defenders from the football. 

Movement: Boling takes short and balanced steps which helps him absorb contact and move defenders off the ball.  
When in space, Boling remains under control as he attempts to make a block.  He is both coordinated and balanced in 
all of his movements.

Pass blocking: Awareness, balance, and athletic ability are the keys to Boling’s ability to effectively pass protect.  He 
constantly has his head up and on a swivel which allows him to identify the most immediate threat.  Boling is a natural 
bender with the ability anchor after contact.  He gets his arms extended and hands inside the defender allowing him 
to control.  Pass rushers have a hard time getting around Boling due to his quick and balanced mirror ability.  Overall, 
he possesses the strength and anchor to stop bull rushing attempts.  He also has the quickness and balance to stop 
speed rushes and react to counter attempts.

Quickness: Boling possesses deceptive quickness with the ability to climb to the 2nd level and get out in front when 
asked to pull.  He is able to quickly go from stance to set which gives him an advantage over most defensive linemen.

Run blocking: There is a nastiness to Boling’s game as he loves to finish his blocks. He explodes off the ball and quickly 
gets his hands into the defender.  Boling packs a powerful punch that often jolts the defensive lineman backwards off 
the line.  He plays with a low pad level that allows him to maintain leverage and control the defender.  His balance is key 
to his ability to remain engaged.  Overall, Boling is a very effective run blocker with the versatility to fit into any system.

Strength: Boling doesn’t possess elite strength but can more than get the job done.  What strength he has is enhanced 
by his balance and leverage.  The fact that he keeps his pads low and is able to get under the defender helps him 
overcome any shortcomings.  Boling has a strong leg drive which helps him move defenders off the line.

Technique: The only issue I have with Boling’s technique is that he pass protects with his hands at his side.  This is a 
wasted motion which could allow pass rushers to get into his body.  In all aspects of his game,  Boling excels at keeping 
his pad level low while taking balanced and coordinated steps.

Final word: Boling looks to be a solid 2nd round selection and should be able to contribute at guard from day one.  He 
is a sound technician with the strength and quickness to both effectively pass and run block.  Ideally, Boling would add 
some more bulk to his frame but he possesses to proper technique to overcome.  Any team looking to improve their 
guard play would benefit from adding Boling to the mix.

THIS REPORT PROVIDED BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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5 wILL RACKLEY | LEHIGH

Agility: Can look stiff in space, but if playing guard this will not be an issue. Showed good movement and balance. 
Quick feet.

Movement: Could do a better job firing out of his stance in the run game, but shows solid ability to pull moving left or 
right. Keeps his steps tight when crossing behind other linemen. Very consistent.

Pass blocking: Does not have great arm length and can reach too often to find his man. Has quick hands and can mir-
ror and slide with pass rushers inside. Can look stiff in space but if kept inside at guard he will have no issues. Shows 
good leverage in pass protection. Bends well at the knees and uses leverage to take pass rushers out of the play.

Quickness: Very good quickness. Would fit well in a zone blocking scheme due to his ability to move outside the pocket 
and lead on sweeps.

Run blocking: Gets out of his stance well and has a quick, nasty punch. Shows great knee bend in driving his man off 
the line of scrimmage. Very good lateral quickness and agility. Will redirect his man. Can wall-off defenders. Shows 
good quickness and balance getting to the edge on pulls and sweeps. Finishes his blocks well.

Strength: Reportedly bench presses 440lbs. Plays with a mean streak and puts his full strength on the field. Wonderful 
upper-body strength.

Technique: For being such a small-school guy his technique is near flawless. Granted, the film is against sub-par com-
petition, but his execution is great.

Final word: The biggest question mark surrounding Will Rackley will be that he hasn’t faced enough high-level competi-
tion to really know how he will perform at the NFL level. While he tested great and looks good on film, what will he do 
against Pro Bowl defensive ends?

While Rackley played well at the East-West Shrine Game, that’s not exactly a hot-bed of future NFL talent.

He is versatile, which will help. Teams love guys who can play guard or tackle, and Rackley has and can.

That’s the big question, and is the line between Rackley being drafted in Round 2 or Round 5.
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OFFENSIVE guards 6-17

6 | JOHN MOFFITT | WISCONSIN | 117 OVERALL
- Able to play guard or center, Moffitt has the versatility to become a solid NFL player.  Projected round: 4th Round

7 | STEPHEN SCHILLING | MICHIGAN | 132 OVERALL
- A powerful run blocker from a college with loads of prestige at the position. Could become an early starter as a mid-
round pick. Projected round: 5th Round

8 | ZACH HURD | UCONN | 155 OVERALL
- Will most likely be moved to right tackle in the NFL. Good height, good footwork, average agility.  Projected round: 
6th Round

9 | KEITH WILLIAMS | NEBRASKA | 179 overall
- A very good run blocker who leaves something to be desired in pass protection. Worth a shot as a developmental 
guy. Projected round: 6th Round

10 | DAVID ARKIN | MISSOURI STATE | 198 overall
- Has ideal measurables but comes from FCS competition. Could surprise people, but needs work. Projected round: 
6th Round

11 | JUSTIN BOREN | OHIO STATE | 217 overall
- Very strong and gets a great punch off the snap.  Does a good job of moving defenders and driving them to the 
ground.  He can be a little stiff and get beat.  Projected round: 7th Round

12 | ANDREW JACKSON | FRESNO STATE | 230 OVERALL
- A physical lineman who likes to hit but can get himself in trouble with his feet.  Projected round: 7th Round

13 | MIKE PERSON | MONTANA STATE | 256 overall
 - Will move to guard which will make it easier for him to compete early on in his career.  Has pretty good athleticism.  
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

14 | ANDREW PHILLIPS | STANFORD | 276 overall
- Doesn’t hit with a lot of pop off the snap which makes it hard for him to stay engaged. Not a great athlete and has a 
hard time pulling. Plays to the whistle. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

15 | RAY DOMINGUEZ | ARKANSAS | 294 overall
- Big blocker who has a hard time keeping up with fast pass rushers.  Is not strong enough to stop NFL DE’s especially 
on the left side. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

16 | RICKY HENRY | NEBRASKA | 304 overall
- Not fast enough to pull around the end. Has good body control and can open holes for the RB. Plays to the whistle 
every play. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

17 | DANIEL KILGORE | APPALACHIAN STATE | 317 overall
- Had a productive career in college.  Played some left tackle which shows he has versatility.  Will have a big learning 
curve coming from D 1AA. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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OFFENSIVE GUARDS 18-27

18 | JULIAN VANDERVELDE | IOWA | 343 OVERALL
- Solid guard who lacks athleticism and could add some weight.  He has tons of playing experience on good lines.  Bet-
ter run blocker at this point.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

19 | CALEB SCHLAUDERAFF | UTAH | 351 OVERALL
- A thin lineman without much punch.  Does a good job moving his feet but struggles holding blocks. Projected Round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

20 | CARL JOHNSON | FLORIDA | 352 overall
- Huge lineman who played OT in college.  Limited as an athlete and constantly loses balance but can be a mauler as 
a guard. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

21 | MAURICE HURT | FLORIDA | 373 OVERALL
- A solid lineman who does not have many weaknesses to his game.  He is not a great athlete but is fundamentally 
sound. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

22 | BRYANT BROWNING | OHIO STATE | 374 overall
- Is not a great athlete but is long.  He needs to get stronger in his upper body to help him in the run game.  Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

23 | RANDALL HUNT | ILLINOIS | 392 overall
- Tall guard who can play too high at times.  He has potential but needs to learn to bend and keep leverage. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

24 | GARRETT CHISOLM | SOUTH CAROLINA | 417 overall
- A big OG who has good feet and can move the defenders.  Is still raw and only has 1 year of starting experience. 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

25 | JOHN BENDER | NEVADA | 424 OVERALL
- A very tall guard with long arms.  He does not seem to have the strength or ability to maintain a strong base.   Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent

26 | BUTCH LEWIS | USC | 449 overall
- Needs to add some muscle.  He was pushed around at times. Has good feet and is able to get to the second level. 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

27 | MIKE BERRY | AUBURN | 487 overall
- One of the slower offensive linemen graded. Cannot get to second-level or pull around end. A camp body. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent
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cenTERS

the top 10

1. RODNEY HUDSON, FSU
2. STEFEN WISNIEWSKI, PENN STATE
3. KRISTOFER O’DOWD, USC
4. TIM BARNES, MISSOURI
5. BRANDON FUSCO, SLIPPERY ROCK
6. JAKE KIRKPATRICK, TCU
7.  JASON KELCE, CINCINNATI
8. ALEX LINNENKOHL, OREGON STATE
9. ZACH WILLIAMS, WASHINGTON STATE
10. ZANE TAYLOR, UTAH

BEST PROSPECT: RODNEY HUDSON

MOST NFL READY: RODNEY HUDSON

BEST RUN BLOCK: STEFEN WISNIEWSKI

BEST PASS BLOCK: TIM BARNES

BEST POTENTIAL: RODNEY HUDSON

BIGGEST BUST: KRISTOFER O’DOWD

BIGGEST SLEEPER: JAKE KIRKPATRICK

BIGGEST RISK: BRANDON FUSCO

LOWEST RISK: RODNEY HUDSON

1st PRO BOWLER: RODNEY HUDSON

BEST IN 5 YEARS: RODNEY HUDSON
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1 RODNEY HUDSON | FLORIDA STATE 

Agility: Passing the look test is going to be an issue for Hudson but good thing its not all about looks.  Hudson has a 
short stocky build but is a fluid athlete.  He possesses quick and balanced motions which allows him to get good posi-
tioning on the defender.

Movement: Hudson does not have great speed but has a quick first step and short area burst.  His awareness allows 
him to get a good jump off the line and his hands inside the defender.  Hudson has the balance and quickness to ef-
fectively climb to the 2nd level and seal.  His biggest advantage is his leverage and balance which helps him overcome 
some of this his size concerns.

Star-divide

Pass blocking:  Possessing a natural bend allows Hudson to anchor on contact.  His bend helps him keep his pad level 
low and maintain leverage.  Hudson has a strong lower half and anchors on contact.  After the initial contact, Hudson 
is able to remain balanced limiting the defenders push on the pocket.  His quick feet help him slide and mirror the po-
tential pass rush.  Hudson’s good awareness can be contributed to his smarts and the fact that he keeps his head on 
a swivel.  He is rarely out of position and routinely picks up the correct threat.

Quickness:  Hudson has the ability to quickly go from stance to set giving him an advantage over his opponent.  He also 
excels at getting down the line and across the face of the defender limiting pocket penetration.  Hudson’s quickness 
off the football allows him to get his hands up and inside the defender.  This is important because Hudson lacks ideal 
strength and size.  His game is dependent on getting leverage and turning the defender from the play.

Run blocking: Driving defenders off the line of scrimmage will never be a strong point of Hudson’s game.  Where he is 
effective is getting inside hands and sealing defenders from the play.  He has heavy hand which allows him to control 
the defender and turn them.  His ability to Velcro to a player and control them opens running lanes.

Strength:  Hudson’s strength comes from his heavy hands.  He is someone that relies on getting his hands on a de-
fender and remaining engaged.  The defensive players struggle to disengage and get to the ball carrier because of 
Hudson’s ability to Velcro.  While watching Hudson play you will rarely see him push the defender off the line which can 
be attributed to his lack of ideal bulk.

Technique: Having sound and proper technique is the key to Hudson’s success.  I mentioned that he possesses less 
than idea bulk and strength which means he relies heavily on technique.  Getting off the ball quickly, getting inside 
hands, and remaining balanced is the only way Hudson will be effective in the NFL.  Luckily, Hudson is consistent with 
his technique and is rarely out of position.

Games Viewed: Florida, Senior Bowl, Miami, UNC ‘09

Final Word: Hudson has a bright future in the NFL but he needs to land on a team that will utilize his skill set.  He is not 
the ideal candidate to land with a power running team.  Hudson would fit with a team that employs a zone scheme that 
will allow him to engage and turn the defender.  He has the versatility to play either guard or center but he may be more 
valuable at the center position.  His football IQ and solid technique is what will make him a successful pro.

REPORT PROVIDED BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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2 STEFEN WISNIEWSKI | PENN STATE 

Agility: A very natural athlete, Stefen moves well for his size and appears light on his feet. Has good balance and lower-
body flexibility. Can get downfield on screens and is effective blocking at the second-level.

Movement: Is a good second-level blocker. Has the mobility to get out in space and make blocks. Must resist lunging 
and reaching in space, though. Has done a good job adjusting and controlling his body in space.

Pass blocking: Very good athleticism. A solid all-around pass blocker. Gets through his pass set quickly after the snap, 
something very important to NFL teams facing a three-man front with a nose tackle head-up on the center. Has experi-
ence in shotgun and standard snapping. Moves well to help the guard going either right or left. A good help-blocker on 
blitz protection. Does not always recover well if beaten. Will reach too often.

Quickness: Part of his high-motor is that Wiz gives great effort every play. Hustles through his pass set and is quickly 
ready for the defender. Has shown good quickness off the snap and in moving left or right. Great reaction time.

Run blocking: Is not quite strong enough to be over-powering at the point of attack. Does a nice job using angles from 
center to control his man. Has shown the ability to cut block. Is not always strong enough to turn defenders. Does a 
good job grabbing on and then churning his feet to move defenders and create a hole. Sets his feet well and isn’t bent 
over. Is a high-effort guy who will not give up on a block.

Technique: Has shown good knee bend and does not have bad habits to break in terms of leverage and flexibility. Is 
a natural technician who relies on angles and quickness to defeat pass rushers. Biggest issue we see is his habit of 
reaching for pass rushers. He must learn to work within the confines of his space and slide to make contact instead of 
lunging.

Final word: Stefen comes from a talented, hard-nosed football family and will fit in perfectly in the NFL.

Living up to the success of dad Leo and uncle Steve might be another thing.

Wisniewski was the first true freshman to ever start on the Penn State offensive line, and he never looked back. His 
career as a Nittany Lion goes down as one of the best ever for an offensive lineman.

While “Wiz” could see a future at guard in the NFL, his college position, most like him best at center.

Expect the younger Wisniewski to hear his name called in the first two rounds.
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CENTERS 3-15

3 | KRISTOFER O’DOWD | USC | 131 OVERALL
- Comes from a pro-style offense and is NFL ready. Never dominated in college.  Projected round: 4th Round

4 | TIM BARNES | MISSOURI | 137 OVERALL
- Smart, savvy veteran center. Has the tools to be best in class with right situation. Projected Round: 4th Round 

5 | BRANDON FUSCO | SLIPPERY ROCK | 177 overall
- Comes from a very small school and will have to work hard to get ready for NFL. Projected round: 5th Round

6 | JAKE KIRKPATRICK | TCU | 183 OVERALL
- Leader. Made line calls and protection changes for Horned Frogs. Could play as rookie. Projected round: 6th Round

7 | JASON KELCE | CINCINNATI | 216 overall
- Has a lean frame and could add some weight.  But he plays with a nasty streak and does a great job of reaching the 
second level.  Is smooth and athletic for a lineman.  Projected round: 7th Round

8 | ALEX LINNENKOHL | OREGON STATE | 234 overall
- Is strong and is rarely pushed back.  He is a limited athlete with short arms. Can have a hard time keeping engaged. 
Projected round: 7th Round

9 | ZACH WILLIAMS | WASHINGTON STATE | 261 overall
- Good size with experience at guard and center.  Has a hard time staying engaged and tends to put his head down 
and lose his guy. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

10 | ZANE TAYLOR | UTAH | 296 | OVERALL
- Good build and strong. Good off the snap but has a hard time getting to the next level.   Projected round: Undrafted 
Free Agent

11 | RYAN BARTHOLOMEW | SYRACUSE | 302 overall
- Moves pretty well but needs to be able to bend and deliver a bigger hit especially on the second level.  Very strong 
just needs to stick with his blocks. Solid player. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

12 | KEVIN KOWALSKI | TOLEDO | 318 overall
- A smart player who has good size.  He lacks athletic ability and quickness but gives 100% every play. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

13 | J.C. BRIGNONE | MISSISSIPPI STATE | 382 overall
- Strong player that fires out off the snap.  Has a hard time staying engaged with the defensive lineman. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

14 | CHASE BEELER | STANFORD | 406 overall
- Quick off the snap but is not real big.  Can get to the second level but struggles to stay on his man. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

15 | COLIN BAXTER | ARIZONA | 409 overall
- Not very big and lacks athleticism.  He will struggle unless he becomes a real technician on the offensive line. Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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DEFENSIVE ENDS

the top 20
1. ROBERT QUINN, NORTH CAROLINA*
2. CAMERON JORDAN, CAL**
3. ADRIAN CLAYBORN, IOWA**
4. RYAN KERRIGAN, PURDUE*
5. J.J. WATT, WISCONSIN**
6. ALDON SMITH, MISSOURI*
7. DA’QUAN BOWERS, CLEMSON
8. CAMERON HEYWARD, OHIO STATE**
9. JABAAL SHEARD, PITT*
10. cHRISTIAN bALLARD, IOWA**
11. ALLEN BAILEY, MIAMI (fL)**
12. PERNELL MCPHEE, MISS.STATE
13. RICKY ELMORE, ARIZONA*
14. PIERRE ALLEN, NEBRASKA
15. GREG ROMEUS, PITT*
16. UGO CHINASA, OKLAHOMA STATE*
17. CLIFF MATTHEWS, SOUTH CAROLINA
18. MARKUS WHITE, FSU
19. BRANON BAIR, OREGON
20. EDDIE JONES, TEXAS

* 3-4 OUTSIDE LINEBACKER
** 3-4 DEFENSIVE END

BEST PROSPECT: DA’QUAN BOWERS

MOST NFL READY: CAMERON JORDAN

BEST VS RUN: J.J. WATT

BEST PASS RUSH: DA’QUAN BOWERS

BEST POTENTIAL: ROBERT QUINN

BIGGEST BUST: DA’QUAN BOWERS

BIGGEST SLEEPER: RICKY ELMORE

BIGGEST RISK: DA’QUAN BOWERS

LOWEST RISK: CAMERON JORDAN

1st PRO BOWLER: ROBERT QUINN

BEST IN 5 YEARS: ROBERT QUINN
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1 ROberT QUINN | NORTH CAROLINA 

Pass rush: Shows signs of being a very good edge rusher. Is very good at getting his shoulder down, bending his knees 
and working around the outside. Lined up at every game in 2009 at right end, which is impressive for a sophomore. 
Needs to develop a counter move to go with a terrific outside rip move.

Pursuit: Has shown the agility to move around and isn’t just a straight forward pass rusher. Doesn’t look stiff in the hips 
and is flexible in the torso. Plays with a lot of effort, so pursuit isn’t a question. Has the kind of quickness to break to the 
outside to beat offensive tackles to the inside.

Run defense: Gets off blocks well, which helps him against the run. Outstanding short area quickness that helps him 
fire through to the tackle. However, Quinn needs to get stronger to better handle the run. Is better working the edge 
instead of standing his ground and driving his legs. As mentioned, he has the lateral movement to get outside and 
make plays.

Strength: Possesses decent strength. Doesn’t have tight skin, but consistently jolts blockers with his first hand move. 
Sheds blocks especially well with an arm swipe. Still developing in this area and has the frame to get much stronger. 
Can be easily washed out by double teams.

Tackling: Explosive on contact, as evidenced when he had an nasty effort sack against Duke in 2009. Better tackling in 
the open field than most college defensive ends. Does a nice job of sinking his hips and firing through the ball carrier. 
Gives a great effort at all times.

Technique: Quinn gets so much pressure because of his leverage and hand usage. He does really well dipping to the 
outside and quickly disengaging.

Final Word: Robert Quinn is an incredibly hard prospect to judge. When he’s played, he’s played well. But he’ll have 
sat out a whole year after the NCAA ruled him ineligible for accepting $5,642 in benefits from an agent. Still, it’s hard to 
look too negatively at a player who had 19 tackles for a loss and 11 sacks as a sophomore in 2009. Quinn showed he 
has the talent as a pass rusher to be worth a top 10 pick in the 2011 NFL Draft. His quickness is very good and he an 
uncanny ability to get around the corner after the passer.

Some teams may have medical concerns about Quinn. In high school, he was diagnosed with a brain tumor. Even 
though doctors told Quinn his playing career may be over, he persevered. One thing that can’t be questioned about 
Quinn is his effort. He’s a classic to-the-whistle player and gives a great second effort.

To stay as a 4-3 end, Quinn needs to get stronger to help support the run. But he showed in 2009 that he has the athleti-
cism to move to outside linebacker in a 3-4 system. Gets compared to DeMarcus Ware of the Cowboys, but isn’t quite 
as complete of a player. However, he has the upside to get there. Offseason workouts will be huge for Quinn.

A strong offseason leading up to the draft has Quinn in consideration as a top 5 pick at both defensive end and outside 
linebacker.
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2 cameron jordan | cal 

Pass rush: Where Jordan is ahead of many college ends is that he has an array of pass rush moves. His best is a 
power move where he slaps with his lead hand and pulls his other arm over to get past the blocker. Also employs a nice 
spin and a rip move. Don’t let his size fool you, Jordan isn’t just a power rusher. Lines up over the right tackle most of 
the time. Can be a little slow on stunts. Will have some trouble against the quickest tackles who can simply mirror him.

Pursuit: Shows good quickness off the snap. Good timing. Fairly strong in pursuit. Jordan doesn’t move laterally as well 
as other ends, or even as well as Cameron Heyward. Can be a little stiff in the hips on his movement. Gives a good 
effort, but maybe not a hair-on-fire kind of player that will work all over the line.
Run defense: Very stout against the run. Jordan is a big, strong end who keeps a good base against the run. Since he’s 
hard to move around, Jordan is a natural lane closer. Run defense isn’t always evident in the stat sheet. Often pushes 
the lineman back into the pocket to slow down the ball carrier, which allows teammates to make the tackle. Has the 
quickness to get outside to contain the edge.

Strength: Jordan is NFL ready in the strength category. He’s powerful enough to hold the edge and consistently close 
rushing lanes. Strong enough to beat double teams, as long as the second blocker doesn’t go low. Will lose some of 
his strength advantage by getting high in his stance.

Tackling: Because Jordan is so strong, he’s a devastating tackler. When he can wrap up, the play is over. Where Jordan 
could do better here is keeping his knees bent and when closing in the short area. Is the kind of power tackler where 
you wonder if he’s hurt the ball carrier.

Technique: As good as Jordan is, he has some technique flaws. Most notably, he’ll let offensive linemen get inside 
him for contain. This allows linemen to work him inside into the trash, knocking him out of the play. Jordan will tend to 
engage only once on a blocker and not make a second move. Could do a better job of guarding his feet from blind side 
blocks.

Final word: Few players in this draft have the overall athletic ability as Cameron Jordan. He has been worked out at 
defensive tackle, an outside defensive end, a five-technique defensive end and even outside linebacker. 

The NFL team that drafts Jordan will be getting a player with NFL pedigree and elite NFL skills.

Jordan has proved as a senior that his game isn’t predicated on playing next to Tyson Alualu. Still, he’s not the top five 
talent some have been purporting. What he is, though, is a very good power end with the ability to play in the 3-4. With 
so many teams playing a 3-4 scheme, he should hear his name called in the first round.
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3 adrian clayborn | iowa

Pass Rush/Closing ability/Moves and counter moves: A good college pass rusher, Clayborn would struggle as a right 
defensive end in the NFL. He lacks the speed, secondary moves and agility to make it as a pass rusher. As a 3-4 
defensive end, Clayborn will be asked to stop the run and, depending on the scheme, create pressure on the pocket. 
Does not show an ability to dip his shoulder or roll his hips to turn the corner- this must be learned. Has yet to develop a 
secondary move and relies purely on strength as a college player. As a college defensive end he is stronger than most 
tackles- this will not be the case in the NFL.

Pursuit/Lateral movement and agility: Is quick on his feet and can make plays in the backfield. Has the speed to chase 
down the line and to the second level. Will catch players from behind. Does a good job working down the line of scrim-
mage and keeping his eyes on the ball carrier. A very high-motor player.

Quickness/Explosion: Is very dominant playing at the line of scrimmage. Has the quickness and burst that NFL general 
managers covet. Can explode into the offensive line and generates tremendous push into the backfield. Lacks the 
speed to be a pass rusher in the NFL and must move to a 3-4 defense or play inside at tackle.

Run defend/Recognition: Clayborn’s play recognition can be slower than expected. He has improved as a senior in this 
area. Does a better job recognizing the pass than run. Can be fooled with play action. Is a strong player, but can be 
pushed around when trying to anchor against the run. Must add weight/strength to improve his ability to sit down in a 
hole and plug. Clayborn has shown good instincts and natural reactions. Has an almost uncanny ability to find the ball.

Size/Length/Hand size: Is tall and lean. Could add bulk to his lanky frame. Doesn’t have the big bubble that is expected 
of an interior lineman. Has the frame and look of a defensive end. Has the height to disrupt passing lanes. Can get in 
the way of quarterbacks vision and release. Has the length to reach into the backfield when engaged by a blocker. Has 
a powerful punch that can knock blockers off their stance.

Strength/Ability to shed blocks: Is a fighter when getting off blockers. Does a great job using his hands and lower-body 
strength to come off a block. Is strong enough to hold up blockers, but could struggle against NFL tackles.

Tackling: Does a very good job making the tackle when being engaged by the blocker. Keeps his outside arm free and 
locates the ball carrier. Will get careless and try to knock runners down instead of form tackling, which leads to missed 
tackle opportunities. Most impressive when making tackles in traffic. Does a great job in this area.

Technique/Hand use/Leverage: Has advanced hand use for a college player. Has a good slap move. Keeps his hands 
up and uses them to disengage blockers and create separation from blockers. Will fire out too high at times. Must do a 
better job staying low to assert his leverage. As a pass rusher he is not overly technical, using strength to over-power 
blockers. Does a nice job punching to create separation. Does not attempt to alter his body or position to gain leverage 
(shoulder dip, hip roll, etc). Must develop secondary moves or will be too predictable for NFL blockers.

Versatility: Able to play in the 3-4 or 4-3 defense as an end, tackle or left-end in the 4-3. Has potential as a Pro Bowl 
player at any of the three positions. Projects best as a 3-4 defensive end.

Final Word: Clayborn is highly regarded by scouts and NFL Draftniks alike. Other scouting services have him currently 
ranked as their #1 overall player. We like Clayborn, but to date we have doubts about his ability to stop the run. As a 
3-4 defensive end Clayborn will be asked to anchor against the run first and foremost. While his pass rushing skills are 
impressive, they will not be a factor when playing in a 3-4. As a 4-3 left end or defensive tackle, Clayborn has more 
value as a pass rusher. In the end, Clayborn will be best served as a 3-4 defensive end, but his talents coming out of 
Iowa are that of a defensive tackle. There will be a learning curve, ala Glenn Dorsey, for Clayborn..
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4 RYAN KERRIGAN | PURDUE 

Coverage: Playing defensive end in the Boilermakers 4-3 scheme, Kerrigan was not asked to drop back in to coverage. 
He did show the ability during Senior Bowl and NFL Scouting Combine practices and workouts. Kerrigan enters the 
NFL as a defensive end who will learn to play outside linebacker. As a rookie he should be asked to do nothing more 
than pin his ears back and rush the quarterback.

Instincts/recognition: Is a see-and-react player. Does a nice job anticipating what the offense will do. Routinely beats 
the snap.

Pass rush: Is a great athlete. Too many consider him a “high-motor” player- which downplays his athletic ability. Can be 
a bit stiff in the hips when turning the corner. Is too fast for offensive tackles and too strong for tight ends. Kerrigan has 
the tools to be a force on the edge in a stand-up position. Does a nice job using his hands to create separation. Has 
one “good” pass rush move and must develop counter moves to succeed in the NFL.

Pursuit/Lateral movement and agility: Has the agility to slide and work down the offensive line to get to the edge. Is not 
a quick-twitch guy and can be washed down if the blocker beats him to the corner. Is quick to recover when he takes a 
poor angle or is knocked off the ball.

Quickness: Kerrigan shocked the NFL community with his 4.67 in the 40-yard dash at the NFL Scouting Combine. 
He has the rare quickness and speed to dominate offensive tackles off the snap. Has the burst to pressure offensive 
tackles in to mistakes off the ball.

Run defense: Kerrigan is by all accounts a smart, assignment-style football player. Is a sure-tackler and is able to step 
up to set the edge against the run. Will take on blockers due to his experience at defensive end. Will fight through 
double teams.

Strength/Ability to shed blocks: Has good overall build and strength. Is not timid. Will mix it up with blockers. Keeps 
outside arm free when working to the edge.

Final word: Nicknamed “Superman” by coaches and teammates for his rare abilities, Kerrigan is an exciting player.

Kerrigan’s stock is rising as the draft approaches. With so many NFL teams now running 3-4 defenses a player of his 
talents is in demand.

While some compare Kerrigan to Vernon Gholston or Aaron Maybin, others see Tamba Hali and Clay Matthews.

Either way, Kerrigan will see himself drafted in the first round. Perhaps even the top 15.
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5 j.j. waTT | WISCONSIN

Pass rush: Watt is not a classically athletic player who will dominate the edge with blinding speed and flashy moves. 
He is a high-motor player with a relentless appetite for pressuring the quarterback. Watt was often double-teamed as a 
junior and saw his production drop because of it. Shows a nice swim move when working inside as a three-technique 
defensive tackle. As an outside defensive end, in a five or seven-technique, he is not a pass rushing threat. Watt excels 
at getting his hands up to defend the passing lanes and block the quarterback’s vision.

Pursuit: As mentioned above, Watt is a high-motor, high-intensity player who does a great job hustling through plays. 
He will attack and pursue. Has enough speed to chase from behind. His long arms allow him to catch runners from 
behind.

Quickness: Shows good initial burst and explosion off the snap. Does show a great first step that allows him to knock 
the offensive lineman off balance. In comparison to other defensive ends his quickness is not worth noting, but if you 
look at Watt as a defensive tackle or 3-4 defensive end he is impressive in this regard.

Run defend: It must be said that most consider Watt a five-technique end in the NFL. During his time at Wisconsin he 
did a great job against the run playing tackle and end. He is able to anchor against the outside run and can set the edge 
to force the run inside. Is very active and productive against the run. Has the agility to work down the line and get to the 
edge. Has the size to plug holes and force runners to pause. Will draw a double-team in run situations. Is ideal for the 
defensive end position in a 3-4 defense.

Strength: Watt has the strength required to handle double-teams and set the edge against the run. Could stand to gain 
muscle and overall strength. Has the frame to add 15-20lbs. Will get pushed off the line if a blocker gets in to his pads. 
Could improve strength with better understanding of leverage.

Technique: Overall you have to be impressed when looking at J.J. Watt. He has the ideal size, speed and agility for the 
position. He does a nice job using his hands to break free of blocks. Has a nice inside swim move. Could benefit from 
adding 1-2 pass rushing moves. Has the size and strength to play inside on passing downs.

Final word: Watt began his journey to the NFL as a tight end at Central Michigan. After one season in which he caught 
eight balls for 77 yards, Watt transferred back to his home state of Wisconsin and walked-on to the Badgers football 
team.

Watt started all 13 games in his sophomore and junior seasons, progressing into one of the elite defensive ends in 
college football.

A junior entry to the 2011 draft, Watt is as NFL-ready as any defensive lineman in the class.

As the draft nears, and as more teams see Watt on film, the higher his stock climbs. One NFC scout we spoke with had 
Watt as a top 10 pick.
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6 aLDON SMITH | MISSOURI 

Pass rush: Few pass rushers have length like Smith and know how to use it. Beats blocks with a good punch and ex-
tension to disengage. Shows excellent knee bend, which allows him to dip under offensive tackles when he’s working 
to the outside. Is still developing as a pass rusher. After coming out following his sophomore season, there are parts 
of Smith’s pass rush that are raw. More than anything, he’s a speed rusher to the outside. Is still developing counter 
moves and working to the inside.

Pursuit: Is aggressive in pursuit, especially when going after quarterbacks. Maintains good balance when offensive 
linemen are knocking him around. Does have trouble shedding if quick blockers can get into his frame. Is an agile 
player who moves laterally pretty well. Closes with an explosive burst. Because he can move around pretty well, it’s 
easy to see why some consider Smith a good 3-4 outside linebacker candidate.

Run defense: Has reportedly added a good amount of bulk since the season ended. That’s good because at times 
Smith had trouble holding his ground against the run. Plays with decent leverage against the run, but should learn to 
drop down and gain better leverage. Doesn’t have great lower leg drive to drive blockers back. Is much better on back-
side pursuit when he can change direction and make plays wide.

Strength: As mentioned above, Smith has been getting stronger since the season ended. That should be good for 
Smith as power is his biggest weak spot. Smith isn’t built like a basketball player, but he has a lean, long frame. Doesn’t 
have the strength at the point of attack to split double teams. Although he was used inside in some situations, Smith 
relied more on his initial burst than speed to shoot the A-gap.

Tackling: Is more of a drag down tackler than a fundamental wrap-up and drive through tackler. Makes up for his fun-
damental issues with long arms and speed. Uses his agility to move around and finish plays in space.

Technique: Uses his long arms pretty well to avoid cut blocks. When he can’t get deep to the outside rushing the 
passer, will struggle some to disengage. Needs to learn better hand placement to work a counter move. Leverage is 
only ordinary, but should get better with experience.

Final word: Smith was a sensation as a freshman, but was slowed as a sophomore due to fractured right leg. That 
caused him to miss the first three weeks of the 2010 season. On the year, he had 48 tackles, 10 tackles for loss and 
5.5 sacks.

Still, Smith is ready for the NFL. He’s so intriguing because few possess his ability to get after the passer. In the 4-3, 
Missouri used him on the inside and outside with good results. If he develops more power, he should be a terror as a 
4-3 defensive end. If not, he might work better as a 3-4 outside linebacker.

Looking around the NFL and the team needs of those drafting in the middle of the first round, it would not be out of the 
question for Smith to go as high as No. 11 overall to Houston, or as low as No. 24 to New Orleans.
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7 DA’QUAN bOWERS | CLEMSON

Pass rush: Bowers has a good burst off the line that he turns into power. Shows good snap anticipation. By far the best 
bull-rushing defensive end in this year’s draft. Has impressive power to move offensive linemen backwards. Effectively 
uses a swim to get past linemen. Doesn’t really use other pass rush moves other than the swim.

Pursuit: Is very good in pursuit, especially against the run. Shows good range to make plays on the backside. When 
Bowers gives full effort, he works hard to the ball. Had some lapses as a junior where he throttled his play down.

Run defense: Is a powerful defensive end who can get low to stop the run. Is better working the run to the inside than 
the outside. Still, Bowers mostly bull rushes and works to keep outside contain. Has lined up at tackle and has the 
power to beat guards when he stays low.

Strength: Here is one of the main areas that makes Bowers ready for the NFL right now. He shows the strength to 
bull rush offensive linemen backwards and at times demands double teams. Has some trouble against double teams, 
especially when he’s not low. Got to show off his power plenty as a junior when Clemson used him as a 3-technique to 
pass rush from the inside.

Tackling: Can be an explosive hitter when he reaches the ball carrier. Has the strength to knock the ball loose on tack-
les. Changes direction pretty fluidly to keep up with shifty runners.

Technique: For Bowers to succeed his has to get leverage. At times in 2010, though, he often came out of his stance 
too high, allowing linemen to get below him. While Bowers doesn’t get driven backwards, he does get held up. Has 
good hand usage to fight off linemen, though. Rarely gets in trouble against counter moves.

Final word: Not a lot of true defensive end prospects have Bowers’ blend of strength, size and quickness. Make no 
mistake, he’s the kind of 4-3 end that a team can plug in for years to get pressure on the quarterback. Bowers can also 
shift inside in nickel situations and is strong and instinctual enough to handle draws.

The most obvious comparison for Bowers is former New York Giants end Michael Strahan. Bowers isn’t quite as bois-
terous as Strahan, but he’s similar in playing style. Bowers has a good burst off the snap and turns that burst into power.

His main move is a straight forward bull rush with a swim, just like Strahan. You might not get a lot of double moves or 
spins out of Bowers, but he doesn’t need them.

Bowers was highly recruited out of high school but was considered an underachiever until 2010. A knee injury that es-
sentially knocked him out of three games slowed his progress as a sophomore. But he finally delivered as a junior. He 
came into the year in much better shape and finished with 15.5 sacks and 26 tackles for loss.

The biggest issues with Bowers will be a knee injury that some NFL teams see as an existing and lasting issue, as well 
as the fact that he really only dominated for one season at Clemson.

While Bowers may have top five talent, his injury history pushes him down our board.
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8 CAMERON HEYWARD | OHIO STATE 

Pass Rush/Closing ability/Moves and counter moves: Relies on a mixture of speed and strength to beat college block-
ers. To excel in the NFL, Heyward must learn to counter blockers and/or set them up for secondary moves. Is quick 
enough off the ball to stun blockers and beat them with his first move. Rarely gets locked up by a single blocker. Gets 
off chips and punches well, and is strong enough to recover from initial blows. Has good balance and can change di-
rection at full speed.

Pursuit/Lateral movement and agility: One word you hear a lot from coaches and scouts surrounding Heyward is “mo-
tor”. He is noted for his hard work and non-stop motor on the football field. Moves down the line of scrimmage well. Has 
quick feet and is more agile than most interior linemen.

Quickness/Explosion: Shows great explosion off the line of scrimmage. Routinely beats the offensive lineman off the 
ball. While he has very good burst, his long speed is not at the same level. Is not fast enough to run down ball carriers.

Run defend/Recognition : Over-runs the play at times when trying to get too far up-field. Will “forget” about the run and 
focus 100% on pressuring the quarterback. Must become more multi-faceted. Does a good job of anchoring and setting 
the edge against runs. In the past he has shown a good ability to mirror or key running quarterbacks. Has the base to 
take on double teams, something he has faced weekly since his junior season.

Size/Length/Hand size: Heyward has great height and length for a 3-4 defensive end. He is a little lean for a defensive 
tackle, which leads us to believe he will be moved outside in the NFL. Heyward does have room to grow. His 6’5 frame 
can hold much more weight/muscle mass than he is currently carrying. Has terrific extension due to long arms.

Strength/Ability to shed blocks: Does a nice job of using his hands to disengage blockers. Heyward also excels at 
preventing blockers from getting their hands on him. He has quick instincts and good vision for shedding blocks. His 
strength is above-average for a player of his size. He does have room to grow as needed for his position in the NFL.

Tackling: Makes the majority of his tackles in traffic. Does show a mean streak and aggression when given an open 
lane to the ball carrier. Closes well on the ball. Ability to change direction quickly and turn the corner to attack the ball.

Technique/Hand use/Leverage: Heyward’s pass rushing technique leaves something to be desired. Too often he relies 
on pure athleticism to beat the opposing blocker. Must develop secondary/counter moves. Comes out of his stance 
too high at times. Does not always attack the blocker. Will get lost against the run at times, but has made major im-
provements in this area of his game. Can get in a habit of going balls-out after the quarterback, which lets draws and 
counters run right by him. Must be more aware of the run game.

Versatility: The most versatile defensive lineman in the 2011 NFL Draft class, Heyward has the athleticism and strength 
to play either defensive end or defensive tackle in multiple fronts. His versatility will make him a very attractive player 
to teams who value a true “three-down” lineman.

Final Word: A starter since early in his freshman season, Heyward will enter the NFL as one of the most accomplished 
and experienced defensive linemen in college football. His football pedigree, athleticism and strength make him a high-
priority player for NFL front offices. Heyward projects best as a left-end in a 4-3 scheme or as a defensive end in a 3-4 
front. Cover 2 defenses will give Heyward a look as an under tackle who shoots the “B” gap and creates pressure on 
the quarterback.

At this point in his career, Heyward reminds us of Richard Seymour during his college career at Georgia.
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9 JABAAL SHEARD | PITTSBURGH

Pass rush: Suddenness is the name of Sheard’s pass rushing game.  He has a quick first step off the ball and the lat-
eral quickness to slip past potential blockers.  Those abilities also make him a threat to get the edge and put pressure 
on the quarterback.  However, his edge pressure could use some work as he plays a little high and allows the blocker 
to get to much of his body.  His struggles to remain low and flatten out allow the offensive lineman to push him past 
the quarterback.  He can create pressure off the edge but just needs to work on those few areas to become a more 
consistent threat.  Sheard struggles to use his hands while rushing the passer and this impacts his bull rush.  He looks 
to avoid his blocker rather than use his hands to knock them off center.  Sheard’s poor hand usage also impacts his 
counter moves as he appears to be a one trick pony.

Pursuit: Sheard has good quickness and the ability to close the back door down the line of scrimmage.  When chas-
ing the ball carrier, Sheard takes good angles that help him close quickly.  At times, he appears to be uninterested in 
chasing plays away from his side of the field.  It doesn’t appear to be a major concern because he shows good hustle 
in other areas of this game but its definitely worth noting.

Run defense: A poor power base and linear build contribute to Sheard’s struggles in run defense.  However, several 
other issues are present that impact his ability to hold up against the run.  His limited power base is exaserbated by 
his poor hand usage.  Sheard looks to avoid his blocker rather than holding strong and disengaging.  This often leads 
to Sheard rushing up the field to often and taking himself out of the play.  Where he is successful is his ability to locate 
the ball and use his closing burst to make a play.

Strength: Sheard doesn’t play with a lot of strength and that impacts his versatility.  He is thin through the hips and 
waste which impacts his ability to anchor through contact.  He also doesn’t have heavy hands that limit his ability to 
stack and shed.

Tackling: There is an explosiveness to Sheard’s game especially when he lays devastating hit.  Sheard does a good job 
of breaking down and rolling his hips through the ball carrier delivering a thump.  He keeps his head up and is under 
control as he approaches the football.

Technique: Coaching his going to be a key when it comes to developing Sheard.  He has the athletic ability and poten-
tial to develop into an effective pass rusher in the NFL.  However, he needs to work on keeping his pad level low and 
using his hands to keep blockers off his frame.  Improving both of those areas will have a great impact on his ability to 
create pressure.

Games Viewed: West Virginia, Miami, North Carolina, Utah

Final word: Sheard is going to be a developmental player with a chance to help out on passing situations early.  He is 
likely looking at the tweener label due to his lack of bulk and limited experience dropping into coverage.  Sheard might 
be best suited to play the outside linebacker position.  On tape, he showed good quickness, balance, and coordination 
which make me feel he can make the switch.  However, that switch is going to take some time and coaching.  NFL 
teams are going to look at Sheard’s athleticism and production and fall in love.  I wouldn’t be surprised to see him go 
in the late 2nd round.

REPORT PROVIDED BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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10 CHRISTIAN BALLARD | IOWA 

Pass rush: Ballard is an superb athlete with an excellent first step.  He can get up to full speed in a hurry which allows 
him to rush pass potential blockers.  Ballard uses his suddenness to slip pass the line on his way to the quarterback.  
He also possesses good upper and lower body coordination which allows him to employ several different counter 
moves.  Ballard struggles to get adequate push when he is employing a bull rush.  He looks more to avoid the blocker 
rather than use his hands to control.  The athletic ability is present for Ballard to develop into a good pass rusher but 
he needs to refine some technique.

Pursuit: Ballard has the willingness and quickness to effectively pursue a ball carrier.  He takes good angles to the 
football. Ballard quickly gets down the line of scrimmage when closing the backdoor. Ballard is a quick and athletic 
defensive lineman.  He has the speed to close the back door and get to the ball carrier. The first thing you will notice 
about Ballard is his drive and determination.  He has the type of motor that you look for in a defensive lineman.  He will 
chase a play to the very end sometimes even ending up 30-40 yards down the field. 

Quickness: He has a quick first step to penetrate the pocket but his poor snap awareness limits his ability to create 
pressure.  With time and coaching he can improve his awareness which will significantly impact his ability to make 
plays. 

Run defend: Ballard quickly identifies the play and disengages the blocker.  However,  he plays high which allows the 
blocker to get inside leverage and seal him from the play. For Ballard to improve his run defense he needs to keep 
leverage throughout the play.  What works in Ballard’s favor is his heavy hands which allow him to quickly disengage 
from the blocker.

Strength: Ballard doesn’t drive blockers back but delivers a nice initial jolt.  He is often stood up at the line of scrim-
mage. He does a good job coiling his hips and exploding into to the blocker and delivering a jolt.   However, he doesn’t 
get much of a push in the pocket.  After his initial steps off the ball he gets very upright and unbalanced allowing the 
blocker to hold strong at the point of attack.  I feel that Ballard has good playing strength and but his lack of balance 
allows the offensive line to control him.  Where Ballard’s playing strength is evident is the way he can quickly disengage 
a blocker with this hands.

Tackling: He is a sure tackler and breaks down nicely in the hole.  He delivers violent blows to the ball carrier.

Technique: Ballard struggles with this snap recognition which results in a delayed start to the play.  He fires off the ball 
low but as the play develops his pad level raises.  He needs to work to become more comfortable using his hands 
rather than avoiding blockers.  He possesses heavy hands but just needs to work on getting inside and locking out the 
blocker.  His high pad level doesn’t help him anchor after contact and typically results in the lineman pushing him off 
the football.

Games Viewed: Wisconsin, Penn State, Michigan State

Final word: Ballard is an intriguing prospect with a ton of upside.  He showed at the Senior Bowl that he can penetrate 
the pocket and create pressure.  When watching him play, I feel that his best position might be as a 3 technique.  I don’t 
see him as a great fit as a 5 technique due to his struggles playing 2 gap football.  The potential is present but some 
technique refining is required for him to be really effective.

REPORT BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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11 ALLEN BAILEY | MIAMI (fl)

Pass rush/Closing Ability/Moves and Counter moves:  When he rushes with leverage he can be a dominate power 
rusher. He has outstanding speed for his size and uses it well with a great closing burst to beat the offensive tackle 
around the corner. He can also beat the interior offensive lineman with his speed and quickness when playing inside at 
defensive tackle. He does not have many pass rush moves or counter moves. He is very raw and needs to refine his 
technique and use his hands better when rushing from the defensive end position. He is more of a bull rusher at this 
time.

Pursuit/Lateral Movement/Agility: He has sideline to sideline speed and has an explosive closing burst to finish the play. 
He has very quick feet for a player of his size and uses his agility and balance to change direction quickly to make plays 
against the run and pressure the QB. Bailey has natural flexibility to keep knees bended allowing him to explode into 
the offensive lineman and shoot the gaps to get into the backfield and disrupt the play.

Quickness/Explosion: Bailey is an exceptional athlete which helped him to be a productive defensive lineman for most 
of his college career. He is very explosive coming off the ball and can deliver an explosive violent hit to ball carriers. 
Has an explosive first step to beat the interior lineman when lined up inside at defensive tackle.

Run Defend/Recognition: He holds ground and can shoot gaps to disrupt plays with his quickness and strength. He 
has very good instincts and reacts to blockers coming at him pretty quickly. Diagnoses the play quickly and wraps up 
the ball carrier. He is very good at getting off run blocks.

Size/Length/Hand size: Bailey has the size to play multiple positions. He can line up as a 34 defensive end or a 43 
defensive end and 43 defensive tackle. He would be a matchup nightmare for interior lineman on passing downs. He 
is not a lengthy player but well built to also play inside at defensive tackle.

Strength/Ability to shed blocks: He has excellent playing strength and can hold his ground at the point-of-attack and 
can drive the offensive lineman into the QB’s lap while collapsing the pocket. Bailey takes on and sheds blocks fast 
against the run using his athleticism and quickness to get free. He needs to do a better job of shedding blockers when 
pass rushing he sometimes struggles to get free once initial move is neutralized.

Tackling:  He does a good job at making most of his tackles and can deliver a devastating violent hit. Has an outstand-
ing closing burst and can chase plays down from behind and sideline to sideline. His quick feet and athleticism helps 
him to change direction quickly along the line of scrimmage to pursue the ball and then make the tackle.

Technique/Hand use/Leverage:  Bailey uses his hands very well against run blocks. His technique against pass block-
ers need a lot of work. Once his initial move is stopped he struggles to get pressure on QB. He needs to develop 
counter moves. He uses good leverage when engaged with the offensive lineman. Will become dominant once he is 
taught better techniques.

Versatility:  Bailey is a very coordinated athlete who does a good job staying on his feet and under control when play is 
coming at him. He is very versatile and can play many positions along the defensive front. He will be one of the most 
coveted defensive lineman in the 2011 NFL Draft because of his versatility.

Final Word:  Bailey is a tremendous athlete and physical specimen. He is a super versatile football player that has the 
size, speed, agility, strength, and toughness to play at a high level at multiple positions such as DE, DT, and strong side 
OLB in a 3-4 defense. He has outstanding lateral quickness to make plays against the run or the pass. Bailey has all 
of the tools to be a dominant football player. He would be an ideal fit for any team who uses the 3-4 defense. Once he 
adapts to the pro level and learns how to utilize his talents more effectively the opposition is what I call “thru booking” 
thats the ballgame.
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DEFENSIVE ENDS 12-23

12 | PERNELL MCPHEE | MISSISSIPPI STATE | 102 OVERALL
- Has the size to play left end in a 4-3 scheme. Decent, but not great, speed. Like his hustle.  Projected round: 4th 
Round

13 | RICKY ELMORE | ARIZONA | 104 OVERALL
- Super productive college pass rusher has been overshadowed by teammate Brooks Reed. Could play right end or 
drop into a 3-4 linebacker position. Projected round: 4th Round

14 | PIERRE ALLEN | NEBRASKA | 123 OVERALL
- Pro-typical size, speed and strength. Has the look of a 10-year middle of the road starter. Nothing will blow you away, 
he’s solid though.  Projected round: 4th Round

15 | GREG ROMEUS | PITTSBURGH | 127 overall
- Could really do some damage if healthy. Might play in a stand-up position in the 3-4 defense or stick at right end in 
a 4-3. Projected round: 5th Round

16 | UGO CHINASA | OKLAHOMA STATE | 164 overall
- May surprise you with good athletic ability. Has the agility to play in space and the hands to play from a three-point 
stance. Projected round: 5th Round

17 | CLIFF MATTHEWS | SOUTH CAROLINA | 199 overall
- Should be better than he is. A little slow and stiff for his size. Doesn’t do much for me. Low effort.  Projected round: 
6th Round

18 | MARKUS WHITE | FLORIDA STATE | 204 OVERALL
- High motor but not a great athlete and has a very hard time getting off blocks..  Projected round: 7th Round

19 | BRANDON BAIR | OREGON | 214 overall
 - Big DE who lacks ideal athleticism.  He seems stiff and does not have the speed to be a pass rushing threat off the 
edge.  Plays with a high motor and is strong against the run.  Projected round: 7th Round

20 | EDDIE JONES | TEXAS | 233 overall
- Athletic DE who moves well.  Has injury concerns in his career.  He is a good pass rusher with a good first step. . 
Projected round: 7th Round

21 | RYAN WINTERSWYK | BOISE STATE | 236 overall
- Best suited as a DE with his hand in the ground.  Does not have the athletic ability to play OLB. He has good size and 
a great motor. Projected round: 7th Round

22 | LAZARIUS LEVINGSTON | LSU | 255 overall
- Pretty good athlete who is a “tweener” between DE and DT. May find value as rotational guy in 3-4 system. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

23 | D’AUNDRE REED | ARIZONA | 267 overall
- Plays a bit high and can get pushed around.  But is a good athlete with good size and has upside. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent
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DEFENSIVE ENDS 24-35

24 | CHETA OZOUGWU | RICE | 295 OVERALL
- Small for a DE, will have to move to OLB.  Good bull rusher and strong but don’t think he has the athleticism to play 
in coverage at OLB.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

25 | KARL KLUG | IOWA | 299 OVERALL
- Good size and quick off the ball.  High motor guy on every play but don’t know how much potential he is.. Projected 
Round: Undrafted Free Agent

26 | STEVEN FRIDAY | VIRGINIA TECH | 303 overall
- Very fast for a DE in the open field.  Can chase down the ball carrier sideline to sideline.  Best suited for OLB in a 3-4. 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

27 | CLAY NURSE | ILLINOIS | 344 OVERALL
- Athletic DE who has not played football for very long.  Is raw but has decent size and skills. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent

28 | JUSTIN TRATTOU | FLORIDA | 357 overall
- Is quick off the ball but will need to add some weight to be a DE.  Tall and thin but also doesn’t have the athleticism 
to play in space.  A tweener.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

29 | DEMARCUS DOBBS | GEORGIA | 378 overall
- Is a limited athlete but is strong against the run.  Is not much of a pass rush threat at this time. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

30 | JONATHAN FREENY | RUTGERS | 379 overall
- Is solid off the edge.  Can be used as a 34 outside linebacker.  He will struggle in space but can get to the quarterback 
with his quick first step. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

31 | GABE MILLER | OREGON STATE | 388 OVERALL
- Undersized as a DE and not a good enough athlete to play in space as an OLB.  But has a good motor.   Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

32 | MARKELL CARTER | CENTRAL ARKANSAS | 393 overall
- Numbers weren’t great even against inferior competition.  But is a gifted athlete who has length.  Needs to add some 
bulk.  Raw and can pan out but will take time. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

33 | ROBERTO DAVIS | NW MISSOURI STATE | 427 overall
- Decent size but will need to add some muscle.  Has a good arsenal of moves when rushing the passer.  A pretty good 
athlete with a good first step. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

34 | ROBERT EDDINS | BALL STATE | 429 overall
- Too small to be an every down DE.  Pass rushing skills can transition to 34 OLB but will have trouble playing in space. 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

35 | ZANE PARR | VIRGINIA | 432 overall
- Is tall and has room to fill out and gain more muscle.  Left college early and is still raw.  He could develop and become 
a good player. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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DEFENSIVE TACKLES

the top 20
1. MARCELL DAREUS, ALABAMA **
2. NICK FAIRLEY, AUBURN
3. COREY LIUGET, ILLINOIS **
4. MUHAMMAD WILKERSON, TEMPLE **
5. PHIL TAYLOR, BAYLOR *
6. MARVIN AUSTIN, NORTH CAROLINA **
7. STEPHEN PAEA, OREGON STATE
8. KENRICK ELLIS, HAMPTON *
9. DRAKE NEVIS, LSU
10. JARVIS JENKINS, CLEMSON **
11. JURRELL CASEY, USC
12. LAWRENCE GUY, ARIZONA STATE **
13. JERRELL POWE, OLE MISS *
14. IAN WILLIAMS, NOTRE DAME *
15. TERRELL MCCALIN, USF **
16. SIONE FUA, STANFORD *
17. MARTIN PARKER, RICHMOND
18. CEDRIC THORNTON, S. ARKANSAS **
19. CHRIS NEILD, WEST VIRGINIA *
20. DAVID CARTER, UCLA **

* 3-4 NOSE TACKLE
** 3-4 DEFENSIVE END

BEST PROSPECT: MARCELL DAREUS

MOST NFL READY: MARCELL DAREUS

BEST VS RUN: PHIL TAYLOR

BEST PASS RUSH: NICK FAIRLEY

BEST POTENTIAL: NICK FAIRLEY

BIGGEST BUST: COREY LIUGET

BIGGEST SLEEPER: JERRELL POWE

BIGGEST RISK: PHIL TAYLOR

LOWEST RISK: MARCELL DAREUS

1st PRO BOWLER: MARCELL DAREUS

BEST IN 5 YEARS: MARCELL DAREUS
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1 MARCELL DAREUS | ALABAMA 

Pass rush: is a much better pass rusher than people give him credit.  Dareus gets out of his stance quickly due to an 
excellent first step. Is agile enough to move around and doesn’t simply have to rely on power moves. Closes fast on 
the quarterback. Has technically sound handwork to disengage from blockers. Good rip move. Uses some on stunts 
but looked good.

Pursuit: Consistently plays with high effort and is relentless. Shows good balance to maintain his pace when getting 
knocked around. Some questioned his effort as a junior, but Dareus routinely saw multiple blockers in 2010. He still 
finished with 11 tackles for loss as a junior.

Quickness: Dareus has surprising foot quickness for a player his size. Consistently gets across the face of offensive 
linemen. Is fluid in the hips to turn and move laterally down the line.

Run defend: Does a great job on the edge maintaining his position. Anchors his position nicely. Shows good leg drive 
to move blockers around. Although Dareus is stout against the run, he’s not necessarily the kind of lineman who can 
fill two gaps.

Strength: Dareus has NFL-ready strength throughout his frame. He’s thick in his lower body, which helps him bull rush. 
Got to show his strength playing the nose on occasion in 2010. That showed especially against Florida when he easily 
handled center Mike Pouncey with a bull rush.

Tackling: Is a sudden, hard-hitting tackler. Isn’t a big-time hitter like other interior linemen in this class. However, he’s 
more technically sound in his wrap-up.

Technique: An experienced five-technique, Dareus is the top 3-4 defensive end in the draft because of his long arms 
and technique. He consistently extends his arms to hold the edge. Stays low like a veteran to get leverage. Dareus’ 
technique is NFL ready and why he could be a good contributor early in his career.

Final word: It’s not often 3-4 defensive ends come along who are as polished, strong and athletic as Dareus. Playing 
end in Alabama’s pro-style 3-4 defense, Dareus should start as a rookie if a team with the same scheme picks him up.

He’s a good pass rusher for such a big player, but most teams will like him for his run-stopping ability. Dareus is power-
ful throughout his frame and should be able to hold the edge well.

Dareus really came on toward the end of the 2009 season and won defensive MVP honors in the BCS National Cham-
pionship game. Suspended the first two games of 2010 after the NCAA found he accepted benefits from an agent. Has 
overcome a rough upbringing.

The biggest knock on Dareus has always been his effort. How hard will he work once he has NFL money?
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2 NICK FAIRLEY | AUBURN 

Pass rush: Fairley is the premier one-gap defensive tackle in this year’s class due to his ability shoot the gap and get 
after the passer. Fairley finished 2010 with 12 sacks, including three in a standout performance against LSU. Most of 
his big plays come off the swim move. Has quick hands to get his arm over the blocker. Closes in a hurry and with ag-
gression.

Pursuit: Is a player who is almost always on the move toward the ball carrier. Has the athleticism to move all around 
the line. Despite being somewhat limited in experience, Fairley shows good run/pass recognition. When Fairley plays 
with a lot of effort, he can move all around the field to make a tackle. But some question if Fairley always gives full effort 
on every play.  As sensational as he is on some plays, Fairley can be completely non-existent on others. It’s an issue 
that Auburn head coach Gene Chizik brought up early in the season. Fairley showed better effort toward the end the 
season, however.

Quickness: For player of his size, Fairley has a great burst off the snap. Most of his game is centered around his quick-
ness off the ball. Played basketball in high school and it shows in his foot speed. People will always compare Fairley to 
Ndamukong Suh and Gerald McCoy and in the quickness category, he’s right there with them.
Run defend: Is a long-armed defender who can be disruptive in the run game. Even where the run isn’t coming right at 
him, Fairley can impact the run game simply by reaching his arms out and rerouting the ball carrier. Does a lot of his 
work against the run against single blockers. Fairley doesn’t always do well against multiple blockers. Still, he can be 
an asset against the run by taking up multiple blockers.

Strength: Doesn’t have the kind of strength where he can beat double teams on a consistent basis. Looks like he can 
get stronger in his lower body. Can get pushed bak too often. Has a frame to add 20 pounds without it having a nega-
tive impact on his game.

Tackling: Fairley is a scary tackler. Every time he has room to make a hit, it’s an explosive one. If football doesn’t work 
for Fairley, his tackling shows he clearly has a future in pro wrestling. He frequently liked to suplex players. Several of 
Fairley’s tackles could get him fined in the NFL, so it will be interesting to see if he’ll continue his tackling technique at 
the next level.

Technique: Shows good hand fighting. Uses his hands well to keep blockers out of his pads. Has long arms, which is 
beneficial to his technique. Doesn’t take false steps that get him out of position.

Final word: Fairley was unquestionably the breakthrough player in the 2010 college football season. No one expected 
him to tally 11.5 sacks and 24 tackles for loss as a junior. In his first full season starting, Fairley was a force on his way 
to the Lombardi Award.

The question some will have about Fairley is if he’s a one-year wonder. As a redshirt sophomore in 2009. Fairley 
struggled with inconsistency and only had 28 tackles, 3.5 tackles for loss and 1.5 sacks. Prior to that, Fairley attended 
Copiah-Lincoln (Miss.) Community College. Considering that Fairley only played one year on the defensive line in high 
school, he’s not exactly a seasoned tackle.

Still, he is a dangerous, gap-shooting defensive tackle. His attitude could transform a lackadaisical defense into a fero-
cious one. He’s the kind of player rival teams will hate because of his sometimes-dirty play. Although Fairley doesn’t 
apologize for the way he plays, it’s unlikely he’ll get away with the same tactics in the NFL.

What he’ll be able to get away with is firing gaps and getting after the ball carrier. Fairley has uncanny quickness and 
will be a terror blitzing. Everyone is going to compare him to Suh, and that’s not fair. Maybe a more-apt one for Fairley 
is Kevin Williams of the Vikings.
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3 COREY LIUGET | ILLINOIS

Pass Rush: Corey has a very quick first step off the ball and really explodes out of his stance. He’s got very active 
hands that he uses to his full advantage and has great agility and balance to slip by offensive linemen. In college he 
was very good at the “push-pull” but he won’t get away with it as much in the NFL because the linemen generally have 
much better balance. He is very good on stunts due to his quickness and he keeps his pads low.

Pursuit: He is relentless is pursuit. He accelerates through the gap and is able to locate the ball carrier and close quick-
ly. He chases plays from sideline to sideline whether it’s a running back stretching the play or a quarterback scrambling 
or on a bootleg and makes tackles down the field. He can be too aggressive at times and will chase play action.

Quickness: He lost weight between his junior and senior seasons and he was a lot quicker and more explosive because 
of it. He shoots gaps very effectively to make plays in the backfield. One of the quickest and most explosive interior 
linemen in this class.

Run Defend: Although Liuget isn’t a liability against the run, he isn’t a great run defender either. He tends to play with 
his pads too high and without leverage when he’s being run at and the blockers get their hands on him. He doesn’t get 
pushed back but he struggles to disengage from blockers.

Strength: Corey needs to improve his playing strength a bit. He has the frame to put on a few more pounds but he can’t 
put on too much and lose his explosiveness. He has the ability to hold the point of attack but isn’t a great bull rusher 
when he rushes the passer.

Tackling: Corey is a reliable tackler who won’t get shed too often. He needs to learn to wrap up instead of going for the 
knock-out blow. Very smart and will try to strip the ball when he has help on the tackle.

Technique: Really needs to work on his pad level because he has a tendency to get too high and let blockers to get into 
his chest. When he stays low he shows good hand placement and leverage. He also needs to learn more pass rush 
moves and counters when his initial move doesn’t work.

Final Word: Corey Liuget enjoyed three really solid seasons at Illinois and really burst onto the scene this year as a 
junior totaling 12.5 TFL’s and 4.5 sacks. After his sophomore season when he tallied eight TFL’s and 2.5 sacks, he 
dedicated himself and lost about thirty pounds. He was slightly overlooked throughout the season because of the tre-
mendous defensive line talent coming out of the Big 10 this year and got lost in the shuffle.

Although he doesn’t quite have the physical talent of a Nick Fairley, he is far more consistent and gives a more consis-
tent effort. He doesn’t have any glaring holes; he just has to fix up a few things but he has all the physical tools to be 
an effective defensive linemen at the next level. His explosiveness off the snap makes him a perfect candidate to play 
the three technique in a 4-3 defense.
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4 MUHAMMAD WILKERSON | TEMPLE 

Pass rush: For a defensive tackle, Wilkerson is a good pass rusher with good feet and a solid first step. Wilkerson does 
a really nice job turning his hips to make himself skinny to shoot gaps easier. Isn’t always consistent with his pass rush 
due to some technical issues. Once Wilkerson learns to play with his natural length advantages, his pass rush should 
get better. Has flashed a decent rip and club move.

Pursuit: Shows good but not great effort pursuing the ball carrier. Has good speed and athleticism for a defensive line-
man, but didn’t always seem to play up to it on the backside. Is good tracking the ball in or out of the box. Makes most 
of his plays inside the tackle box, though.

Quickness: Isn’t overly explosive off the snap, which is what puts him behind players like Nick Fairley and Corey Liuget. 
Is much quicker with his hands than his legs. Closes impressively.

Run defend: Against single blockers, Wilkerson is dangerous against the run. He maintains his area nicely and can 
close well. Has enough natural strength to maintain leverage, but will get knocked around some by double teams.

Strength: While Wilkerson isn’t necessarily a bull rusher, he’s powerful enough at the point of attack to not be pushed 
around. Has a frame that can add a lot more mass that will improve him here.

Tackling: Is mostly a collide and drag down tackler. Although Wilkerson closes on the ball well, he could do better wrap-
ping up and driving through the ball carrier.

Technique: Has long arms, but doesn’t always do a good enough job extending to keep offensive linemen out of his 
pads. Does a pretty nice job of sinking and keeping a low center of gravity in run support. Uses good technique with his 
feet, which he shows on an impressive sidestep move.

Final word: Wilkerson started his final two years of college at defensive tackle for Temple. In that time, he was one of 
the Mid-American Conference’s top players. As a junior, he finished with 70 tackles with 13 tackles for loss and 9.5 
sacks. In 2009, he had 61 tackles, 10.5 tackles for a loss and seven sacks. It should be noted, though, that the MAC is 
one of the weakest conferences in the nation.

Still, Wilkerson flashes a lot of potential. He projects nicely as a 3-4 end because of a long, projectable frame. While 
Wilkerson has solid strength right now, he should only get more powerful. Think of how the Steelers have slowly 
brought Ziggy Hood along while he gets more physically dominant. It might be the same career path for Wilkerson.

He could also do well in a gap-shooting system as a one-technique. He has a good sidestep move to get through gaps 
and into the backfield. His technique is still developing though. Either in a 3-4 or 4-3, Wilkerson is one of the best de-
fensive linemen in this year’s class. A junior early entrant, his game is ready for the NFL.
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5 PHIL TAYLOR | BAYLOR

Pass rush:  Many will be quick to classify Taylor as a nose tackle and assume that he has a limited pass rush.  How-
ever, he possesses very good quickness and the ability to shoot the gap and penetrate.  Taylor shows good strength 
and ability to push the pocket.  However, inconsistent pad level and hand usage makes him a hit or miss on passing 
downs.  In the NFL, he may not get many opportunities on 3rd downs as his value comes with this ability to stuff the 
run.  However his quickness, ability to disengage, and strength give him a lot of pass rush potential.

Pursuit: For a big fella, Taylor shows the skills to effectively pursue the ball carrier.  I have heard some label Taylor with 
having a poor motor but the games I viewed show the exact opposite.  He works hard to get to the football and his 
quickness makes him a threat to make a play.  His awareness and ability to find the ball is what makes him so effective 
in pursuit.  He also maintains good balance through the play which allows him to remain on his feet and chase the ball.

Quickness: Taylor has surprising short area explosion that allows him to get off the ball quickly.  That explosion also is 
apparent as he closes on the ball carrier.  I have been really impressed with his lateral quickness and ability to slip past 
the offensive line.  Overall, Taylor’s combination of size and quickness make him a really impressive prospect.

Run defend: The size and strength of Taylor play an important role in his ability to stuff the run.  At 340lbs, Taylor is the 
ideal size to fill the all important nose tackle position.  He has a natural bend and strong base that he uses to anchor 
and hold strong at the point of attack.  These skills and play on the field show me that he can be an effective 2 gap de-
fender in the NFL.  I would like to see him be more consistent keeping his pad level low and using his hands better.  He 
has a tendency to get high as the play develops which limits his leverage.  Taylor doesn’t always get his hands inside 
and arms extended.  He was able to get away with that in college but in the NFL those inconsistencies will hinder his 
effectiveness.

Strength: Taylor has great natural strength and a very strong base.  He is thick through the lower half and that allows 
him to absorb contact and remain balanced.  Taylor has heavy and violent hands which results in delivering a strong 
punch.  Those heavy hands also allow him to control and disengage quickly.

Tackling: The ability to quickly locate the football allows Taylor to be in good position to make a play.  That awareness 
permits him to get to the football quickly and balanced.  As he approaches the ball carrier, he is under control and fin-
ishes the play with a pop.

Technique: I would like to see Taylor maintain a low pad level through the play but he has a tendency to get high as 
the play progresses.  However, his natural bend and good balance counteract the high pad level from time to time.  As 
the play begins, Taylor starts low and fires off the football and does a nice job keeping his feet underneath him.  The 
majority of the time, Taylor gets his hands inside and arms extended.  However, he needs to be more consistent in this 
area if he wants to be effective in the NFL.

Games Viewed: Oklahoma, Illinois, Texas

Final word: Taylor is flying up my draft board.  The more I watch the more impressed I am of Taylor’s potential.  He is 
the ideal candidate to fill the nose tackle role in a 3-4 defense.  However, his quickness and athletic ability makes him 
versatile and increases his overall value.  Taylor has the ability to hold strong against the run and also rush the passer.  
If he can improve his stamina he could develop into a 3 down defensive lineman.  Right now, I would have no problem 
taking Taylor in the middle of the 1st round.

REPORT BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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6 MARVIN AUSTIN | NORTH CAROLINA 

Pass Rush/Closing ability/Moves and counter moves: Playing in a zero technique at times, Austin was not asked to 
purely rush the passer. What he does excel at is collapsing the pocket and creating pressure on the quarterback by 
driving interior linemen backward. Has exceptional closing speed. When he breaks free of his blocker and closes on 
the quarterback, he does so quickly. Tries to use a spin move, but loses depth when spinning and opens himself up to 
blockers. Would benefit from a shoulder dip or power move instead of adding finesse moves (a juke and spin move).

Pursuit/Lateral movement and agility: Has the speed to run down screens and counters. Moves his feet well. Can 
shuffle down the line. Loose hips. His closing speed is impressive. Against Boston College, Austin breaks free of the 
guard and closes 5yds on the quarterback in one second (hand-timed)- causing a fumble that he almost recovers. His 
speed and athletic ability are somewhat unreal. Foot speed is dangerous and can slide past guards with ease. Austin 
never gives up on a play and even when putting himself out of position, he fights to get back to the ball.

Quickness/Explosion: Can be slow off the line of scrimmage at times. Would be quicker off the ball if he fired out of his 
stance low instead of standing up at the point of attack. Is much more athletic than the majority of defensive tackles. 
Moves with ease. Is athletic enough to play defensive end. When he does explode, Austin is unstoppable. Has the abil-
ity to push and collapse the pocket.

Run defend/Recognition: Recognizes the run quickly and effectively. Reads the line well and works down the line of 
scrimmage to the hole. Is very good at sniffing out a counter or trap and adjusting to the play. Is smart enough to pull 
down his blocker if he realizes he cannot get away from the block- freeing up tackling lanes for his teammates.

Size/Length/Hand size: Has ideal size for a defensive tackle. Has the bulk to plug holes, but is still a lean and athletic 
player. Is a new breed of tackle- lean, athletic and quick.

Strength/Ability to shed blocks: Slips blocks more than anything. Does not have to overpower many college blockers, 
but must improve at this to compete in the NFL. Locks his arms and keeps his eyes up. Able to locate the ball while 
engaged and is strong enough to disengage from the blocker.

Tackling: Works off blocks well and can make tackles while engaged. Is a strong and able tackler. Is aggressive at the 
point of attack. Looks for the high-kill shot a little often, but is a sure tackler.

Technique/Hand use/Leverage: Will stand up out of his stance too often. Must fire out lower, and with better pad height. 
Can be pushed off the ball, but has the strength and agility to slip blockers and recover. Makes many tackles after 
being initially popped by a guard or center. Tries to play patty-cake too often with blockers, he almost looks hesitant 
to engage the interior lineman. Improved as the season progressed at driving the center back off the ball. Dominated 
Virginia Tech in the 2nd half. Austin is an aggressive player who can take over a game with his ability to collapse the 
pocket and pressure the quarterback. Against Boston College Austin showed much better technique, firing off the ball 
low and using his hands to free himself from blockers.

Versatility: Has experience lining up over the center, but has the athletic ability to play any position on the defensive 
line. While Austin looks most likely to line up as a three-technique tackle in the NFL, we believe he could slide outside 
to defensive end in a 3-4 scheme and become a dominating player.

Final Word: In scouting defensive tackles lately, we have been blessed to see the likes of Glenn Dorsey, Ndamukong 
Suh, Gerald McCoy and Sedrick Ellis. 

Marvin Austin is the most athletic defensive tackle we have seen to date. His ability to chase down the ball carrier and 
his freakish speed make him among the most dangerous defensive players in college football. He has the full arsenal 
of strength, size, speed and awareness that NFL General Managers are looking for in today’s defensive tackle.
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7 sTEPHEN PAEA | OREGON STATE

Pass rush: Paea possesses excellent strength to bull rush offensive linemen back into the pocket. Has a good initial 
burst off the line. Is mostly a straight forward rusher and his only move is power. For such a strong player, you’d expect 
Paea to have a good rip move. You have to wonder some about his length and how it will hinder his pass rush in the 
NFL.

Pursuit: Is a high effort defensive lineman who plays to the whistle. Doesn’t wear down late in games, which is a huge 
asset for an interior defensive lineman. Is mostly a straight ahead player and doesn’t move all that well laterally. Be-
cause of that, he may slip some in the draft to a team that strictly need a player of his style.

Quickness: Displays an excellent short-area burst. Flies off the snap with good quickness, but isn’t elite in this area. 
Has a strong, quick punch to beat linemen to their first move.
Run defend: Paea might not be the widest of bodies, but he is a rock in the middle of Oregon State’s defense. He an-
chors especially well because of his lower body strength. He’s hard to move off the line and routinely requires double 
teams. As a senior, Paea faced a lot of triple teams in the run game. Although he can anchor just fine, Paea’s best spot 
in the pros might be a three-technique in a 4-3 scheme.

Strength: Paea is known as a weight room superstar and is one of the strongest players in the draft. His strength is 
evident in his playing style. If Paea gets good positioning, he can throw offensive linemen around or simply drive them 
backward.

Tackling: Can be a devastating tackler due to his power and short-area burst. Likes to try and strip the ball when making 
a tackle. Holds Oregon State’s all-time record for fumbles forced.

Technique: Paea only played three years of football before starting his career at Oregon State. It shows at times in his 
technique. His hand use on the pass rush is inconsistent. He doesn’t always get proper position to work his man and 
beat blocks. Nor does he always lock his arms out. Is a technically sound anchor against the run game.

Final word: If nothing else, Paea is an entertaining player to watch. He’s a squatty, powerful defensive tackle who gen-
erates a lot of penetration. Paea has a lot of upside considering he only played three seasons of American football prior 
to playing for Oregon State in 2008.

Paea still has room to grow, particularly in the technical aspects of the game. His hand usage needs to improve, which 
it did some in 2010.

Was awarded with the Morris Trophy in 2009 and 2010. It’s given to the top defensive and offensive linemen in the 
Pac-10 and voted on by players. A consensus first-team All-American in 2010. Missed the final four games of the 2008 
due to a bursa sack issue in his knee. Also missed time during 2010 offseason with shoulder injury, which has limited 
his pre-draft workouts.
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8 kenrick ellis | hampTON 

Pass rush: Is viewed as a classic 3-4 nose tackle without pass rushing abilities, but that’s not quite true. He has the abil-
ity to drive the line of scrimmage backward with his massive size and surprising burst off the snap. Shows a very strong 
bull rush and can tear through the offensive line. Should not be blocked on-one-one, as he’ll toss the center to the side. 
Shows a nice swim-move to counter the bull rush. Will too often fire out of his stance, stand up and try to shadow box 
his way past blockers- which doesn’t work. Must learn to pin his ears back and fire out low and hard every play.

Pursuit: Is surprisingly mobile. Will chase to the sideline without worry. Moves incredibly well. Gives high-effort and 
makes many takes at the second-level after recovering from the backfield.

Quickness: Has surprising agility and quickness.

Run defend: Can work his way down the defensive line to get to the edge. Moves very well for his size. Does a good job 
breaking free and disengaging from blockers. Has the strength to drop anchor and clog running lanes. Can also push 
back and create a backward motion if the play is inside. Will stand and look too often. Can be slow to recognize where 
the ball is. Is at his best when trying to create a traffic jam and not sort out who has the ball.

Strength: Has overwhelming size (6’5, 340lbs) and physically dominated every offensive lineman he saw at Hampton. 
While he appeared to have super-human strength at Hampton he’ll need to use better angles and leverage to compete 
in the NFL.

Tackling: Is a massive man in the middle of the defensive line and makes a lot of tackles by simply sitting down and 
stuffing the run. Will chase and makes tackles from behind. Does a good job breaking free and making one-arm tackles.

Final word: Born in Jamaica, Ellis’ path to the NFL has been a constant change. He began his career at South Carolina, 
reportedly failed multiple drug tests and was suspended, then found his way to Hampton.

At Hampton Ellis became a two-time All-MEAC player, leaving with 84 tackles in two seasons.

As an NFL prospect the first worry is how will Ellis’ off-field issues while at South Carolina come in to play? Did he in-
deed fail multiple drug tests? How did his Combine drug test look?

If Ellis’ tests come back free and clear he could see himself drafted at the end of the second round. 
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9 drake nevis | lsu

Pass Rush: Nevis’s pass rush ability is going to rely heavily on his capability to read the football.  His ability to get off the 
ball quickly and penetrate is what makes him a dangerous player.  His snap recognition combined with this quick first 
step make it difficult for offensive linemen to keep him out of the backfield.  Nevis struggles to get good hand placement 
which limits his push on a bull rush.

Pursuit/Lateral movement and agility: Locating the football is an area where Nevis excels.  He is able to identify the ball 
carrier and get lateral to make a play on the football.  While he doesn’t have elite quickness his motor and effort make 
up for the deficient areas in his game.  Nevis also is able to purse the football due to his good balance.  He is able to 
keep his feet underneath him and avoid ending up on the ground.  This balance allows him to remain on his feet and 
purse the football.

Quickness/Explosion: Among the defensive tackles in this draft class, Nevis has arguably the quickest first step of the 
group.  He explodes off the football and delivers a violent blow to the offensive line.  His excellent snap recognition and 
quick first step are a deadly combination and allow Nevis to penetrate the pocket.

Run defend/Recognition: Nevis can be caught shooting the gap to often which will take him out of a play from time to 
time.  However, Nevis has a good feel for where the ball carrier is located and he is always working towards that target.  
Where Nevis struggles is getting his hands inside and controlling the offensive linemen.  His lack of hand placement 
allows the blocker to get into his body and control him.

Size/Length/Hand size: Size is going to be a question mark for Nevis as the draft approaches.  At 6’2 285 he lacks the 
proper length to effectively lock out a blocker and his lack of bulk might lead to him getting pushed around.  However, 
Nevis has a thick lower half which helps him anchor and hold strong at the point of attack.

Strength/Ability to shed blocks: I talked about Nevis’s struggles with getting proper hand placement and this impacts 
his ability to shed blocks.  He allows the blocker to get into his body and take control limiting his ability to disengage.  
However, he does possess heavy hands and a great effort which makes me believe that with some technique adjust-
ments he could improve.

Tackling: Nevis is a devastating tackler that delivers a good pop.  He does a good job breaking down and making a 
sound tackle in the open field.

Technique/Hand use/Leverage: Nevis fires off the football keeping his pad level low and maximizing his leverage.  He 
uses a good swim and rip move to penetrate the pocket and get to the ball carrier.  He does a good job remaining bal-
anced and on his feet while working his way through contact.  Nevis sits into his stance and anchors well at the point 
of attack.  He struggles to get inside hand placement which makes it tough for Nevis to disengage. 

Versatility: From what I saw watching Nevis play, I feel that he would be a perfect fit as a 3 technique in a 4-3 defense.  
His deadly first step and ability to penetrate the pocket will give offensive coordinators nightmares.  Nevis will struggle 
at the other positions along the defensive line.  His inability to disengage effectively makes him an unlikely candidate 
for the nose tackle or 5 technique positions.

Games Views: Alabama, Auburn, and Texas A&M

Final Word: Nevis is a nasty defensive tackle that loves to get after the ball carrier.  His quick first step is among the 
best in this draft class and makes him a great fit at the 3 technique position.  When I watch him play he gives me a 
Tommie Harris vibe in the way he gets into the backfield.  Ultimately, Nevis may find himself sliding in the draft due to 
the limits of what position he can play.  However, the 2nd round is as far as he will fall and whoever selects him will get 
a guy capable of contributing right away.
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10 JARVIS JENKINS | CLEMSON 

Pass rush: Jenkins is a one dimensional pass rusher where his only effective move is a bull rush.  He is able to keep his 
pad level low and get his hands inside the offensive lineman and push him off the football.  His push creates pressure 
in the face of the quarterback.  He doesn’t possesses the suddenness or quickness to slip past the blocker. 

Pursuit: Limited lateral ability and overall quickness impact his ability to effectively pursue the football.  Jenkins does 
have good awareness that allows him to identify the ball carrier but his lack of range limits his ability to make plays.  If 
Jenkins has a shot at reaching a sideline run its due to his motor and ability to identify the ball carrier.

Quickness: What Jenkins lacks in quickness he makes up for in other areas of this game.  He has a decent first step off 
the football but not enough to constantly gain position.  Jenkins also has some good closing ability showing a decent 
2nd gear.  However, he does lack ideal quickness which limits his versatility.

Run defend: Recognizing the snap count and firing off the ball is an important part of defending the run and Jenkins 
possesses those skills.  He shows a natural bend and a strong base.  Jenkins low pad level allows him to maintain 
leverage and anchor after contact.  He possesses a strong punch rolling his hips into the offensive line and delivering 
a jolt.  When he identifies the ball carrier, he takes balanced and coordinated steps which allows him to use his heavy 
hands to disengage.  Jenkins has the ability to play two gap football and clog running lanes.  He also has a disruptive 
element to his game by where he is able to push the offensive line back into the backfield. 

Strength: Jenkins’ ability to sit into his stance and anchor through contact is a great testament of his strength.  In order 
for Jenkins to be successful in the NFL he is going to have to be able to control blockers and keep linebackers clean.  
The ability to play two gap football is directly tied to a players strength.  Jenkins has both a strong base and heavy 
hands which will allow him to anchor, control, and disengage.  He also possesses a good leg drive which is visible when 
Jenkins pushes linemen off the ball.

Tackling: The ability and willingness to deliver a pop when making a tackle is something that Jenkins possess.  He also 
does a nice job breaking down in the hole and remaining under control. 

Technique: Overall, Jenkins has very solid technique which helps him remain consistent.  He does a nice job of keeping 
his pad level low through the play and sitting into his stance.  Jenkins rolls his hips into the offensive linemen generat-
ing good power on his punch.  He takes short and balanced steps as he works his way to the ball carrier.  However, I 
would like to see him work on being more consistent with his hand placement.  If Jenkins hopes to rely on his ability to 
control and push the pocket he is going to need good hand placement.  To often, I noticed that his hands would get on 
the outside shoulders rather than in around the breastplate.

Games Viewed: Boston College, South Florida, Maryland, Florida State, Georgia Tech ‘09

Final word: Jenkins is a nice looking prospect that has good strength and size.  However, he appears to have limited 
versatility and likely would best fit the nose tackle spot in a 4-3 defense.  His limited suddenness and quickness mean 
that he isn’t going to make a lot of plays away from his frame.  Where he will be successful is by playing two gap foot-
ball and keeping linebackers clean.  I do like his ability to collapse the pocket and feel possesses the overall skills to 
be successful in the NFL.

REPORT BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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11 JURRELL CASEY | LSU

Pass rush: Quickness and determination are the keys to Casey’s pass rush.  He has an excellent first step off the foot-
ball which allows him to slip past the offensive line and into the backfield.  Casey has extremely quick hands that serves 
him well when he attempts to keep blockers off his frame.  The combination of his quick hands and first step allow him 
to shoot gaps and create pressure.  He struggles to employ an effective bull rush because he doesn’t consistently get 
inside hand placement. 

Pursuit: Casey’s pursuit is limited because he gets caught going up the field to often.  He lacks great awareness and 
struggles to identify the ball carrier which leads to him being out of position.  This poor position means that he often not 
a factor on plays to the sideline.  However, his effort and motor make up for some of the poor positioning. 

Quickness: His quick first step and hands are a major part of Casey’s success.  He also possesses good suddenness 
which allows him to move laterally and slip past the blocker.

Run defend: Casey is an average run defender that struggles to hold strong at the point of attack.  He struggles to get 
inside hands an lock out the blocker.  Casey often tries to shoulder his way through the offensive line which results in 
him getting pushed off the ball.  Locating the football and ball carrier is a real problem for Casey as he too often shoots 
the wrong gap and is taken out of the play.

Strength: Playing strength and true strength are very different and Casey doesn’t play strong.  His lack of proper hand 
placement and balance results in him getting pushed off the line too often.  He doesn’t appear to have the necessary 
skills to play two gap football. 

Tackling: Casey works hard to put himself around the football but is typically out of control.  His lack of balance and 
control lead to poor technique and hinder his pop.  He needs to work on breaking down and keeping his head on a 
swivel in order to make a sound tackle.

Technique: This is an area where Casey is solid but could use some work.  He does a good job keeping his pad level 
low and firing off the football.  Casey’s quick and heavy hands make it easy for him to disengage from blocks.  However, 
his inconsistent hand placement limits his push on the pocket.  He also struggles sitting into his stance and anchoring 
through contact.  This hurts his ability to hold strong at the point of attack and play two gap football.

Final word: Casey is among the many prospects that fit as a 3 technique in the 2011 NFL Draft.  His ability to quickly get 
off the football and penetrate the pocket can be a real asset.  Casey’s quick hands and suddenness also help him slip 
past the offensive line and wreak havoc in the backfield.  I don’t like him as a guy that can play two gap football which 
means that he wouldn’t be a fit more many 3-4 defenses.  This limited versatility could result in a bit of a draft day drop.

REPORT BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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12 LAWRENCE GUY | ARIZONA STATE 

Pass rush: Able to make his way through the offensive line from the defensive tackle position. Does a great job attack-
ing the gaps and disrupting the play. Has shown a spin move that works fairly well but he needs to develop counter-
moves as well. Will get sucked in to play-action at times, which can be fixed in time. Will struggle to get off blocks and 
doesn’t always get a clear lane to the quarterback because of this. Can get shut down completely by double-teams.

Pursuit: Very aware of traffic and does a nice job fighting through pile ups to make plays.

Quickness: Has a quick first step and fires off the snap. Good lateral agility and has shown he can work down the line 
to make plays on the edge.

Run defend: Is still a raw player who needs molded. Looks the part as a five-technique defensive end in a three-man 
front. Has the strength to sit down on the edge and anchor. Recognizes blocking schemes quickly and makes accurate 
diagnosis on where the ball is going.

Strength: Good overall strength. Has shown he can stand up at the point of attack and not lose ground. Good core 
strength.

Tackling: Can he a hard-hitting player when he makes contact. Plays with a mean streak and is not afraid of getting 
physical. Quick to read and react.

Final word: Lawrence Guy is one of the higher rated of the second-tier defensive tackles who we are projecting to play 
defensive end in a 3-4 defense.

Guy is relatively raw and flashes the potential to develop in to a special player. The first obstacle will be overcoming 
dyslexia and attention deficit disorder. If managed properly the two conditions will not be an issue, but he has struggled 
acdemically.

Is a high-effort player and person who will work to achieve success. As an early third-round pick Guy is a good value 
for teams running a 3-4 defense.
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DEFENSIVE TACKLES 13-24

13 | JERRELL POWE | OLE MISS | 125 OVERALL
- Excellent prospect at nose tackle for a 3-4 defense. Has size, strength to dominate inside.  Projected round: 4th 
Round

14 | IAN WILLIAMS | NOTRE DAME | 140 OVERALL
- Experience as a nose tackle in the 3-4 defense will get him drafted earlier than expected.  Projected round: 4th 
Round

15 | TERRELL MCCLAIN | SOUTH FLORIDA | 145 overall
- Could really do some damage. Might play in an end position in a 3-4 defense or stick at tackle in a 4-3. Projected 
round: 5th Round

16 | SIONE FUA | STANFORD | 172 overall
- A nose tackle with experience in an attacking 3-4 scheme under Vic Fangio at Stanford. Ready for the NFL. Projected 
round: 6th Round

17 | MARTIN PARKER | RICHMOND | 187 overall
- Classic three-technique defensive tackle. Doesn’t have great height or burst.  Projected round: 6th Round

18 | CEDRIC THORNTON | SOUTHERN ARKANSAS | 190 OVERALL
- Small school player may surprise people as an end in the 3-4 defense. He’s getting a lot of looks.  Projected round: 
6th Round

19 | CHRIS NEILD | WEST VIRGINIA | 203 overall
 - Not great size or athlete which limits his ability to rush the passer. He has a high motor and a solid run stuffer..  Pro-
jected round: 7th Round

20 | DAVID CARTER | UCLA | 218 overall
- Long frame which helps to disrupt passing lanes.  He also plays very smooth and is a great athlete.  Does not always 
play up to potential. Projected round: 7th Round

21 | OLLIE OGBU | PENN STATE | 248 overall
- Small for a DT but good motor and said to be an emotional leader.  Doesn’t have many skills to be a pass rusher. 
Projected round: 7th Round

22 | SEALVER SILIGA | UTAH | 263 overall
- Thick DT who left school early to enter the draft.  Seems to be mainly a run stuffer. Projected round: Undrafted Free 
Agent

23 | COLBY WHITLOCK | TEXAS TECH | 280 overall
- Plays a bit high and can get pushed around.  But is a good athlete with good size and has upside. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

24 | ANTHONY GRAY | SOUTHERN mISS | 292 overall
- Thick DT who is slow off the ball.  Very strong but often has a hard time disengaging and getting to the ball carrier . 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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DEFENSIVE TACKLES 25-36

25 | LADI AJIBOYE | SOUTH CAROLINA | 311 OVERALL
- Not great size for a DT.  Is good off the ball but has a hard time getting off of blocks.  Projected round: Undrafted 
Free Agent

26 | JOHN GRAVES | VIRGINIA TECH | 334 OVERALL
- He is small for a DT so will have a hard time being an every down player.  But is a solid athlete and can move down 
the line well.. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

27 | MIKE BLANC | AUBURN | 342 OVERALL
- A solid athlete who has good feet and moves well.  May lack elite strength to compete in the NFL.  .  Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

28 | IBRAHAM ABDULAI | ARKANSAS PINE-BLUFF | 370 overall
- Played inferior competition and is raw.  But has solid physical skills and good size. Worth a roster spot in camp. Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent

29 | DAMIK SCAFE | BOSTON COLLEGE | 381 overall
- A solid DT who is good off the ball.  Can hold up the lineman at the point of attack but is limited getting down the 
line. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

30 | CORBIN BRYANT | NORTHWESTERN | 395 overall
- Is a tweener at this point.  Has good initial burst off the ball but needs to add strength..  Projected round: Undrafted 
Free Agent

31 | CORY GRANT | TCU | 398 OVERALL
- A strong DT who can get push right away.  Isn’t very athletic and has trouble moving down the line but can bull rush.  
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

32 | ADRIAN TAYLOR | OKLAHOMA | 414 overall
 - Great size and versatile enough to play in a 34 and 43.  Has solid athleticism but is raw on techniques and getting rid 
of blockers.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

33 | zACH cLAYTON | AUBURN | 420 overall
- Big DT who is very strong and able to hold up the lineman and react.  Can play a bit high which makes him easy to 
block. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

34 | RICKY LUMPKIN | KENTUCKY | 422 overall
- A solid DT who is strong at the point of attack.  He does a good job of getting down the line but can get lost at times 
looking for the football. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

35 | DEXTER LARIMORE | OHIO STATE | 440 overall
- Strong DT but will need to add some weight.  A tweener at this point.  Comes off the ball hard but has a hard time 
getting rid of blockers. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

36 | FRANK KEARSE | ALABAMA a&m | 452 overall
- A big DT who had a lot of production in college.  He is a good athlete for his size and is strong. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent
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oUTSIDE LINEBACKERS

the top 25
1. VON MILLER, TEXAS a&M
2. BROOKS REED, ARIZONA
3. AKEEM AYERS, UCLA
4. JUSTIN HOUSTON, GEORGIA
5. BRUCE CARTER, NORTH CAROLINA
6. SAM ACHO, TEXAS
7. DONTAY MOCH, NEVADA
8. CHRIS CARTER, FRESNO STATE
9. K.J. WRIGHT, MISS. STATE
10. MASON FOSTER, WASHINGTON
11. LAWRENCE WILSON, UCONN
12. ROSS HOMAN, OHIO STATE
13. MARK HERZLICH, BOSTON COLLEGE
14. BRIAN ROLLE, OHIO STATE
15. JONAS MOUTON, MICHIGAN
16. SCOTT LUTRUS, UCONN
17. THOMAS KEISER, STANFORD
18. DOUG HOGUE, SYRACUSE
19. J.T. THOMAS, WEST VIRGINIA
20. ADRIAN MOTEN, MARYLAND
21. JABARA WILLIAMS, STEPHEN AUSTIN
22. QUENTIN DAVIE, NORTHWESTERN
23. JEREMIHA HUNTER, IOWA
24. BRUCE MILLER, UCF
25. D.J. SMITH, APPALACHIAN STATE

BEST PROSPECT: VON MILLER

MOST NFL READY: VON MILLER

BEST VS RUN: MARK HERZLICH

BEST PASS RUSH: VON MILLER

BEST POTENTIAL: VON MILLER

BIGGEST BUST: BROOKS REED

BIGGEST SLEEPER: K.J. WRIGHT

BIGGEST RISK: BROOKS REED

LOWEST RISK: VON MILLER

1st PRO BOWLER: VON MILLER

BEST IN 5 YEARS: VON MILLER
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1 VON MILLER | TEXAS a&m 

Coverage: Has shown some improvement in this area, but was never required to consistently drop back in coverage. 
That changed some under new coordinator Tim DeRuyter. As such, Miller is raw in his technique and following routes. 
He has the athleticism to make up for missteps, but can be fooled on double moves. Is better when asked to cover 
man-to-man than in zone. At times looks lost when there are receivers working behind him.

Instincts/recognition: Miller is a “see ball, get ball” athlete who coaches can let loose. If he’s put in a system where he 
can freelance, he should be fine. But Miller’s play recognition skills are only decent. He should improve here facing 
more-complicated looks in the pros. If he doesn’t, it will be hard for Miller to live up to his eye-popping college stats.

Pass rush: Miller was the “joker” for A&M, a hybrid linebacker/defensive end position that allowed him to stand up near 
the line of scrimmage. The pass rush is where he’ll make his money in the NFL and perhaps garner him a first-round 
position. Miller is aplomb at working to the outside because of his great first step and follow-up speed. He’s surprisingly 
strong working to the inside and gets good natural leverage due to his height. But if Miller comes out of his stance too 
high, offensive linemen can easily neutralize him in space. Miller has a variety of pass rush moves, his best being an 
inside spin.

Pursuit/Lateral movement and agility: Miller is tenacious in pursuit as long as he’s free to run around. He has good 
range and lateral fluidity. Has good playing speed for a linebacker to close on the ball carrier. Needs to show more 
anticipation as he’ll often run himself out of a play.

Quickness: Possesses great quickness off the snap. This is by far Miller’s best feature. Is quick with his footwork and 
handwork. Can get up to his full speed in an instant. Very explosive out of a two-point stance.

Run defense: Because of what he was asked to do at A&M, Miller is behind the curve in run defense. Looked better in 
run defense as a senior, but still gives up too much space to the outside. Needs to learn to play more contained and 
fill gaps. Gets held up by power linemen, especially guards pulling. Because he can’t anchor, teams can elect to run at 
Miller and have success.

Strength/Ability to shed blocks: Is the kind of player who prefers to run around blockers instead of through them. 
Doesn’t have the lower body strength to anchor and hold up on the line of scrimmage. Because of that, Miller can be 
washed out of plays. Is fairly strong in his upper body to hit and tackle.

Final word: Miller is going to make a lot of money thanks to a player like Clay Matthews of the Packers’ They’re very 
similar in that they played a hybrid pass rusher position in college.

But if Miller wants to succeed like Matthews has, he has some work to do. Matthews left USC at a similar size as Miller, 
but he’s bulked up 15 pounds since then. Miller will have to do the same so he can better play the run and handle the 
load of a 3-4 linebacker. Right now, Miller just doesn’t have the lower body strength to consistently play his side of the 
field.

Will enter the NFL raw in pass coverage and suspect against the run. Was mostly used at A&M as an upfield player and 
will start his pro career in the same role. If a team needs someone to purely get after the quarterback, that’s Miller. He 
could be a big-time mover up draft boards, similar to Matthews two years ago and Koa Misi in 2010.

Struggled early in his senior season due to a knee sprain. Really came on toward the end of 2010 with eight tackles in 
his final six games. Finished the year with 10.5 sacks.

Miller goes down as the best outside linebacker prospect we have encountered in our 10 years of doing this.
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2 brooks reed | arizona

Coverage: The Arizona system didn’t call for Reed to drop back in coverage much, so he’ll enter the NFL pretty raw in 
this area. May never develop into a really good player here because he’s a little stiff in his movement.

Instincts/recognition: Reed is a smart football player and doesn’t get fooled often on run fakes or designed roll outs. 
Good at making reads pre-snap. Is rarely a step late on a play. His instincts show that Reed spends plenty of time work-
ing in and getting the most of film study.

Pass rush: Is a quickness and effort pass rusher. Reed won’t wow you with his moves or ability, but he fires off the 
line nicely. Shows a good, intriguing counter move. Has some struggles moving around and looks a little stiff at times. 
Played end in college but projects to linebacker in the NFL. Is he a product of the Arizona blitz-happy defense? Had 17 
sacks on his career.

Pursuit: Plays with a ton of hustle. Coaches will love Reed for his motor. He’s a smart football player who reads a play 
and understands the best route to the ball. Competes and never takes a play off.

Run defense: Gives a great effort against the run. Moving to linebacker in the NFL will help him do better against the 
run. Was overpowered at times with his hand down against the run.

Strength: To make it in the NFL, Reed will have to get considerably stronger throughout his frame. He can be easily 
pushed around by linemen, especially in the run game. Moving to linebacker is as much out of a lack of strength as 
anything else.

Final word: Reed has become a product of the offseason process. During the 2010, there was a minimal amount 
of buzz surrounding Reed. He developed into a red-hot prospect. What he should probably be is somewhere in the 
middle. He’s a decent pass rusher who plays smart. He’s not a great athlete and doesn’t have great functional strength.

Reed has good intangibles, though, and could be developed into a good player. He may never live up to the hype sur-
rounding him leading up to the NFL Draft.

Worth noting is that Reed’s teammate Ricky Elmore is the more productive of the two, although less of an overall ath-
lete. Elmore remains someone to watch over the next two or three NFL seasons, as he could be a mid-round sleeper.
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3 akeem ayers | ucla 

Coverage/Zone Coverage Skills: Although he his fluid in space, he isn’t real instinctive. He has good speed and is 
able to turn his hips and run but he seems to always be a step behind the action. He tends to bite on play fakes and 
struggles to locate receivers that enter his zone. Doesn’t possess the greatest ball skills and struggles to locate the ball 
when it’s in the air.

Instincts/Recognition: Ayers doesn’t possess the greatest instincts. He’s a little late getting to the point of attack in the 
running game and takes himself out of plays. It always seems like he’s taking a little longer than everyone else to de-
cipher whether it’s a run or pass and he tends to fall for play action.

Pass Rush: He isn’t an explosive pass rusher but he gets the job done. He rushes with good leverage and really gets 
into the blocker. Akeem is able to bend and run the arc around the outside and uses his athleticism and balance to get 
around the tackles. He needs to develop more pass rush moves and can’t always rely on his athleticism to get to the 
quarterback.

Pursuit/Lateral Movement and Agility: His motor seems to run hot and cold and seems to mentally check out on some 
plays. However, when it’s running hot, it runs very hot. He arrives at the ball hell bent for election and delivers some 
knock out blows. He needs to learn to wrap up and drive through people instead of going for knock outs. He is a very 
fluid athlete which allows him to change directions quickly.

Quickness/Explosion: When he’s on the edge, he shows a really quick first step and is able to get up the field. Gets out 
of his stance and around the corner quickly.

Strength/Ability to Shed Blocks: Although Ayers is a strong player, he struggles to get of blocks. He seems content on 
just running in there and blowing up a blocker in the hole instead of getting his hands on them and shedding them. He 
doesn’t take on blocks with good leverage and needs to get lower. He’s much better with cut blocks and can use his 
hands to keep blockers off his legs and go make a play.

Versatility: He’s a very versatile player. He mostly played on the strong-side but did shift to defensive end in some pass-
ing situations. He has the versatility to play either the 3-4 rush linebacker or a 4-3 strong-side linebacker.

Final Word: Akeem Ayers showed the knack for the big play throughout his career at UCLA. During his three years on 
the Bruin defense, he recorded fourteen sacks, eleven pass break ups, six interceptions, and seven forced fumbles.
One of the best things about Ayers is that, as of right now, teams can mold him into what they want him to be depending 
on their scheme. He is raw but possesses some solid tools to work with. He’s big, fluid, and he can be relentless. He re-
ally needs to be more consistent and learn how to use his hands better whether it’s taking on blocks in the run game or 
rushing the passer. He doesn’t have too many pass rushing moves to speak of. I see him as more of a developmental 
pass rusher in a 3-4 due to his explosiveness of the ball and lack of instincts in pass coverage.
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4 JusTIN HOUSTON | GEORGIA

Coverage: Because he spent his first two years as an end, Houston had minimal experience in coverage. As a standup 
rush end in 2010, Houston dropped back in zone some. Because of his athleticism, he doesn’t get totally overmatched 
covering an area. However, he doesn’t have the experience needed to play in man coverage.

Instincts/Recognition: Houston gets such a good jump because he’s able time the snap count really well. Uses his jump 
to get the power advantage on offensive linemen. Will be a work in progress recognizing passing routes.

Pass rush: Houston’s best asset as a pass rusher is his ability to get off the snap and to the edge. Is best rushing to the 
outside where he can get low and work under the tackle. Wasn’t used a lot working the inside lane. Needs to develop 
a counter move. Hand usage could be better, which is a reason why he’s better suited as a linebacker. Played as a 
standup rush end in Georgia’s 3-4 in 2010. Played end previously.

Pursuit: Has good initial step and move which allows him to get outside the blocker. As good as his first step is, you’d 
expect Houston to have better closing ability. He’s not as violent of a closer as you’d expect.

Run defense: Houston struggles against the run when he has to change direction in short areas. Is a little tight in the 
hips. Where he does do well here is locating the ball and getting after it. Has enough upper body strength to handle ball 
carriers in the open field. Is a solid form tackler.

Strength: If Houston is being considered as a linebacker, his strength is ready for the NFL. He just needs to figure 
out how to better use his hands to get the most out of his strength. If Houston is used as an end, he may have to get 
stronger in his lower body.

Final word: Houston is a good speed rusher when he gets a good jump off the snap. He has NFL size and enough 
athleticism to play outside in the 3-4. Against the run, Houston is only average and he’s a work in progress in pass 
coverage. Had 17.5 sacks in his last two seasons at Georgia.

The NFL team that drafts Houston will get a work in progress, no matter which defensive system they run. As a defen-
sive end, Houston will need work on strength and setting up blockers for counter moves. As an outside linebacker he 
must get better at setting the edge and coming up to make tackles. 
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5 bruce CARTER | NORTH CAROLINA 

Coverage/Zone Defense Skills: For as freaskishly athletic as Carter is, you’d expect him to be a much better pass de-
fender. However, his zone coverage is lacking and he’s late to react when the ball is in the air. He has the agility and 
foot speed to cover tight ends, but needs to get a better understanding of routes. Is a real terror against screen passes. 
Against them, Carter can show off his combination of athleticism and speed.

Instincts/Recognition: Returning for his senior year, Carter should only show more improvement in this area. He has 
been questionable at times in the past on reading plays pre-snap and making adjustments. Has to use his speed and 
quickness to make up for being a step late at times breaking on the ball. If Carter doesn’t improve in this area as a 
senior, it may lead some teams to question his work ethic in the film room.

Pass Rush: Carter is somewhat miscast at North Carolina in that he’s too frequently asked to drop back in coverage. 
If he played in a defensive scheme that called for more pressure from the linebackers, the opinion of Carter might be 
higher here. But as it is, he’s somewhat green in the pass rush. He clearly has the tools to be an excellent pass rusher 
but doesn’t get to show it often. With his struggles to shed blocks and the extra attention he’ll get in 2010, don’t look for 
Carter to show a lot of tangible improvement in this area.

Pursuit/Lateral Movement and Agility: Carter is incredible in pursuit. He can change direction instantly and gets up to 
his top speed quickly. He takes proper angles toward the ball carrier and can be a violent hitter. He shows fluid hips 
which helps his change-of-direction ability and stop on a dime in the open field. As aggressive of a player as Carter is, 
he maintains good balance in his movement. Ran a reported 4.39 40-yard dash.

Quickness/Explosion: Displays plus quickness, especially at the snap. Really fires out of his stance to get around the 
corner and at the ball carrier. Gets to show his explosion on field goals and extra points. Blocked five kicks last year 
because he knows how to properly time the snap and fire out of the blocks.

Strength/Ability to Shed Blocks: Strictly on a play-to-play basis, this is where Carter needs to show the most improve-
ment. Carter has plenty of raw strength – his bench press is 440 pounds and he has a 374-pound power clean. But that 
strength doesn’t always translate when shedding blocks. Has said he’s up to 240 pounds but plays at 230. If he Carter 
is put on a 3-4 team, he may have to play at about 250.

Versatility: For now, Carter should be first considered a weak-side linebacker in a 4-3 scheme. His pass rush skills 
haven’t matured quite as much as maybe they should have. But with proper coaching, Carter has the athletic talents to 
move into a 3-4 OLB role if he can add some strength to shed blocks better.

Final Word: At the moment, Carter is as much of an athlete as he is a football player. His athletic skill is unquestioned. 
He’s fast, agile and strong. But he hasn’t put it all together on the field yet. In 2009, he had 7.5 tackles for loss, four 
quarterback hurries and two sacks – hardly impressive stats.

Carter returned to school to get his degree. What that extra year of college football should do for him could be invalu-
able.
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6 SAM ACHO | TEXAS

Pass rush: Determination, leverage, and quickness are what allows Sam Acho to be an effective pass rusher.  His good 
snap awareness helps him get a great jump.  His awareness combined with this quick first step usually gives him a step 
on the offensive linemen.  Acho’s overall quickness and speed allow him to reach the edge, flatten out, and pursue the 
football.  He does and excellent job utilizing leverage and hand placement.  Acho keeps his pad level low thoughout the 
play which makes it difficult for the lineman to engage.  His quick hands help him remain clean and disengage if a line-
man happens to get his hands on him.  While Acho doesn’t have great size or strength, he is able to effectively employ 
a bull rush because of his hand usage and leverage.  Overall, Acho has the ability to be a very good pass rusher in the 
NFL.  He combines physical abilities with sound technique and a strong motor.

Pursuit: Acho’s 2nd gear and short area burst allows him to effectively pursue the football.  He combines those abilities 
with tenacity which makes him a threat to always make a play.  From his defensive end position, Acho effectively closes 
the back door while also staying disciplined and keeping containment.

Star-divide

Run defense: Size and strength will be Acho’s major question marks when it comes to holding up against the run.  
However, his excellent hand usage and leverage allow him to effectively play the run.  Acho fires off the football low, 
gets his hands inside the lineman, and extends his arms.  This proper technique allows him to keep linemen off his 
body and gives him the ability disengage.  Acho has a nose for the football and constantly has his head up looking for 
the ball carrier.  Acho is never going to be a dominate run defender but he has the tools to hold up at the point of attack 
and not be a liability.

Strength: Acho’s playing strength is heavily dependent on his leverage.  He lacks the ideal bulk and natural strength to 
matchup against bigger offensive linemen.  However, he has enough strength that when combined with proper tech-
nique he can get the job done.

Tackling: Coordination and balance are an important part of Acho’s ability to make solid tackles.  He keeps his feet 
underneath him and his head up as he approaches the ball carrier.  Acho then rolls his hips and delivers a sound pop.

Technique: Acho is a technically sound football player.  His technique is a major contributor to his ability to to make 
plays on the football field.  It allows him to overcome some of negative parts of his game.  Acho’s ability to keep his pad 
level low and utilize his hands really help him be a difference maker.

Final word: There is a good chance that Acho becomes one of the sleepers of this draft class.  His motor, technique, 
and physical abilities give him a shot at developing into a good pass rusher.  Many feel that Acho’s best fit is at outside 
linebacker but he is more than capable of being a right defensive end in a 4-3 system.  His hand usage and leverage 
allow him to hold at the point of attack and avoid being a liability in the running game.  However, his value will be mea-
sured by his ability to get to the quarterback and create pressure.  Acho could come off the board in round 2.

REPORT BY JON DOVE, MOCKINGTHEDRAFT.COM
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5 DONTAY MOCH | NEVADA 

Coverage/Zone Defense Skills: For as freaskishly athletic as Carter is, you’d expect him to be a much better pass de-
fender. However, his zone coverage is lacking and he’s late to react when the ball is in the air. He has the agility and 
foot speed to cover tight ends, but needs to get a better understanding of routes. Is a real terror against screen passes. 
Against them, Carter can show off his combination of athleticism and speed.

Instincts/Recognition: Returning for his senior year, Carter should only show more improvement in this area. He has 
been questionable at times in the past on reading plays pre-snap and making adjustments. Has to use his speed and 
quickness to make up for being a step late at times breaking on the ball. If Carter doesn’t improve in this area as a 
senior, it may lead some teams to question his work ethic in the film room.

Pass Rush: Carter is somewhat miscast at North Carolina in that he’s too frequently asked to drop back in coverage. 
If he played in a defensive scheme that called for more pressure from the linebackers, the opinion of Carter might be 
higher here. But as it is, he’s somewhat green in the pass rush. He clearly has the tools to be an excellent pass rusher 
but doesn’t get to show it often. With his struggles to shed blocks and the extra attention he’ll get in 2010, don’t look for 
Carter to show a lot of tangible improvement in this area.

Pursuit/Lateral Movement and Agility: Carter is incredible in pursuit. He can change direction instantly and gets up to 
his top speed quickly. He takes proper angles toward the ball carrier and can be a violent hitter. He shows fluid hips 
which helps his change-of-direction ability and stop on a dime in the open field. As aggressive of a player as Carter is, 
he maintains good balance in his movement. Ran a reported 4.39 40-yard dash.

Quickness/Explosion: Displays plus quickness, especially at the snap. Really fires out of his stance to get around the 
corner and at the ball carrier. Gets to show his explosion on field goals and extra points. Blocked five kicks last year 
because he knows how to properly time the snap and fire out of the blocks.

Strength/Ability to Shed Blocks: Strictly on a play-to-play basis, this is where Carter needs to show the most improve-
ment. Carter has plenty of raw strength – his bench press is 440 pounds and he has a 374-pound power clean. But that 
strength doesn’t always translate when shedding blocks. Has said he’s up to 240 pounds but plays at 230. If he Carter 
is put on a 3-4 team, he may have to play at about 250.

Versatility: For now, Carter should be first considered a weak-side linebacker in a 4-3 scheme. His pass rush skills 
haven’t matured quite as much as maybe they should have. But with proper coaching, Carter has the athletic talents to 
move into a 3-4 OLB role if he can add some strength to shed blocks better.

Final Word: At the moment, Carter is as much of an athlete as he is a football player. His athletic skill is unquestioned. 
He’s fast, agile and strong. But he hasn’t put it all together on the field yet. In 2009, he had 7.5 tackles for loss, four 
quarterback hurries and two sacks – hardly impressive stats.

Carter returned to school to get his degree. What that extra year of college football should do for him could be invalu-
able.
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8 CHRIS CARTER | FRESNO STATE

Coverage/Zone Defense Skills: Has no experience in coverage having played defensive end in college. He does flash 
the quickness and agility to learn, but he’ll enter the NFL as a pure-pass rusher. Is very raw in this regard. He’ll enter 
the league as a two-down player or as a straight-up pass rusher.

Instincts/Recognition: Is a very intelligent player who was pre-law at Fresno State. He will have no trouble handling an 
NFL playbook.

Pass Rush: A college defensive end who must move to outside linebacker in the NFL, Carter projects well as an outside 
linebacker for a 3-4 scheme. Developed a full line of pass rushing moves and will be able to implement those at outside 
linebacker. Does a nice job dropping his shoulder and rotating hips to turn the corner.

Pursuit/Lateral Movement and Agility: A very raw athlete with good effort and pursuit. Has shown very good balance 
and agility in positioning himself to turn the corner and beat offensive tackles to the pocket. Good hip flexibility- he can 
get a nice lean going when fighting through tackles if they get a hold of him. Can give up too quickly if the ball is ran 
away from his side.

Quickness/Explosion: Shows a very quick burst off the snap. Can be explosive at times. Does show good burst off the 
edge.

Strength/Ability to Shed Blocks: Has a long, lean, muscular frame. Is still slightly undersized, even at outside lineback-
er, and can struggle to disengage from blocks. He does not have the bulk or strength to disengage from an offensive 
tackle if engaged.

Versatility: Having played defensive end at Fresno Carter comes to the NFL with some versatility. He doesn’t have the 
size to stay at end, making a move to outside linebacker the logical choice. He could see time in a two-point stance in 
obvious passing situations.

Final Word: Most converted defensive ends face the same troubles Carter will see entering the NFL.

He has never played in space before and looked lost during workouts at outside linebacker. Zone coverage is a foreign 
concept, and it will take time to teach him the instincts most linebackers have developed since high school.

The good news is that Carter is a very intelligent player with a high IQ on and off the field. He’ll quickly soak up the 
needed muscle memory to drop into coverage- and while he’s learning he can contribute as a pass rusher.

Carter’s raw pass rushing ability makes him an interesting option for the Packers or 49ers in Round 3.
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OUTSIDE LINEBACKERS 9-20

9 | K.J. WRIGHT | MISSISSIPPI STATE | 106 OVERALL
- Excellent prospect at outside linebacker for a 3-4 defense. Has size, strength to dominate the edge.  Projected round: 
4th Round

10 | MASON FOSTER | WASHINGTON | 109 OVERALL
- Some like him as an inside linebacker, others see him as an outside guy. He has versatility and good agility. He’ll find 
a spot in NFL.  Projected round: 4th Round

11 | LAWRENCE WILSON | UCONN | 138 overall
- Slightly undersized but a perfect fit for Cover 2 defense. Makes sense for Lions or Rams- both need outside lineback-
ers.  Projected round: 4th Round

12 | ROSS HOMAN | OHIO STATE | 148 overall
- A tough, hard-nosed guy. WIll fit well in a 4-3 scheme as a weakside linebacker. Good overall measurables. Projected 
round: 5th Round

13 | MARK HERZLICH | BOSTON COLLEGE | 160 overall
- A sad story. All-American level linebacker diagnosed with cancer. Missed 2009 season, had rod inserted in leg and 
looks like shell of former self.  Projected round: 5th Round

14 | BRIAN ROLLE | OHIO STATE | 180 OVERALL
- Small player who may have to move to safety. Otherwise a fit for Cover 2 defenses only.  Projected round: 6th Round

15 | JONAS MOUTON | MICHIGAN | 185 overall
 - Could get looks as an outside linebacker/pass rusher for teams running a 3-4 defense. A little slow on the edge.  
Projected round: 7th Round

16 | SCOTT LUTRUS | UCONN | 200 overall
- Good measurables and top-end speed. Can wreak havoc on the edge. Played on underrated defense. Projected 
round: 7th Round

17 | THOMAS KEISER | STANFORD | 222 overall
- Late round sleeper as an outside linebacker in the 3-4 defense. Has experience coming off the edge and is comfort-
able doing so. Projected round: 7th Round

18 | DOUG HOGUE | SYRACUSE | 225 overall
- A “tweener”  He is small for a linebacker but plays well in space.  He probably doesn’t have the speed to play safety 
either. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

19 | J.T. THOMAS | WEST VIRGINIA | 231 overall
- Packs a punch and can play in space.  He is very athletic which can make up for his mental miscues. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

20 | ADRIAN MOTEN | MARYLAND | 246 overall
- Good sized body and a good centerfielder.  Had 22 interceptions in his career but not a big help in run support. Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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OUTSIDE LINEBACKERS 21-32

21 | JABARA WILLIAMS | STEPHEN F. AUSTIN | 262 OVERALL
- Does not have great size and can be run at.  He has a hard time getting rid of blockers but he is good off the edge and 
can hit.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

22 | QUENTIN DAVIE | NORTHWESTERN | 290 OVERALL
- Tall and rangy LB. Solid in pass coverage against TE’s.  Plays high and can be late to react at times. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

23 | JEREMIHA HUNTER | IOWA | 312 OVERALL
- Smart, instinctive player who has good size.  Not a real hitter but makes tackles .  Projected round: Undrafted Free 
Agent

24 | BRUCE MILLER | ucf | 313 overall
- Big and strong.  Plays with a mean streak and nonstop motor.  Has decent speed. Can be a solid 43 OLB. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

25 | D.J. SMITH | APPALACHIAN STATE | 323 overall
- Good tackler and but has trouble finding the ball sometimes due to lack of height.  Hustles every play. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

26 | CRAIG STEVENS | AUBURN | 331 overall
- A small linebacker who has good speed.  Moves well but can get pushed around by O-lineman and misses too many 
tackles.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

27 | RICKY BREWER | COLORADO STATE | 350 OVERALL
- Undersized linebacker who has a hard time getting off blacks and getting to the RB.  Has good athleticism in space 
but may be a tweener.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

28 | WAYNE DANIELS | TCU | 358 overall
 - A thick OLB who is not a great athlete.  A solid player who has a high motor.  May struggle to get off blocks.  Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent

29 | KENNY ROWE | OREGON | 375 overall
- Has a non-stop motor and is relentless chasing after the QB.  Could be a solid rush linebacker but needs to add some 
weight. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

30 | ERIC GORDON | MICHIGAN STATE | 396 overall
- A solid linebacker who is a bit short.  Has tons of experience and great instincts. Projected round: Undrafted Free 
Agent

31 | VICTOR AIYEWA | WASHINGTON | 411 overall
- A converted SS.  Is a bit undersized for linebacker but he can make plays sideline-to-sideline.  Will have trouble fight-
ing off blocks but can help in the pass game. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

32 | JAMARI LATTIMORE | MIDDLE TENNESSEE | 425 overall
- Has some speed off the edge but is a little small.  He is really raw and will have a large learning curve. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent
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INSIDE LINEBACKERS

the top 15
1. marTEZ WILSON, ILLINOIS
2. QUAN STURDIVANT, NORTH CAROLINA
3. COLIN MCCARTHY, MIAMI (FL)
4. GREG JONES, MICHIGAN STATE
5. CASEY MATTHEWS, OREGON
6. KELVIN SHEPPARD, LSU
7. NATE IRVING, NORTH CAROLINA STATE
8. JEREMY BEAL, OKLAHOMA
9. JOSH BYNES, AUBURN
10. MIKE MOHAMED, CALIFORNIA
11. CHRIS WHITE, MISS. STATE
12. NICK BELLORE, CENTRAL MICHIGAN
13. AKEEM DENT, GEORGIA
14. MARIO HARVEY, MARSHALL
15. GREG LLOYD, UCONN

BEST PROSPECT: MARTEZ WILSON

MOST NFL READY: GREG JONES

BEST VS RUN: CASEY MATTHEWS

BEST PASS RUSH: COLIN MCCARTHY

BEST POTENTIAL: MARTEZ WILSON

BIGGEST BUST: MARTEZ WILSON

BIGGEST SLEEPER: JOSH BYNES

BIGGEST RISK: MARTEZ WILSON

LOWEST RISK: COLIN MCCARTHY

1st PRO BOWLER: COLIN MCCARTHY

BEST IN 5 YEARS: QUAN STURDIVANT
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1 MARTEZ WILSON | ILLINOIS 

Coverage: Tends to lose receivers in his zone but his burst allows him to make the tackle. Is unable to turn his hips and 
run with running backs and tight ends in space.

Instincts/recognition: Martez is a tough player. You can’t doubt his overall toughness. He makes plays when he’s called 
upon and consistently showed up on film as one of the defense’s big playmakers. He will occassionally disappear but 
overall shows up again and again because of his physical talent. Very big team player.  He is overall a smart player but 
occasionally will make mental errors with his false steps but usually can make up for it on plays to the sideline because 
of his speed. The “lull” moments in his game can be attributed to his contration. He has the physical talent to make the 
plays.

Pass rush: He moved from his highly recruited position of defense end to inside linebacker and then eventually to out-
side linebacker towards the end of his senior season. Very comfortable coming up the middle or off the edge.

Pursuit/Lateral movement and agility: Wilson is a good, but not great athlete for his size. His speed allows him to 
pursue plays from the back side effectively. He lacks some balance and quick feet in traffic which causes him to get 
knocked off his feet. He’s tight in the hips which makes him ineffective in coverage and he can’t turn and run with tight 
ends down the seam. Uses speed to run from sideline to sideline tracking ball carriers.

Quickness: Is able to fly to the ball right off the snap and use his speed to make plays.

Run defense: Can hold the POA but will not always make the tackle. Biggest strong point is his ability to run sideline to 
sideline. He does a good job at dissecting the action in front of him quickly and using his speed to make the play. Martez 
is also strong so he will hold the point of attack in the middle or can set the edge on the outside.

Strength/Ability to shed blocks: Martez has the size you look for in a linebacker. He has very big in the chest but does 
get a little thin in the legs and may lack power in his legs which causes him to over compensate with his upper body. He 
missed a bunch of games in 2009 due to injury and has been dinged up through out his career including being stabbed 
in a bar fight. Consistently makes tackles at or near the line of scrimmage. Very powerful player that can jolt blockers 
and stop ball carriers. He uses his strength more than technique to drag tacklers down, but effective. Has trouble shed-
ding players at the point of attack.

Final word: His build and skill set allow him to play multiple linebacker positions so versitility is also a big strong point. 
Very capable of closing quickly on receivers in the flat.

Overall foot quickness in tight areas could get him in trouble. Consistently ends up on the ground in the middle of the 
action and may need to work on technique. Not totally hopeless in man coverage but is too stiff to turn and run with 
receivers.

Wilson lit it up at the NFL Scouting Combine and may have made himself a lot of money. In a weak inside linebacker 
class, at the top at least, he could push himself into the early 2nd Round.
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2 quan STURDIVANT | NORTH cAROLINA 

Coverage: Has some experience here due to time at outside linebacker. Was just average in coverage as he doesn’t 
turn his hips well enough to run with tight ends and backs.

Instincts/recognition: Sees the ball well and explodes against the run. Can lose when guessing on play-action and will 
too often bite and struggle to recover. Is athletic enough to recover when he guesses wrong. Is a smart student as well, 
graduating from high school early to enroll at UNC. Reads the quarterback and position of the offensive line very well.

Pass rush: Has enough speed to be effective blitzing the “A” gap. Has not been asked to blitz much but does show 
potential here. He is aggressive enough, has the speed to get in the backfield and is tough enough to handle bone-
crushing collisions with fullbacks.

Pursuit/Lateral movement and agility: Is aggressive and flies around the field making plays. Slides well left and right. Is 
quick to decide and then explodes to the ball. Quick enough laterally to slip blockers.

Quickness: Is able to fly to the ball right off the snap and use his speed to make plays. Has played at both inside and 
outside linebacker and has the speed to stay at outside.

Run defense: Does a good job beating the blockers to the hole and closing things down. Makes a ton of tackles and is 
willing to throw himself into a hole. Is very fast getting to the edge and making plays. Does an excellent job setting the 
edge and stopping the run. Is very aggressive against the run.

Strength/Ability to shed blocks: Takes good angles and doesn’t put himself in the way of blockers. Most of the time he 
beats the blockers to the hole, so there is no block to shed. When he is engaged he doesn’t do a great job breaking 
free. Needs to rely more on technique and less on speed.

Final word: Sturdivant missed five games in 2010 with a hamstring injury but made it back in time to close out his col-
lege career with an interception in the Music City Bowl.

Quan is among our favorite college football players to watch. His reckless abandon in flying around the field, racking 
up huge tackle numbers and stuffing the run are all impressive.

At the NFL level Quan is a great fit as a MIKE linebacker in a 4-3 defense. While he could play inside in a 3-4 system 
he performs best when reading and reacting without worrying about blockers.
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3 COLIN MCCARTHY | MIAMI (fl)

Coverage: McCarthy has adequate speed to stay with the tight end or running back on deep routes. He also has the 
foot quickness to stay with them on the short to medium routes. His size and foot quicks helps him in zone coverage 
so he can drop back and read the QB pass and disrupt it.

Instincts: He is a smart player who knows his assignments and rarely is out of position. He can be a liability when he 
does not use good hand placement and can get tied up by the offensive lineman. He diagnoses the run and short pass 
well. He does not get fooled easily on misdirection, traps, or counter plays. Sometimes he loses concentration and 
focus which causes him to be out of position.

Pass rush: McCarthy is an adequate pass rusher. He does not have an array of pass rush moves when coming from 
the outside. He shoots the gaps with aggressiveness and a burst to get to the QB. He gets off the line fast and uses 
his hands well to beat the offensive lineman. When he is aggressive with his hands he sheds quickly and can get after 
the QB.

Pursuit: He has good foot quickness and very good instincts to play on the ball before the runner can get outside. When 
he has a clear path to the ball he consistently makes plays in pursuit. He sometimes takes bad angles and struggles 
moving thru traffic. He has a very good burst to make plays from sideline to sideline and make tackles for losses in the 
backfield.

Quickness: He gets off the ball fast and fills quickly due to his very good read and react awareness. He has the quick 
hands, feet, and agility to defeat running backs who try and pass block him which helps him consistently pressure the 
QB. He accelerates to full speed very quickly and has very good playing speed to chase down running backs in back-
side pursuit. He does not have the speed or quickness to stay on the hip of faster tight ends and running backs deep 
down field in tight man to man coverage.

Run defense: McCarthy fills fast and sheds the block with good hand use and playing strength then can wrap up ball 
carrier and bring him down. He plays with good base and leverage which helps him to consistently play strong at the 
point of attack. He gets caught up in traffic on occasion due to taking bad angles sometimes. His quick feet helps him 
to make plays from sideline to sideline.

Strength: He has very good flexibility to keep knees bent and allows him to explode with his strength and power into the 
ball carrier to push him back or bring him down. He plays strong at the point of attack versus blockers and as a tackler. 
When he takes on lead blocking running backs with leverage and aggressiveness he has good playing strength and 
can be a strong tackler. He can get bounced around or driven backwards when he is to upright and causes him to not 
be strong at the point of attack.

Tackling; He is a very good tackler and makes the majority of them. He can also tackle well out in space when he keeps 
his feet under him and uses his good balance. He can chase plays down from behind and sideline to sideline with his 
quick feet, agility, and athleticism.

Final Word: McCarthy is a good athlete and plays with toughness and good instincts. He reads and reacts to running 
plays very fast then sheds the block and makes the tackle. He seems to be an ideal fit for teams running a 4-3 defense. 
He can play the middle linebacker or even on occassion the outside linebacker positions. When he is free to roam 
behind the 4 down lineman in a 4-3 scheme he will be at his best and make plays from sideline to sideline. He could 
play the middle linebacker position in a 3-4 defense, but I think he would struggle there because he has problems dis-
engaging from offensive lineman and also fighting through traffic. He reminds me a lot of ex football star, Dan Morgan, 
who also played at Miami. McCarthy had a great Senior Bowl, showing off his athleticism and flexibility to play multiple 
positions. Overall, McCarthy more than likely will be a 2nd round steal for an NFL team on draft day and will be very 
consistently productive linebacker who does not make a lot of mistakes and is always around the ball. Teams he would 
fit well with are the Broncos, Lions, Giants, Panthers, Jaguars, and Titans.
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4 GREG JONES | MICHIGAN STATE 

Coverage: Jones is only above-average when he’s asked to cover receivers. Because he doesn’t have great deep 
speed, he’s better in short area zone coverage than man-to-man. Gets physical when he can against tight ends or 
receivers coming over the middle. Doesn’t have good hands to make the interception, but can make a play on the ball.

Instincts: As a four-year starter, Jones is incredibly instinctive. He’s a read and react linebacker who gets after the ball. 
Makes his read and gets after the ball on run plays. On bootlegs and designed roll outs, Jones tends to make a false 
step before correcting himself. Does a good bit of work pre-snap to adjust himself to the side of the ball the play is com-
ing. Looked much better as a senior moving teammates around.

Pass rush: Gets at the quarterback more than his stats may indicate. Although he sometimes has trouble on blocks, 
Jones closes when he has an open lane to rush. Has a good rip move that should only get better as he gets stronger 
in the NFL. Was typically used on stunts at Michigan State.
Pursuit: Jones could become a real terror if he learns better pursuit angles. Although he’s gotten better as a senior, 
Jones has had issues in the past with blockers. Instead of engaging, he’ll often find an angle around.

Quickness: Manages to beat blockers because of his quickness. Can quickly flip his hips to change direction. Has 
impressive closing speed.

Run defense: Has a tendency to get pushed around in run support. Needs to do a better job disengaging from blockers. 
Has been wildly productive because he reads the play quickly and gets after the ball carrier. Solid against the outside 
and inside run. Shows enough athleticism to move sideline-to-sideline. Doesn’t have long playing speed to track down 
speed backs.

Strength: Although Jones has improved considerably in this area, he needs to continue getting stronger. Makes up for 
his lack of strength by keeping his pads low.

Tackling: Jones is a good hit-and-wrap tackler but he doesn’t have a lot of pop on his hits. Rarely gets off his feet when 
making a tackle. Stays low which naturally generates better power. Finishes off really nicely. Not a liability in this area 
at all.

Final word: Jones is the kind of player an NFL coach will love. He’s started since his true freshman season, first at the 
strong side before moving inside his sophomore year. Jones also plays on punt and kickoff coverage and has led the 
team in tackles four straight years.

As a linebacker prospect, Jones is solid. No areas of his game really are spectacular. But he’s also not a detriment in 
any area that can’t be made better as a professional. He’s improved physically every year he’s been at Michigan State 
and still has plenty of room to grow.

Jones doesn’t represent the sexiest of linebacker picks, but he’s a solid third-round choice who will make an impact 
early in his career.
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INSIDE LINEBACKERS 5-16

5 | CASEY MATTHEWS | OREGON | 118 OVERALL
- Not quite the prospect his brother Clay has been. Might have to stick to a 4-3 defense where he can play inside.  
Projected round: 4th Round

6 | KELVIN SHEPPARD | LSU | 122 OVERALL
- Some like him as an inside linebacker, others see him as an outside guy. He has versatility and good agility. He’ll find 
a spot in NFL.  Projected round: 4th Round

7 | NATE IRVING | NORTH CAROLINA STATE | 143 overall
- A hard-nosed tackler from the inside position. Could move outside in the right system.  Projected round: 4th Round

8 | JEREMY BEAL | OKLAHOMA | 167 overall
- Ran terribly at the Scouting Combine and then again at his Pro Day. Lacks the burst to play the edge and will move 
inside in a 3-4 scheme. Projected round: 5th Round

9 | JOSH BYNES | AUBURN | 169 overall
- A sleeper pick of ours. Bynes is productive, athletic and has the make-up NFL teams are looking for.  Projected round: 
5th Round

10 | MIKE MOHAMED | CALIFORNIA | 184 OVERALL
- Good all-around size and speed. Could become a starter from a late-round pick.  Projected round: 6th Round

11 | CHRIS WHITE | MISS. STATE | 228 overall
 - Tough linebacker who is quicker on the field than in his 40.  Plays sideline to sideline and has good size.  Projected 
round: 7th Round

12 | NICK BELLORE | CENTRAL MICHIGAN | 242 overall
- High-effort guy who loves to hit. He has a solid build and is very instinctive. However lacks elite athleticism. Pro-
jected round: 7th Round

13 | AKEEM DENT | GEORGIA | 253 overall
- Well-built linebacker who was a defensive captain.  Has good athleticism and his skills would best be used on the 
outside. Projected round: 7th Round

14 | MARIO HARVEY | MARSHALL | 265 overall
- Short and stocky.  He can hit but he is stiff and does not move well in space. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

15 | GREG LLOYD | UCONN | 273 overall
- Strong LB who can hit.  He does a good job of fighting off blockers and getting to the ball carrier.  Not a great athlete 
and had a severe knee injury in his junior year. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

16 | ORIE LEMON | OKLAHOMA STATE | 329 overall
- Good at getting to the ball carrier and holding off blockers.  Is well built but a little stiff and has a hard time changing 
direction. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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CORNERBACKS

the top 20
1. PATRICK PETERSON, LSU
2. PRINCE AMUKAMARA, NEBRASKA
3. JIMMY SMITH, COLORADO
4. BRANDON HARRIS, MIAMI (FL)
5. AARON WILLIAMS, TEXAS
6. CURTIS BROWN, TEXAS
7. RAS-I DOWLING, VIRGINIA
8. DAVON HOUSE, NEW MEXICO STATE
9. BRANDON BURTON, UTAH
10. SHAREECE WRIGHT, USC
11. MARCUS GILCHRIST, CLEMSON
12. CHIMDI CHEKWA, OHIO STATE
13. JOHNNY PATRICK, LOUISVILLE
14. BUSTER SKRINE, CHATTANOOGA
15. CURTIS MARSH, UTAH STATE
16. JALIL BROWN, COLORADO
17. CHYKIE BROWN, TEXAS
18. BRANDON HOGAN, WEST VIRGINIA
19. RASHAD CARMICHAEL, VIRGINIA TECH
20. KENDRIC BURNEY, NORTH CAROLINA

BEST PROSPECT: PATRICK PETERSON

MOST NFL READY: PATRICK PETERSON

BEST MAN COVER: JIMMY SMITH

BEST ZONE COVER: PRINCE AMUKAMARA

BEST POTENTIAL: PATRICK PETERSON

BIGGEST BUST: AARON WILLIAMS

BIGGEST SLEEPER: BRANDON BURTON

BIGGEST RISK: JIMMY SMITH

LOWEST RISK: PATRICK PETERSON

1st PRO BOWLER: PATRICK PETERSON

BEST IN 5 YEARS: PATRICK PETERSON
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1 PATRICK PETERSON | lsu 

Agility: Has shown that he can flip his hips with ease both ways to turn and run with wide receivers. Terrific change of 
direction ability. Transitions out of breaks easily. Very fluid in space, which he shows on punt returns. Reportedly has a 
39-inch vertical leap.

Ball skills: As good in this area as any cornerback eligible for the draft. His numbers won’t show it because teams don’t 
throw at him, but Peterson has excellent hands for a cornerback. More importantly, he knows when to make a play on 
the ball, especially in man coverage. Locates quickly and has long arms to disrupt. Tends to play the ball more than his 
man.

Body control: Is a smooth, natural athlete who doesn’t get his feet mixed up. Stays balanced in his backpedal and 
doesn’t get high when moving backward. Peterson has a good strength base to fight with receivers in the air. Seems to 
be aware of the sidelines when working a wide receiver wide of the hash or making an interception.
Instincts: Shows above-average football intelligence in route running recognition. Will only get better here with experi-
ence. That may only come in the pros as college teams rarely throw in Peterson’s direction. Peterson is an aggressive 
cornerback who often seems to know where a play is going to develop and where the ball is going to be placed. As a 
return man, Peterson

Man coverage: As far as physical cornerbacks go, Peterson is one of the best in a long time. He has the size to redirect 
a receiver on the line and disrupt routes. One of Peterson’s best assets is his hand checking, which he uses to close 
the natural window on receiver’s outside shoulder. Can get beat at times against smaller, quick receivers with a good 
double move.

Size: Is big for a cornerback. Added 10 pounds of mass between his sophomore and junior seasons. The added size 
doesn’t seem to have had a negative affect on Peterson’s play. In one interview since getting bigger, Peterson said he 
feels quicker than ever. His frame may be maxed out, but it’s NFL ready.

Speed: In the spring of 2010, Peterson was laser-timed in the 40-yard dash at 4.37 seconds. He’s shown off that speed 
as a punt returner and will be able to immediately contribute in that area in the pros. Gets to speed in a hurry. Has the 
speed to chase down the ball carrier in the open field. Uses his speed nicely to be a comeback routes.

Tackling: Against the run, Peterson could be better. He’s strong enough to tackle, and is a sure tackler. But he doesn’t 
always get after it against the run. Can get lackadaisical and cut blocked. Will take solid pursuit angles to the ball. Is 
reliable on corner blitzes because he can beat blockers and close quickly on the quarterback with strength.

Zone coverage: Is good in zone but much better when in press coverage. Tends to break a little early on the ball to try 
and make an interception. This puts Peterson out of position, allowing good quarterbacks to complete passes in tight 
windows.

Final word: There is a lot to love about Peterson. His size and athleticism are elite and his coverage skills should only 
get better with more experience. He rarely gets tested at LSU. Is a premier return specialist who should contribute in 
that role immediately. He plays with a lot of swagger, citing Deion Sanders as his positional blue print.

Peterson is a better cornerback prospect than Joe Haden and Kyle Wilson. Shows very good high-point awareness. 
However, Peterson is not a perfect cornerback. He’s struggled at times against quick receivers and gets beaten on dou-
ble moves. Gets unfairly criticized for a 37-yard touchdown he allowed in the 2010 Capitol One Bowl, but the field was 
destroyed at that point in the game. In 2009, he shut down Alabama’s Julio Jones – Jones had a 73-yard reception in 
that game after Peterson was out with cramps.  Peterson hasn’t had injuries, but he’s had cramps on several occasions.

Added 10 pounds of bulk between his sophomore and junior seasons. According to LSU, Peterson can squat 535 
pounds and bench press 335 pounds. Has register an 11-feet, 1-inch broad jump.
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2 PRINCE AMUKAMARA | NEBRASKA 

Agility/Hips: A converted running back, Prince shows great flexibility in his hips and top-notch agility. He has the ability 
to change direction quickly. Is able to chop his feet to change direction. Flips his hips quick and effectively.

Ball Skills: Plays the ball well. Able to locate and track the ball. Plays mostly with his back to the quarterback, but shows 
an ability to flip and find the ball. 5 interceptions in 2009 may seem minor, but few teams challenged Amukamara, so 
this number is much more impressive.

Body Control: Has the balance and quickness of a running back. Shows great foot speed and burst. Very balanced and 
aware of his body. Able to adjust to the ball in flight. Very impressed with his ability to shuffle his feet and sprint.

Instincts/Recognition: Although under-experienced, Amukamara’s instincts are top-notch. Has a good ability to read 
the receiver and jump routes. Anticipates the route well. Reads the quarterback when given the ability to play with his 
face to the passer.

Man coverage/turning ability/press skill: Very good at re-routing receivers. A physical corner, Amukamara is at his best 
in man coverage. Excels at bump and run against college receivers, but may not be as dominant against NFL level 
receivers. Shows a good press at the line. Is quick enough to recover if his press fails. Detractors will point at the ex-
cellent Nebraska pass rush and the fact that Amukamara was not asked to hold his coverage for long periods of time.

Pursuit: Very able and willing, but this is one area where his lack of elite speed does hurt. Will not catch receivers or 
backs from behind. Could benefit from taking better angles down field. Comes up to attack the run well and racks up 
tackles in run support.

Speed: Is more quick than fast. Great in short bursts, but may be outran by receivers. Fortunately he is able to use his 
vision, strength and agility to contend with receivers.

Tackling/Run Support: An able and willing tackler. Not afraid to play in the box and attack the line of scrimmage. Has 
been used on corner blitzes and shows great natural instincts when closing on the ball. Actually had 2 sacks in 2009.

Zone coverage: Shows the skills to excel in zone coverage, but has not been used much as a zone cover man. Is tall 
with long arms, which enables him to reach the ball at its highest point. Has the footwork to sink in to coverage, and the 
quickness to recover and come up to the ball.

Final Word: Only a two-year starter at Nebraska, he does not have the experience of other top cornerbacks in the class. 
However, Amukamara has more talent than those players. Although somewhat untested, he has gone up against top 
wide receivers in the Big 12 and is plenty battle tested.

Given the top grade by National scouts during the preseason, Amukamara did not quite live up to his hype during the 
2010 season. Was victimized by Oklahoma State receiver Justin Blackmon. There are chinks in the armor, but this is 
a  very good cornerback.
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3 jimmy SMITH | COLORADO

Agility: Despite being a good athlete, Smith doesn’t seem to have the kind of quick-twitch movements that the best 
corners seem to have. He’s more deliberate in his movements and will sometimes lose balance adjusting himself to 
work laterally. This showed especially when Smith went up against Georgia’s A.J. Green in October. Green got Smith 
turned around on a few occasions and he wasn’t quick enough to recover.

Ball skills: May not have the best of hands, but knows how to get his body in position to make a play on the ball. Uses 
his long arms to his advantage here reach around receivers to bat the ball away. Had only two interceptions over his 
last two seasons of college football.

Body control: Displays a smooth, compact backpedal. Rarely gets his feet tangled up, but has a good side-pedal to 
turn and run easier with receivers. As mentioned above, Smith can get off balance when he has to quickly turn his hips 
and change direction.

Instincts: When he’s lined up in man coverage, Smith shows good awareness of route progression which allows him to 
mirror receivers. Likes to be aggressive and push guys around in the first five yards.

Man coverage: Excels in man coverage when he’s asked to play tight to the line of scrimmage. Smith likes to use his 
long arms to jam and redirect receivers. According to Colorado, Smith thrown at just 20 times while in man coverage in 
2010. Of those, he allowed one touchdown, but broke up five passes.

Size: Smith’s size is what most often garners him comparisons to Nnamdi Asomugha of the Oakland Raiders. Smith is 
a big corner with long limbs and power. He’s not quite as thickly built as Patrick Peterson, but he has a safety frame for 
a cornerback. Has a frame that can hold more weight, especially in his upper body.

Speed: Has reportedly run the 40-yard dash in 4.35 seconds. Plays fast and can run with a lot of wide receivers deep. 
Will sometimes get too ahead of himself in pursuit and run himself out of tackles. Moves around fast enough to make 
up for when he’s out of position.

Tackling: Is a strong tackler who is technically sound in his wrap-up. Won’t always take good angles nor does he attack 
the line of scrimmage all that well.

Zone coverage: At Colorado, Smith was used much more in man coverage. When he was asked to play the zone, he 
shows good patience to let a play develop around him. Has a good feel for when to switch off coverage. Will sometimes 
be late locating the ball in zone coverage.

Final word: Smith is a two-year starter cornerback on the right side for the Buffaloes. According to the university, Smith 
only allowed 11 completions while in man coverage during his junior and senior seasons. Those kind of numbers make 
up for a lack of interceptions (three for his career).

Smith has good speed and knows how to use it. Against Hawaii in 2010, Smith chased down a ball carrier who had 
nearly 20 yards on him. The senior plays best in man coverage but shows good awareness in zone play.

With his combination of coverage ability and size, Smith should get taken in the first 20 selections.
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4 bRANDON hARRIS | MIAMI (fl) 

Agility: Harris is a fluid athlete who can flip his hips open to turn and run in man coverage. Change-of-direction ability 
is outstanding. Is an excellent athlete who ran track in high school and at Miami.

Ball skills: Has only ordinary to below-average hands. He’s more the kind of cornerback who is capable of breaking up 
a pass, as evidenced by his 26 passes defended. Has played some on kick returns (15 career), so he may develop 
some in this area. Dropped numerous interceptions as a freshman and was thrown at less and less the next two years.

Body control: Although Harris doesn’t have the best height, he maintains good body control to properly time his jumps. 
Of course bigger receivers have a good chance to beating him on jump balls, Harris times his leaps nicely. He’s a fluid 
athlete, so it’s hard to get Harris off his spot in bump coverage.

Instincts: This is one of Harris’ bigger areas of strength. He doesn’t seem to get confused by pre-snap adjustments by 
the offense and works in motion nicely. Has covered the slot and outside receiver in the same game, so he has a good 
feel for the field.

Man coverage: Has a tendency to get beat off the line by big and fast receivers who can push him around. Has the 
ability to make up for this due to his very good quickness, short-area burst and deep speed. Prefers to play tight man, 
but is best in off-man coverage.

Size: Harris’ size was exposed his junior year in the Sun Bowl against Notre Dame. Receiver Michael Floyd was able to 
use his size to out-man Harris for the ball. At his size, teams might only want to match him up against smaller receivers. 
Has a good build to his frame, but could get stronger to secure tackles better.

Speed: Plays much faster than his timed speed. Knows how to use his speed to stay with the wide receiver, especially 
deep down the field. Doesn’t take time to get up to speed. Still, as good as Harris’ speed is, you’d expect him to be 
considered more as a special teams player.

Tackling: Is good enough as a tackler. Teams may ask him to get stronger as sometimes he’ll need to rely on gang 
tackling to take down the ball carrier. Sometimes takes questionable angles to the ball carrier.

Zone coverage: Played more man coverage in his career than zone and it shows. As good as Harris is before the snap, 
he is sometimes slow to adjust in zone to locating the ball and taking the proper angle. He can make up for this problem 
because of his excellent short-area quickness. Needs to have a safety over the top in zone coverage so he only has 
to worry about a smaller area.

Final word: For good and bad, Harris has skills that cannot be coached. His short area play is great he’s incredibly 
instinctual for a early entrant. The bad trait that can’t be helped is his height. Because of his size, some teams may 
only view Harris as a nickel cornerback in man coverage schemes. Still, he’s relentless and remains confident against 
bigger receivers.

On a zone team, Harris will have to be given some time to learn. As instinctual as Harris is, you’d expect him to be more 
comfortable when he has to cover a wide area in zone. Instead, he’ll need safety help over the top. It also doesn’t help 
that Harris’ hands are lacking. Still, he has the agility and playing ability of a first-round pick.

Was named a first-team All-ACC pick in 2009 with 52 tackles, 15 passes defensed, six tackles for loss and two intercep-
tions. Was a second-team All-ACC pick in 2010 with 48 tackles, eight passes defensed and an interception.
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5 AARON WILLIAMS | TEXAS

Ball skills: Although Williams saw a decent amount of passes in his direction, he had no interceptions as a junior. As 
such, he has suspect hands, which is one reason some consider him more of a safety. Intercepted three passes in 
2009.

Body control: Has quick feet, but doesn’t always get himself in position to make a play on the ball. Is a natural leaper, 
but doesn’t always time his jumps correctly.

Instincts: This is one of the areas where Williams will have to see improvement if he wants to stay at cornerback. He too 
frequently relies on his natural athleticism. That masks his instincts fine in college, but it could expose him in the NFL. 
Williams has a tendency to bite on double moves. Doesn’t always pick up the run as good as you’d like.

Man coverage: If Williams sticks at cornerback, it will be because of his footwork and size to play the outside. Has quick 
feet and hips to open up and run with wide receivers. Williams has the size to handle big receivers, but he’s not quite 
as physical as you’d expect. Because of that, he’s much better playing in off man coverage.

Size: Possesses the size of a safety and has a strong build throughout his frame. Really knows how to use his size in 
pass coverage, using his natural length to break up passes.

Speed: Isn’t quite as fast as you’d like. Timed at 4.55 seconds in the 40-yard dash at the NFL Combine. Has some 
trouble keeping up with fast deep routes and doesn’t have the elite speed to catch up.

Tackling: Williams is willing but somewhat deficient supporting against the run. He’s strong enough to shed blocks and 
get to the ball carrier but will take wrong angles. As a tackler, he’s a above average. Is a grab tackler. While he may not 
be technically sound in his wrap-up and drive through, he has good enough playing strength to improve here.

Zone coverage: Has a tendency to bite on double moves when he’s in zone. May need to get better at diagnosing a 
play as it develops. Has timing issue Can get over-aggressive in zone and beaten over the top.

Final word: Williams has the tools to be an exceptional cornerback. He’s big and can be physical. He has good foot-
work, which helps him in man coverage. What keeps him back is his inconsistency and instinct issues. If Williams wants 
to stay at cornerback, he’ll have to learn to play with more discipline, especially in zone situations.
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6 CURTIS BROWN | TEXAS 

Ball skills: Brown, a former wide receiver in high school, has better hands than most corners in this year’s class. They’re 
not elite by any means, but good enough.

Body control: For a player who can move around so suddenly, Brown tends to maintain good balance during a play. 
His backpedal is fluid when he’s playing off his man. Can get out of balance when he has to jam at the line. In zone, 
Brown’s side step is decent but nothing special.

Instincts: Because he’s such good athlete, Brown can mask some of his read and recognition problems. Will be late to 
recognize where a play is going to develop. has an issue where he’s looking at the quarterback a step too long, which 
allows a receiver to gain separation.

Man coverage: In the Texas scheme, Brown was typically used in off-man coverage. One of Brown’s biggest weak 
spots is playing in press or bump-and-run coverage. He can easily be beaten off the line by receivers with even a small 
amount of strength. That isn’t to say Brown is a detriment in man coverage, though. He’s very good at mirroring receiv-
ers down the field is incredibly athletic.

Size: Has good height and length for a cornerback. Is a little small and could really help himself by adding some bulk 
throughout his frame. Doesn’t always play up to his size.

Speed: Although Brown timed at 4.51 seconds in the 40-yard dash at the NFL Combine, he plays fast. That is what 
helps him play man coverage so well. He showed on several occasions that he has the deep speed to run with fast wide 
receivers vertically. He also has good short-area speed to close the gap and make a play on the ball.

Tackling: Has a tendency to be overly aggressive when going for a tackle. Because Brown doesn’t have great strength, 
this causes him to miss on tackles. Needs to learn to play with better technique here. Used as a gunner on special 
teams.

Zone coverage: Brown has all the athletic tools to be an excellent zone corner. He’s quick to break on the ball and 
closes the gap with ease. His ball skills are good enough. Where Brown will falter some in zone is his poor tackling 
ability. If he can get stronger in his upper body, there’s no reason Brown shouldn’t be able to stick with a zone team.

Final word: Of the three Texas cornerbacks in the 2011 NFL Draft, Brown has alway been regarded as the most athletic. 
He’s a fluid player who can move around with ease on the field. Because of his natural athletic ability, Brown isn’t a 
scheme-specific corner. He could excel immediately on a team that uses off-man principles. He’ll be a work in progress 
in zone, but he’s skilled enough to make an impact in that system.
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7 RAS-I DOWLING | VIRGINIA

Ball skills: Does a nice job of high-pointing the ball and has long arms to break up the pass.

Body control: Has quick feet, but doesn’t always get himself in position to make a play on the ball. Is a natural leaper, 
but doesn’t always time his jumps correctly.

Instincts: This is one of the areas where Williams will have to see improvement if he wants to stay at cornerback. He too 
frequently relies on his natural athleticism. That masks his instincts fine in college, but it could expose him in the NFL. 
Williams has a tendency to bite on double moves. Doesn’t always pick up the run as good as you’d like.

Man coverage: Likes to watch the quarterback too long instead of playing his man. Has been used in zone and man. 
Is good in both, giving him some flexibility. Seems to understand complex route principles and typically isn’t beat on 
double moves.

Size: Is a big, physical corner who has a lot of experience despite missing a majority of the 2010 season.

Speed: Isn’t quite as fast as you’d like. Has some trouble keeping up with fast deep routes and doesn’t have the elite 
speed to catch up. Doesn’t tend to play up to his timed speed. Has trouble keeping up with shifty receivers, especially 
on quick routes.

Tackling: Is decent supporting the run. Tackling is above-average for a cornerback. Is aggressive in coming up to the 
ball. Would love to see what he can do when healthy.

Zone coverage: Has a tendency to bite on double moves when he’s in zone. Has been used in zone and man. Is good 
in both, giving him some flexibility.

Final word: Following the 2010 season, Dowling looked like a solid first-round pick. He was more regarded than Vikings 
second-round pick Chris Cook and budding Cavaliers star Chase Minniefield. Other than his injury history, Dowling has 
the look of a top-level cornerback. Staying healthy, though, has been such an issue that it’s hard to think too highly of 
him.

The biggest issue teams probably have with Dowling is his injury history. He played in just five games in 2010 (starting 
two). He was lost for the year in November due to a fractured ankle, but also had knee and hamstring issues.

If, big if there, he can stay healthy we believe Dowling could be a top three cornerback from this class.
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8 davon house | new mexico sTATE 

Ball skills: Shows good timing. Makes quick breaks on the ball and has the jumping ability to make a play on high 
passes. Is physical enough to come through or under receiver to make interceptions. Is dangerous with the ball once 
he converts.

Instincts: Can be too slow to react at times. Can be late in supporting the run, which could be caused by recognition 
or laziness.

Man coverage: Is best in man coverage, where he can use his size and speed to control receivers. Has a good, fluid 
backpedal. Shows quick feet. Does a nice job chopping feet to transition from backpedal to forward run. Has the speed 
to run with any receiver. Keeps good contact with the receiver throughout the route. Has shown he can force receiver 
to the sideline without being flagged for contact.  Has the most experience in man coverage due to schemes at New 
Mexico State.

Size: Has ideal size. Is a physical, press style corner who will not be physically dominated by bigger NFL receivers.

Speed: Has good enough speed to run with almost any receiver in the NFL today. Is at his best when coming out of his 
backpedal to a sprint. Is more than fast, he runs without fear.

Tackling: Will fire off into ball carriers when coming up in run support. Is a wrap-up tackler but also does a good job tak-
ing out legs from runners. Is not afraid to lower his shoulder. Is an effective tackler in space. Does a good job in pursuit.

Zone coverage: Has not been asked to play as much zone coverage. He has shown the ability to come up out of his 
backpedal quickly, which is a requirement for zone cover corners. Is a solid tackler and could be trusted to protect the 
field behind him. Shows good closing speed on the ball whether in the air or being ran.

Final word: House is one of the more underrated cornerbacks in the 2011 draft.

He’s the ideal corner in this class for the popular press coverage schemes being ran all over the NFL today.

House is fast, physical, aggressive and an excellent man cover corner. We see no reason he will not be drafted in the 
first two rounds of the draft.
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9 BRANDON BURTON | UTAH

Ball skills: Has the height and leaping ability to do well high-pointing the ball. Is not a turnover machine and must work 
to break faster on the ball in the air. Has the length to really be an asset here, but needs to improve timing and position.

Instincts: Can be late to recognize but makes up for it by hustling to the ball. Looks best in zone coverage where he 
can sit back, watch and react. Can be a step late at times getting to the outside. Will be beaten on comebacks if ran 
into his zone. Does not anticipate routes well.

Man coverage: Has the quick feet to excel in man coverage but needs his footwork re-worked. Has the size and speed 
to turn and run with NFL receivers. Is fluid in his drop steps and backpedal. Too often guesses wrong on what the re-
ceiver and quarterback are doing. Can be beaten badly at times. A little inconsistent. Will give up inside position too 
easily. Isn’t physical enough. Might get flagged for contact early on in the NFL.

Size: Has excellent size. Perfect height with great length. Has a long-stride in his backpedal and can really eat up yards 
in reverse.

Speed: His speed is neither amazing or terrible. He has enough speed to be effective and run with NFL receivers.

Tackling: Is willing and able to come up and make tackles. Has good size and wingspan to reach ball carriers.Does a 
good job forcing the ball back inside. Surprisingly effective at shedding blocks.

Zone coverage: Does a good job working his zone. Doesn’t always seem to mesh with safeties, leaving huge openings 
deep in the field. Does a good job coming up to makes tackles against short throws and in run support. Must get better 
at locating the ball in the air.

Final word: Burton’s mix of speed, quickness and size are exactly what NFL scouts are looking for. He will need work 
once in the NFL, particularly on his hands and footwork in his drops, but he has the raw potential that coaches love to 
work with.

Once Burton improves his footwork and tackling ability, watch out.

Burton enters the offseason looking like a top 50 selection.
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10 SHAREECE WRIGHT | USC 

Ball skills: Has the height and leaping ability to do well high-pointing the ball. Is not a turnover machine and must work 
to break faster on the ball in the air. Has the length to really be an asset here, but needs to improve timing and position. 
Just one career interception.

Instincts: Can be late to recognize but makes up for it by hustling to the ball. Looks best in zone coverage where he 
can sit back, watch and react. Can be a step late at times getting to the outside. Will be beaten on comebacks if ran 
into his zone. Does not anticipate routes well.

Man coverage: Has the quick feet to excel in man coverage but needs his footwork re-worked. Has the size and speed 
to turn and run with NFL receivers. Is fluid in his drop steps and backpedal. Too often guesses wrong on what the re-
ceiver and quarterback are doing. Can be beaten badly at times. A little inconsistent. Will give up inside position too 
easily. Isn’t physical enough. Might get flagged for contact early on in the NFL.

Size: Has excellent size. Perfect height with great length. Has a long-stride in his backpedal and can really eat up yards 
in reverse.

Speed: Pretty impressive speed. Posted a 4.41s run at the NFL Scouting Combine and backs that speed up well on 
the field.

Tackling: Is willing and able to come up and make tackles. Has good size and wingspan to reach ball carriers.Does a 
good job forcing the ball back inside. Surprisingly effective at shedding blocks.

Zone coverage: Does a good job working his zone. Doesn’t always seem to mesh with safeties, leaving huge openings 
deep in the field. Does a good job coming up to makes tackles against short throws and in run support. Must get better 
at locating the ball in the air.

Final word: Missed most of his 2008 season with a hairline neck fracture and was then academically ineligible for 2009- 
although he was able to play in the Emerald Bowl to end the ‘09 season.

If NFL teams can look past the injuries and the academic issues they will find an athletic, versatile player able to start 
at cornerback and make plays in special teams.

Wright looks like a late 3rd round pick in our book. However, a late injury at the USC pro day could hurt his stock. Once  
you factor in the suspensions for academic issues, one arrest and his two injuries you really start to worry. With just 
one full season of college football under his belt- what are NFL teams getting?
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11 MARCUS GILCHRIST | CLEMSON

Ball skills: Just one career interception, and this is while playing cornerback. Doesn’t show great ball skills. Is not a 
turnover machine and must work to break faster on the ball in the air. Could do better if in a zone cover situation from 
free safety.

Instincts: Can be late to recognize but makes up for it by hustling to the ball. Looks best in zone coverage where he 
can sit back, watch and react. Can be a step late at times getting to the outside. Will be beaten on comebacks if ran 
into his zone. Does not anticipate routes well. Is a versatile player who has the potential to play multiple positions in an 
NFL secondary, has experience at cornerback and both safety positions

Man coverage: Has the quick feet to excel in man coverage but can be over-powered and out-jumped to the ball. Is 
fluid in his drop steps and backpedal. Too often guesses wrong on what the receiver and quarterback are doing. Can 
be beaten badly at times. A little inconsistent. Will give up inside position too easily. Isn’t physical enough. Takes a lot 
of false steps.

Size: Is a little undersized at 5’9” and 192lbs. May see a move to free safety, where he isn’t asked to match-up with 6’3” 
receivers on every play.

Speed: Good overall speed (4.45s). Needs to show up better on film. Shows stiff hips at times, does not come out of 
breaks very quickly in man coverage.

Tackling: A highly productive college tackler, he leaves Clemson with 207 career tackles. Is strong enough to become 
a better tackler. Above-average run defender, is very tough for his size.

Zone coverage: Is better as a zone cover man than in man situations. Is at his best sitting back and reacting to the ball. 
Has experience at strong safety and did his best work there.

Final word: It would seem this scouting report is all negative, but that’s not the case. Gilchrist is a player who has spent 
the last year out of position. If evaluated as a strong or free safety we like him much better.

With so many teams hoping to re-load their secondaries this year Gilchrist will see a jump in his stock. He looks like an 
early 4th rounder to us, perhaps to Jacksonville.
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12 CHIMDI CHEKWA | OHIO STATE 

Agility: Has lined up on both sides of the field and in the nickel. Played gunner on special teams. Brings a level of ver-
satility and could play as a rookie on special teams and nickel packages. Doesn’t have exceptional quickness or burst. 

Ball skills: Likes to quickly jump in front of the receiver and bat the ball away. Can gamble too often on double-moves 
and will get beat deep. Sees the ball well in zone coverage and can come up to attack the ball. 

Man coverage: Chekwa really struggled when Ohio State tried to use him in press coverage. He doesn’t have the body 
control or fluidity to turn and run with his receiver. Poor on his transitions. Was consistently beaten on the outside. Is 
fine when he’s playing off man coverage and has an extra step to turn and run with receivers.

Size: Has ideal size, but needs to get stronger or he’ll really get pushed around a lot in the NFL. Is naturally long and 
knows how to use his length to his advantage.

Speed: as very good timed speed (4.38 seconds at the Combine), but doesn’t always play up to it.

Tackling: Is a drag down tackler who will have trouble against power possession receivers. Lack of body control allows 
quick ball carriers to beat him in the open field.

Zone coverage: Reads the ball pretty well in the to cut and can break quickly. Plays much better with this eyes to the 
receiver in zone coverage. Could see a move to safety if he fails to improve in press coverage. Should not be used to 
jam at the line and bail to a zone. Needs to play off the ball and drop into his zone.

Final word: It’s hard to see Chekwa entering the NFL and making much of an impact early. He has plenty of natural ath-
leticism, but has a small frame. He also has trouble playing press and can be beaten by a variety of receivers. Needed 
surgery after dislocating his wrist during the Sugar Bowl breaking up a pass.
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13 JOHNNY PATRICK | LOUISVILLE

Ball skills:  Posted nine career interceptions after a monster 2010 season in which he landed five interceptions. Has 
two career touchdowns on returns.

Instincts: Has been a very good backfield and receiver awareness. Will get overaggressive at times and needs to be 
more patient when jumping routes.

Man coverage: Has a smooth backpedal with terrific natural athleticism to get in and out of his breaks. Can play in press 
or press-bail coverage or even cover slot receivers if asked, although he may struggle with speedy receivers here. Has 
good change-of-direction skills.

Size: Has ideal size and bulk with long arms and a big stride. Could stand to use that size better in disengaging off 
blocks and making plays on the ball.

Speed: Ran a too-slow 4.59s in the 40-yard dash. Flashes good quickness but may not be fast enough to turn and run 
with NFL receivers.

Tackling: Is very willing to come up in run support. Patrick diagnoses run plays fairly quickly and breaks down well to 
make tackles. Keeps his eyes and head up. Is a physical player.

Zone coverage: Often lined up off the ball and will be best in a read and react situation where he can sit back and di-
agnose. Is at his best ten yards off the ball. Is a sure tackler and is good at coming up to make plays.

Final word:  Patrick was involved in a domestic incident that eventually was ruled by the courts to be an accident. He 
had also been charged with operating a vehicle with a suspended license.

These two incidents will cause NFL scouts to red flag Patrick’s file for character concerns.

The saving grace for Patrick is that he has NFL-caliber physical attributes and cover skills- and not many guys have 
this. He’s still a top 120 pick for us.
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CORNERBACKS 14-25

14 | busTER SKRINE | CHATTANOOGA | 108 OVERALL
- Small school burner who doesn’t have the size to play press coverage or help much in run support.  Projected round: 
4th Round

15 | CURTIS MARSH | UTAH STATE | 110 OVERALL
- Hasn’t faced the best competition but has ideal size and speed. Could be a sleeper pick.  Projected round: 4th Round

16 | JALIL BROWN | COLORADO | 124 overall
- Overshadowed by Jimmy Smith- Brown has great size and cover skills. Is just a touch slow.  Projected round: 4th 
Round

17 | CHYKIE BROWN | TEXAS | 129 overall
- Part of a three-man rotation at cornerback at Texas. Has great measurables and speed. Could be a big player on 
special teams and nickel situations early. Projected round: 4th Round

18 | BRANDON HOGAN | WEST VIRGINIA | 139 overall
- Passes the eye ball test. As a fourth-round pick he could make a run at being a rookie starter on the right team.  Pro-
jected round: 4th Round

19 | RASHAD CARMICHAEL | WEST VIRGINIA | 144 OVERALL
- Great speed, decent cover skills. Is a bit lean, doesn’t play as fast as he runs on the track.  Projected round: 5th Round

20 | KENDRIC BURNEY | NORTH CAROLINA | 146 overall
 - Short and tough with terrible speed for a cornerback. Is a dime cover guy at best. Physical.  Projected round: 5th 
Round

21 | CORTEZ ALLEN | CITADEL | 157 overall
- Love his size and ability to make plays. Hasn’t seen NFL competition. A little slow for a No. 1 cornerback. Projected 
round: 5th Round

22 | RYAN JONES | NW MISSOURI STATE | 168 overall
- Small school guy with the measurables to get a good look in the NFL. Dominated the D2 level. Projected round: 5th 
Round

23 | CHRIS L. RUCKER | MICHIGAN STATE | 175 overall
- Has great height, physical and aggressive in coverage. Doesn’t have the speed to turn and run with receivers. Pro-
jected round: 6th Round

24 | JUSTIN ROGERS | RICHMOND | 197 overall
- Comes from a small school where he dominated weak competition. Has good height, a little light though. Projected 
round: 6th Round

25 | BYRON MAXWELL | CLEMSON | 207 overall
- Big, strong cornerback.  Physical with receivers and looks great as a cover 2 corner.  Good ball skills but needs to work 
on his hands. Projected round: 7th Round
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CORNERBACKS 26-37

26 ANTHONY GAITOR | FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL | 212 OVERALL
- A little bit undersized but a playmaker on defense.  He is a fast cornerback who reads the quarterback and makes 
plays on the ball.  Also very quick out of his breaks.  Projected round: 7th Round

27 | ryan hill | miami (FL) | 213 OVERALL
- Good size for a cornerback.  Lacks speed to be able to play man-to-man on the next level. Also had some immaturity 
issues while in college. Projected round: 7th Round

28 | richard sherman | stanford | 219 OVERALL
- Great size at 6’3 195 pounds.  Also has good speed and is decent in run support.  Can get burnt deep on occasion.  
Projected round: 7th Round

29 | josh thomas | buffalo | 237 overall
- Small frame but plays with an attitude. Has decent speed and is hit or miss in run support. Projected round: 7th 
Round

30 | LOYCE MEANS | HOUSTON | 260 overall
- Very thin and may not be able to muscle up with receivers in the NFL. But he has good speed and is fluid in coverage. 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

31 | KOREY LINDSEY | SOUTHERN ILLINOIS | 264 overall
- Decent sized CB who might not have the speed to start in the NFL. Pretty good in run support.  Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

32 | DEMARCUS VAN DYKE | MIAMI (FL) | 272 OVERALL
- A thin build but extremely fast with a 40 time of 4.28.  Has work to do on coverage but you have to love the speed.  
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

33 | DEVON TORRENCE | OHIO STATE | 308 overall
 - Has good cover skills especially when he can play zone and watch everything in front of him.  Don’t know if he has 
the speed to play man coverage.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

34 | DARRIN WALLS | NOTRE DAME | 319 overall
- Solid CB who competes at the line of scrimmage. Has a hard time running with receivers downfield.  Good in run 
support. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

35 | KEVIN RUTLAND | MISSOURI | 322 overall
- Good at breaking on the ball and has room to fill out.  Not a smooth athlete and can get beat. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent

36 | JOSH GATLIN | NORTH DAKOTA STATE | 361 overall
- Very fast CB with great recovery speed.  Has a thin frame but can be physical.  Still raw and played against weak 
competition. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

37 | DEMOND WASHINGTON | AUBURN | 366 overall
- Small tough cornerback.  Does not have great speed and is short.  Will have a tough time with bigger receivers. Pro-
jected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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CORNERBACKS 38-49

38 | mARIO bUTLER | GEORGIA TECH | 368 OVERALL
- Solid in pass coverage.  Is a tall CB who can compete for jump balls.  Not going to come up and hit in run support.  
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

39 | JASON TEAGUE | TCU | 387 OVERALL
- Isn’t compact which makes him lose balance at times.  Has good size and ability to play zone. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent

40 | ANDREW MCGEE | OKLAHOMA STATE | 389 OVERALL
- Good athlete with great balance and feet.  Does not have great recovery speed and can be outmuscled.  Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

41 | JULIAN POSEY | OHIO | 402 overall
- Decent shadow skills but is always a second late breaking on the ball.  Good speed but a bit small. Projected round: 
Undrafted Free Agent

42 | TALMADGE JACKSON | OREGON | 415 overall
- He is small but has good speed.  Decent in coverage but not much help in run support. Projected round: Undrafted 
Free Agent

43 | BRANDYN THOMPSON | CAL | 418 overall
- Is fast but is inconsistent with his footwork which gets him into trouble.  Is small and not very physical Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

44 | MIKE HOLMES | SYRACUSE | 428 OVERALL
- Has great speed and feet.  Is very skinny and needs to add muscle.  Can get over powered by receivers.  Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent

45 | JAMES DOCKERY | OREGON STATE | 433 overall
 - A thin CB who lacks speed to run with NFL receivers.  He can play a solid zone but will struggle in man and against 
the run.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

46 | VANCE CUFF | GEORGIA | 438 overall
- A great athlete who can run. Needs to continue to stay low in his backpedal.  Tendency to be too high. Needs to add 
some upper body strength.  Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

47 | VINCE AGNEW | CENTRAL MICHIGAN | 442 overall
- Thick built corner with good speed.  Needs to continue to stay low in his backpedal.  He is still raw and has a big 
learning curve but has potential. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

48 | BRYANT NNABUIFE | CAL | 459 overall
- Great size but lacks the speed to keep up with NFL receivers. Might see a move to free safety. Projected round: Un-
drafted Free Agent

49 | JAMAL ROBINSON | HOUSTON | 472 overall
- Good size and productive college player but won’t be able to keep up with outside receivers in the NFL. Projected 
round: Undrafted Free Agent
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SAFETIES

free safety- top 10
1. rahim moore, ucla
2. quinton carter, oklahoma
3. chris conte, california
4. jaiquawn jarrett, temple
5. robert sands, west virginia
6. chris culliver, south carolina
7. deunta williams, north carolina
8. jerrard tarrant, georgia tech
9. eric hagg, nebraska
10. jermale hines, ohio state

strong safety- top 10 
1. Deandre mcdaniel, clemson
2. tyler sash, iowa
3. ahmad black, florida
4. joe lefeged, rutgers
5. da’norris searcy, north carolina
6. jeron johnson, boise state
7. shiloh keo, idaho
8. nate williams, washington
9. dom decicco, pittsburgh
10. dejon gomes, nebraska

BEST PROSPECT: RAHIM MOORE

MOST NFL READY: RAHIM MOORE

BEST COVER MAN: QUINTON CARTER

BEST VS RUN: TYLER SASH

BEST POTENTIAL: QUINTON CARTER

BIGGEST BUST: AHMAD BLACK

BIGGEST SLEEPER: JERON JOHNSON

BIGGEST RISK: AHMAD BLACK

LOWEST RISK: DEANDRE MCDANIEL

1st PRO BOWLER: JERON JOHNSON

BEST IN 5 YEARS: JERON JOHNSON
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1 RAHIM MOORE | UCLA | FREE SAFETY 

Agility: Moore is a fluid athlete who can flip his hips to turn and cover. Maintains his balance when he turns and runs. 
Shows a solid vertical leap, but he really knows how to time it well.

Ball skills: Few safeties have as good of hands as Moore. He catches the ball like a wide receiver and knows what to 
do with it after the interception. Finished his career with 14 interceptions, including 10 as a sophomore.

Instincts: In pass coverage, Moore has excellent instincts. He can break on the ball in a hurry and make a play. Is much 
better picking up routes deep. Can get confused by complex formations where multiple receivers are lined up on the 
same side.

Pass coverage: Moore showed in 2009 that he was dynamic defending the pass.His hands are among the best for a 
defensive back in this year’s class. He shows good range to move around in the deep half. Wasn’t used a lot in man 
coverage, but he should be athletic enough to cover the slot.

Run support: UCLA used Moore closer to the line of scrimmage as a junior, which should help his progress. Moore’s 
ability against the run is based on using good pursuit angles to the ball. Because he doesn’t have great size, Moore 
struggles taking on blocks.

Speed: Possesses good speed short and deep. Can get up to his speed in short effort because he’s quick. Uses his 
speed to his advantage in the passing game.

Tackling: Is a sound tackler. Isn’t a devastating hitter, but uses sound technique. Drops his hips and and wraps out 
properly. Gets into trouble against bigger ball carriers and this shows he lack of strength.

Final word: If a team needs help in pass coverage at safety, Moore is a great option. He has a natural nose for the 
football, but didn’t get to show it as much in 2010.

As a junior, Moore was used closer to the line of scrimmage. He did pretty well against the run, but is much better drop-
ping into coverage. He has good instincts to quickly make a break on the ball.

A third-team All-American in 2010 and first-team in 2009.

Moore has good ability, but he will also look lost at times. Most expected him to run faster than he did at the NFL Scout-
ing Combine, which pushed his stock down some.

Once considered a mid-first round pick, Moore now looks like a solid 2nd rounder.
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2 quinTON CARTER | OKLAHOMA | FREE SAFETY

Ball skills: Hands are average, at best. Don’t expect a ton of interceptions. Adjusts pretty well to balls thrown behind 
him.

Instincts: Carter is a safety loaded with speed and power. He’s played both free and strong, which will help him get on 
the field quickly in the NFL. Can be late to see plays going to the sideline.

Man coverage: He has valuable versatility, enough to be used at either safety position and perhaps even to slide inside 
and cover the slot. In pass coverage, he can play man, zone and bracket coverage. He’s best when playing over the 
top with a corner underneath. Could be seen as a cornerback in Cover 2 defenses.

Size: Has ideal size for NFL defensive back.

Speed: 4.57s in the 40 might be okay for a safety but it’s not good enough for a cornerback. Could limit Carter’s per-
ceived ability in the NFL.

Tackling: He’s very good supporting against the run and is quick to break up field. Has a free-flowing game where he 
works sideline-to-sideline with good effect. Can be effective as a traditional wrap-up tackler, but likes to lower his head 
and hit. Can be an intimidator in the deep center. Teams stayed away from his part of the field at times. As fun as Carter 
can be to watch hitting people, sometimes he’ll strikeout going for the big shot. As good as he can be against the run, 
Carter will sometimes have trouble shedding blocks.

Zone coverage: Has the speed and playmaking ability to be an effective centerfielder. Can be an intimidator in the deep 
center. Teams stayed away from his part of the field at times.

Final word: Carter is one of the better all-around safeties in this year’s class. He’s experienced in several different styles 
of pass defense and is a good run defender. He also has the skill set to be a thumper of a safety who teams can use 
as a last line of defense enforcer.

We like Carter as a third-round guy who can come in and play early in his career.
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3 CHRIS CONTE | CALIFORNIA | FREE SAFETY 

Ball skills: Shows good balance, agility and speed. Is able to break on the ball and use his size to create separation 
between the receiver and the ball.

Instincts: A three-year back up at cornerback, Conte is still learning how to play free safety. He was predictably a little 
slow at times in reacting to plays and was sucked in on play-action too often. He’s still learning, and based on how fast 
he picked things up in 2010, it won’t take him long to be making plays in the NFL.

Man coverage: Former cornerback has good cover skills. Can turn and run with wide receivers and will have no trouble 
locking up with tight ends.

Size: Has prototypical size and good athleticism for a free safety. Looks the part. Long arms and is able to break up 
plays. Has a very good frame with good bulk and definition.

Speed:Excellent mix of size and speed. A natural athlete who moves easily.

Tackling: Is a physical player who is not afraid to stick his nose on the ball. Was a very reliable and consistent open-
field tackler in 2010. A technically sound tackler who breaks down and wraps up. Takes smart angles and doesn’t take 
himself out of position.

Zone coverage: Does a good job reading the quarterback’s eyes. Has good enough speed and range to close on the 
ball in the air. Can take false steps and put himself out of position to make plays.

Final word: Conte is a relative newbie to the position but picked up the nuances quickly in 2010. In just one season as 
a starter he looked promising enough to warrant a look in the 100 picks of the draft.
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FREE SAFETIES 4-15

4 | jaIQUAWN JARRETT | TEMPLE | 119 OVERALL
- A good athlete at the position and a playmaker from centerfield. Among our favorite players in the 2011 class.  Pro-
jected round: 4th Round

5 | ROBERT SANDS | WEST VIRGINIA | 133 OVERALL
- A huge player at the position (6’4”). Might see a movie to strong safety. Excellent speed for size.  Projected round: 
4th Round

6 | CHRIS CULLIVER | SOUTH CAROLINA | 136 overall
- Amazing speed. Could be used on returns as well as from free safety. Incredible athlete.  Projected round: 4th Round

7 | DEUNTA WILLIAMS | NORTH CAROLINA | 163 overall
- A first-round prospect at one point, fell apart in 2010. Great measurables, too inconsistent. Projected round: 5th 
Round

8 | JERRARD TARRANT | GEORGIA TECH | 189 overall
- Passes the eye ball test. As a sixth-round pick he could make a run at being a rookie starter on the right team.  Pro-
jected round: 6th Round

9 | ERIC HAGG | NEBRASKA | 201 OVERALL
- Good size and speed making him versatile.  Needs to work on his ball skills.  Projected round: 7th Round

10 | JERMALE HINES | OHIO STATE | 209 overall
 - Good size and speed for a safety.  Plays a solid centerfield and can stick with slot receivers and tight ends.  Needs to 
wrap up more consistently.  Projected round: 7th Round

11 | MARK LEGREE | APPALACHIAN STATE | 245 overall
- Good sized body and a good centerfielder.  Had 22 interceptions in his career but not a big help in run support Pro-
jected round: 7th Round

12 | CHRIS PROSINKSI | WYOMING | 281 overall
- Plays a good centerfield. Like his speed and he makes good breaks in pass coverage.  He is a little thin but comes up 
to the ball carriers in a hurry. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

13 | WILL HILL | FLORIDA | 287 overall
- Great athlete with good size.  Was inconsistent at Florida and has off field issues.. Projected round: Undrafted Free 
Agent

14 | BRIAN LAINHART | KENT STATE | 320 overall
- A smart player with a good feel for the position.  Has good balls skills and excels in a cover 2 scheme.  Lacks great 
speed. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

15 | TOMMIE CAMPBELL | CALIFORNIA (PA) | 347 overall
- Is a tall rangy FS with great speed.  Has trouble sticking with receivers one-on-one.  Started career at Pitt but had 
some trouble there.  Character could be a concern. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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1 DEANDRE MCDANIEL | CLEMSON | STRONG SAFETY 

Agility: Is a little stiff in the hips and doesn’t change direction with ease as well as you’d prefer. Is not overly agile or 
athletic. Has enough burst to close on the ball. 

Ball skills: Not a big interception guy but does a good job to always be around the ball. 

Instincts: Known as a film-room warrior, McDaniel carries that film-room knowledge on to the field. Does a good job in 
read and react. Gets his defense in position to make the best plays. A smart player. 

Pass coverage: Clemson was often able to use McDaniel to cover the slot receiver and he did an exemplary job. He 
can be physical at the line and really push the receiver around. Understands how a play is going to develop and has 
the look of a smart football player. McDaniel has trouble at times in zone where he has to move around a large area. If 
McDaniel gets out of position in coverage, he can be easily beaten.

Run support: McDaniel was also used in the linebacker/safety spot at times. It took advantage of his strong play against 
the run. McDaniel takes good angles to the ball and doesn’t get held up on blocks. Looks to have good playing speed 
to chase down the ball carrier. 

Speed: Has good enough speed to hang with inside receivers, run down ball carriers and make plays in deep coverage.

Tackling: Is a fundamentally sound tackler, but really likes to lay out opponents. Closes with a lot of quickness. Not 
afraid to stick his head in a pile and make tackles. Isn’t a feared tackler, but is very consistent.

Final word: McDaniel really arrived as an NFL prospect with a sensational 2009 season. On the year, he had 102 tack-
les and eight interceptions, earning All American honors. He has a lot of attributes to be a very good NFL safety. He’s 
big and physical, and has some versatility to his game. However, there’s just something holding him back from being 
a premier prospect. For whatever reason, McDaniel was extremely inconsistent in 2010. That may make some teams 
hesitant on plugging him in as a rookie.
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2 TYLER SASH | IOWA | STRONG SAFETY

Agility: Is not super athletic or agile. Doesn’t jump off the page at you with workout numbers that make scouts drool. 
He’s just a solid football player. He has the speed to get to the ball and the balance to make plays in pass coverage.

Ball skills: Has done a remarkable job getting to the football and then making a play on it. Has 13 career interceptions, 
which is very good for a strong safety. 

Instincts: Sash is one of the more instinctive defensive backs in this year’s class and always manages to put himself 
in good position to make plays.

Pass coverage: At Iowa, Sash played in a lot of cover-2 zone, so he’ll go to the NFL knowing how to properly manage 
an area. Is more athletic than most probably think. Has shown throughout his career that he has solid hands. Isn’t the 
kind of safety that should be matched up one-on-one with a wide receiver. Has the tendency to keep his eyes in the 
backfield too long and is fooled on pump fakes and play action. When he’s matched up against tight ends, Sash likes 
to get physical. While that may work at the college level, he could get overpowered in the pros. Will play recklessly at 
times and run past the play. 

Run support: Is willing to fly up to the line of scrimmage and attack the run. Does a good job seeing the run develop 
and is quick to react to the ball. Sees the field well and takes the right angles to the ball. 

Speed: Has some quick-twitch movement to his game which allows him to break on the ball and make a play. Is not 
sprinter fast but isn’t slow either. 

Tackling: Really flies down the line against the run. Takes good angles to the ball and is strong enough to shed block-
ers. Likes to be a thumper when he really needs to become a more fundamental tackler.

Final word: Sash was one of the surprise early entrants to the 2011 NFL Draft. He showed at Iowa, though, that he’s 
ready for the NFL. He has experience in zone coverage and is decent in man. With 13 career interceptions, he has 
shown he can make a play on the ball.

While he may never be a top-tier safety in the pros, he’s good. Sash has consistently made plays and really likes to be 
around the action.
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STRONG SAFETIES 3-14

3 | ahmad black | florida | 115 OVERALL
- Small but tough as nails. Didn’t run well and could see his stock really plummet.  Projected round: 5th Round

4 | joe lefeged | rutgers | 150 OVERALL
- Great measurables and speed. Hasn’t received a ton of attention in weak strong safety class.  Projected round: 5th 
Round

5 | DA’NORRIS SEARCY | NORTH CAROLINA | 156 overall
- Average speed, but has very good build and playmaking skills from strong safety.  Projected round: 5th Round

6 | JERON JOHNSON | BOISE STATE | 182 overall
- A little undersized but one of our favorite players in this class. Packs a huge punch. A true hitter. Projected round: 
6th Round

7 | SHILOH KEO | IDAHO | 211 overall
- Thick hardnosed safety.  He is a great leader also.  However, lacks elite athleticism and speed which could be his 
downfall.  Projected round: 7th Round

8 | NATE WILLIAMS | WASHINGTON | 227 OVERALL
- Not great speed but has good size for a safety.  Much more productive in run situations.  Only recorded one intercep-
tion in his college career.  Projected round: 7th Round

9 | DOM DECICCO | PITTSBURGH | 249 overall
 - Huge for a SS at 6’3 232.  Very thick but lacks great athleticism.  He will probably have to move to linebacker to make 
an impact.  Too vulnerable in pass coverage.  Projected round: 7th Round

10 | DEJON GOMES | NEBRASKA | 270 overall
- A playmaker on defense that played a hybrid safety/linebacker.  A big help in the run game.  Not a true position. 
Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

11 | DAVID SIMS | IOWA STATE | 306 overall
- Good athlete who has good straight ahead speed.  Seems to take him an extra second to change directions.  Always 
around the ball and a good tackler Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

12 | ISA ABDUL-EL QUDDUS | FORDHAM | 310 overall
- Good athlete who is strong and willing to hit.  Can be late in help against poor competition. Will be shocked by NFL 
talent. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

13 | EUGENE CLIFFORD | TENNESSEE STATE | 341 overall
- Has good size.  Plays a good centerfield where he can sit back and read the quarterback.  Breaks well on the ball.  
Lacks elite speed. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent

14 | JOHNNY BROWN | OLE mISS | 367 overall
- A hitter who is strong against the run.  Is not real athletic and will have a tough time sticking with TE or receivers in 
pass coverage. Projected round: Undrafted Free Agent
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BUFFALO BILLS
AFC EAST |  HEAD COACH cHAN GAILEY

TEAM NEEDS
1. Quarterback

2. Defensive End

3. Left Tackle

4.  Wide Receiver

5. Outside Linebacker

6. Right Tackle

7. Tight End

8. Defensive Tackle

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Quinton Ganther
FB Corey McIntyre
TE Mike Caussin
TE Scott Chandler
OT Cornell Green
OL Garrison Sanborn
OL Mansfield Wrotto
DL John McCargo
LB Akin Ayodele
LB Chris Kelsay
LB Paul Posluszny
CB Drayton Florence
SS George Wilson

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE
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miami dolphins
AFC EAST |  HEAD COACH TONY SPARANO

TEAM NEEDS
1. Running Back

2. Quarterback

3. Tight End

4. Free Safety

5. Wide Receiver

6. Left Guard

7. Cornerback

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Chad Pennington
RB Ronnie Brown
RB Ricky Williams
FB Lousaka Polite
P Brandon Fields
OG Allen Barbre
OL Cory Procter
DL John Denney
DL Paul Soliai
CB Nate Ness

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE
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NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
AFC EAST |  HEAD COACH BILL BELICHICK

TEAM NEEDS
1. Left Tackle

2. Wide Receiver

3. Running Back

4. Outside Linebacker

5. Defensive End

6. Offensive Guard

7. Cornerback

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Thomas Clayton
RB Kevin Faulk
RB BenJarvus Green-Ellis
RB Sammy Morris
RB Fred Taylor
PK Shayne Graham
OT Matt Light
OT Quinn Ojinnaka
DL Gerard Warren
LB Tracy White
CB Kyle Arrington
CB Shawn Springs
FS Josh Barrett
FS Brandon McGowan
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NEW YORK JETS
AFC EAST |  HEAD COACH REX RYAN

TEAM NEEDS
1. Outside Linebacker

2. Defensive End

3. Cornerback

4. Wide Receiver

5. Center

6. Inside Wide Receiver

7. Quarterback

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Kellen Clemens
WR Laveranues Coles
WR Braylon Edwards
WR Santonio Holmes
WR Brad Smith
WR Patrick Turner
C Nick Mangold
DL Shaun Ellis
DL Rodrique Wright
CB Antonio Cromartie
CB Andre Dyson

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE
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BALTIMORE RAVENS
AFC NORTH |  HEAD COACH JOHN HARBAUGH

TEAM NEEDS
1. Wide Receiver

2. Defensive End

3. Cornerback

4. Right Tackle

5. Offensive Guard

6. Inside Linebacker

7. Quarterback

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Marc Bulger
FB Le’Ron McClain
FB Jason McKie
WR Donte’ Stallworth
OT Jared Gaither
OG Scott Kooistra
CB Chris Carr
CB Josh Wilson
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CINCINNATI BENGALS
AFC NORTH |  HEAD COACH MARVIN LEWIS

TEAM NEEDS
1. Defensive End

2. Running Back

3. Quarterback

4. Wide Receiver

5. Left Guard

6. Strong Safety

7. Inside Linebacker

8. Special Teams (Kicker, Kick Returner)

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Cedric Benson
RB Brian Leonard
WR Terrell Owens
TE John Paul Foschi
PK Aaron Pettrey
OT Kirk Chambers
OG Evan Mathis
LB Dhani Jones
CB Johnathan Joseph
SS Chinedum Ndukwe
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CLEVELAND BROWNS
AFC NORTH |  HEAD COACH PAT SHURMUR

TEAM NEEDS
1. Wide Receiver

2. Defensive End

3. Right Tackle

4. Defensive Tackle

5. Outside Linebacker

6. Right Guard

7. Cornerback

8. Strong Safety

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Seneca Wallace
RB Clifton Smith
WR Chansi Stuckey
WR Demetrius Williams
TE Garrett Mills
TE Robert Royal
TE E. Alex Smith
PK Phil Dawson
P Dave Zastudil
OT John St. Clair
OG Billy Yates
DL David Bowens
DL Kenyon Coleman
DL C.J. Mosley
DL Shaun Rogers (signed- New Orleans Saints)
DL Robaire Smith
LB Eric Alexander
LB Eric Barton
CB Brandon McDonald
CB DeAngelo Smith
CB Eric Wright
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PITTSBURGH STEELERS
AFC NORTH |  HEAD COACH MIKE TOMLIN

TEAM NEEDS
1. Right Guard

2. Cornerback

3. Offensive Tackle

4. Nose Tackle

5. Inside Linebacker

6. Wide Receiver

7. Tight End

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Dwayne Wright
WR Limas Sweed
PK Shaun Suisham
P Jeremy Kapinos
OT Willie Colon
OG Adrian Jones
DL Chris Hoke
LB Keyaron Fox
LB Andre Frazier
LB Brandon Renkart
LB LaMarr Woodley
CB William Gay
CB Ike Taylor
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HOUSTON TEXANS
AFC SOUTH |  HEAD COACH GARY KUBIAK

TEAM NEEDS
1. Outside Linebacker

2. Cornerback

3. Nose Tackle

4. Free Safety

5. Strong Safety

6. Wide Receiver

7. Rush Linebacker

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Derrick Ward
FB Vonta Leach
WR Jacoby Jones
TE Owen Daniels
P Matt Turk
OT Ephraim Salaam
OG Kasey Studdard
DL Mark Anderson
LB Kevin Bentley
LB Zac Diles
SS Bernard Pollard
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INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
AFC SOUTH |  HEAD COACH JIM CALDWELL

TEAM NEEDS
1. Left Tackle

2. Defensive Tackle

3. Right Guard

4. Right Tackle

5. Strong Safety

6. Running Back

7. Wide Receiver

8. Quarterback

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Joseph Addai
PK Adam Vinatieri
OL Michael Toudouze
DL Keyunta Dawson
LB Clint Session
FS Ken Hamlin
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JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS
AFC SOUTH |  HEAD COACH JACK DEL RIO

TEAM NEEDS
1. Defensive End

2. Cornerback

3. Free Safety

4. Strong Safety

5. Wide Receiver

6. Quarterback

7. Outside Linebacker

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Trent Edwards
QB Luke McCown
WR Jason Hill
WR Mike Sims-Walker
TE Marcedes Lewis
TE Ernest Wilford
P Adam Podlesh
OG Kynan Forney
OG Uche Nwaneri
OG Jonathan Palmer
DL Derek Landri
LB Justin Durant
LB Kirk Morrison
CB Scott Starks
SS Sean Considine
FS Michael Hamlin
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TENNESSEE TITANS
AFC SOUTH |  HEAD COACH MIKE MUNCHAK

TEAM NEEDS
1. Quarterback

2. Inside Linebacker

3. Left Guard

4. Defensive End

5. Center

6. Strong Safety

7. Outside Linebacker

8. Defensive Tackle

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Kerry Collins
QB Chris Simms
WR Mark Jones
WR Randy Moss
TE Joel Gamble
TE Bo Scaife
OG Leroy Harris
DL Jacob Ford
LB David Thornton
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DENVER BRONCOS
AFC WEST |  HEAD COACH JOHN FOX

TEAM NEEDS
1. Defensive Tackle (TIMES 2)

2. Cornerback

3. Right Tackle

4. Strong Safety

5. Tight End

6. Defensive End

7. Running Back

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Laurence Maroney
TE Daniel Coats
TE Dan Gronkowski
PK Steven Hauschka
OT Ryan Harris
DL Ronald Fields
DL Le Kevin Smith
DL Marcus Thomas
DL Kevin Vickerson
CB Chevis Jackson
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KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
AFC WEST |  HEAD COACH TODD HALEY

TEAM NEEDS
1. Right Tackle

2. Outside Linebacker (TIMES 2)

3. Wide Receiver

4. Nose Tackle

5. Quarterback

6. Center

7. Inside Linebacker

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Brodie Croyle
RB Jackie Battle
WR Kevin Curtis
OT Barry Richardson
C Jean-Philippe Darche
DL Ron Edwards
DL Jeffrey Fitzgerald
DL Shaun Smith
LB Tamba Hali (Franchise tag)
LB Mike Vrabel
CB Maurice Leggett
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OAKLAND RAIDERS
AFC WEST |  HEAD COACH HUE JACKSON

TEAM NEEDS
1. Cornerback

2. Right Tackle

3. Quarterback

4. Left Guard

5. Outside Linebacker

6. Wide Receiver

7. Center

8. Tight End

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Kyle Boller
QB Bruce Gradkowski
QB J.T. O’Sullivan
RB Michael Bush
WR Johnnie Lee Higgins
TE Zach Miller
OT Khalif Barnes
OT Mario Henderson
OG Robert Gallery
C Samson Satele
DL Jay Richardson
DL Terdell Sands
CB Nnamdi Asomugha (OPTED OUT)
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SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
AFC WEST |  HEAD COACH NORV TURNER

TEAM NEEDS
1. Outside Linebacker

2. Defensive End

3. Inside Linebacker

4. Right Tackle

5. Wide Receiver

6. Cornerback

7. Free Safety

8. RUNNING BACK

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Billy Volek
RB Curtis Brinkley
RB Darren Sproles
WR Malcom Floyd
WR Legedu Naanee
TE Randy McMichael
OT Jeromey Clary
DL Jacques Cesaire
DL Travis Johnson
LB Antwan Applewhite
LB Kevin Burnett
LB Stephen Cooper
LB Brandon Siler
SS Pat Watkins
FS Paul Oliver
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DALLAS COWBOYS
NFC EAST |  HEAD COACH JASON GARRETT

TEAM NEEDS
1.  Right Tackle

2. Free Safety

3. Cornerback

4. Defensive End

5. Left Guard

6. Strong Safety

7. Wide Receiver

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
FB Deon Anderson
OT Doug Free
DL Alex Daniels
DL Marcus Spears
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NEW YORK GIANTS
NFC EAST |  HEAD COACH TOM COUGHLIN

TEAM NEEDS
1. Offensive Tackle

2. Defensive Tackle

3. Running Back

4. Center

5. Outside Linebacker

6. Left Guard

7. Free Safety

8. Wide Receiver

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Jim Sorgi
RB Ahmad Bradshaw
RB Darius Reynaud
RB Danny Ware
WR Michael Clayton
WR Derek Hagan
WR Domenik Hixon
WR Steve E. Smith
TE Kevin Boss
OT Jamon Meredith
OG Kevin Boothe
DL Barry Cofield
DL Mathias Kiwanuka
DL Dave Tollefson
LB Chase Blackburn
LB Keith Bulluck
LB Zak DeOssie
LB Gerris Wilkinson
SS Deon Grant
SS Michael Johnson
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PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
NFC EAST |  HEAD COACH ANDY REID

TEAM NEEDS
1. Cornerback

2. Defensive Tackle

3. Right Guard

4. Right Tackle

5. Outside Linebacker

6. Strong Safety

7. Quarterback

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Jerome Harrison
WR Jamal Jones
PK David Akers
OG Reggie Wells
DL Victor Abiamiri
DL Jeremy Clark
DL Xzavie Jackson
DL Darryl Tapp
LB Stewart Bradley
SS Quintin Mikell
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WASHINGTON REDSKINS
NFC EAST |  HEAD COACH MIKE SHANAHAN

TEAM NEEDS
1. Quarterback

2. Wide Receiver

3. Right Tackle

4. Cornerback

5. Nose Tackle

6. Defensive End

7. Outside Linebacker

8. Center

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB John Beck
QB Rex Grossman
RB Andre Brown
RB James Davis
RB Larry Johnson
RB Chad Simpson
FB Mike Sellers
WR Marques Hagans
WR Santana Moss
P Josh Bidwell
C Will Montgomery
LB H.B. Blades
CB Carlos Rogers
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CHICAGO BEARS
NFC NORTH |  HEAD COACH LOVIE SMITH

TEAM NEEDS
1. Left Tackle

2. Wide Receiver

3. Defensive Tackle

4. Center

5. Running Back

6. Outside Linebacker

7. Defensive End

8. Punter

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Todd Collins
RB Garrett Wolfe
FB Eddie Williams
TE Desmond Clark
P Brad Maynard
OT Aaron Brant
OG Josh Beekman
C Olin Kreutz
C Patrick Mannelly
DL Anthony Adams
DL Charles Grant
LB Rod Wilson
CB Corey Graham
CB Trumaine McBride
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DETROIT LIONS
NFC NORTH |  HEAD COACH JIM SCHWARTZ

TEAM NEEDS
1. Cornerback

2. Outside Linebacker (2)

3. Left Tackle

4. Right Tackle

5. Center

6. Running Back

7. Strong Safety

8. Wide Receiver

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Drew Stanton
RB Kevin Smith
FB Jerome Felton
WR Brian Clark
DL Jared DeVries
LB Landon Johnson
CB Tye Hill
CB Chris Houston
FS Gerald Alexander
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GREEN BAY PACKERS
NFC NORTH |  HEAD COACH MIKE MCCARTHY

TEAM NEEDS
1. Defensive End

2. Outside Linebacker

3. Running Back

4. Left Guard

5. Offensive Tackle

6. Wide Receiver

7. Quarterback

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Brandon Jackson
FB Korey Hall
WR James Jones
TE Spencer Havner
PK Mason Crosby
OG Daryn Colledge
DL Howard Green
DL Justin Harrell
DL Cullen Jenkins
DL Mike Montgomery
LB Diyral Briggs
LB Robert Francois
LB Maurice Simpkins
LB Matt Wilhelm
CB Josh Bell
CB Will Blackmon
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MINNESOTA VIKINGS
NFC NORTH |  HEAD COACH LESLIE FRAZIER

TEAM NEEDS
1.  Quarterback

2. Cornerback

3. Outside Linebacker

4. Defensive End

5. Right Tackle

6. Right Guard

7. Wide Receiver

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Patrick Ramsey
RB Ryan Moats
WR Hank Baskett
WR Greg Lewis
WR Sidney Rice
WR Javon Walker
PK Ryan Longwell
DL Ray Edwards
DL Brian Robison
DL Pat Williams
LB Ben Leber
CB Frank Walker
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ATLANTA FALCONS
NFC SOUTH |  HEAD COACH MIKE SMITH

TEAM NEEDS
1. Wide Receiver

2. Defensive End

3. Left Tackle 

4. Outside Linebacker

5. Tight End

6. Strong Safety

7. offensive Guard

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
WR Brian Finneran
OT Justin Blalock
OG Harvey Dahl
DL Trey Lewis
LB Stephen Nicholas
LB Mike Peterson
LB Coy Wire
CB Brent Grimes
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carolina panthers
NFC souTH |  HEAD COACH RON RIVERA

TEAM NEEDS
1. Quarterback

2. Defensive Tackle

3. Wide Receiver

4. Right Guard

5. Defensive End

6. Defensive Tackle

7. Cornerback

8. Tight End

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Matt Moore
QB Keith Null
RB DeAngelo Williams
FB Brad Hoover
WR David Clowney
WR Dwayne Jarrett
WR Ryne Robinson
TE Jamie Petrowski
TE Dante Rosario
PK Rhys Lloyd
OT Rob Petitti
C Ryan Kalil (Franchise tag)
DL Charles Johnson
LB Abdul Hodge
CB Richard Marshall
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NEW ORLEANS SAINTS
NFC SOUTH |  HEAD COACH SEAN PAYTON

TEAM NEEDS
1. Defensive End

2. Defensive Tackle

3. Outside Linebacker

4. Offensive Tackle

5. Running Back

6. Offensive Guard

7. Strong Safety

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Joique Bell
RB P.J. Hill
RB Julius Jones
RB DeShawn Wynn
FB Heath Evans
FB Marcus Mailei
TE David Thomas
OT Jermon Bushrod
OT Zach Strief
OG Carl Nicks
DL Jimmy Wilkerson
LB Scott Shanle
SS Roman Harper
FS Matt Giordano
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TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
NFC souTH |  HEAD COACH RAHEEM MORRIS

TEAM NEEDS
1. Defensive End

2. Inside Linebacker

3. Right Tackle

4. Outside Linebacker

5. Left Guard

6. Center

7. Cornerback

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Cadillac Williams
TE John Gilmore
TE Nathan Overbay
TE Jerramy Stevens
TE Kellen Winslow
OG Davin Joseph
OG Keydrick Vincent
OL Donovan Raiola
DL Erik Lorig
LB Quincy Black
LB Adam Hayward
LB Barrett Ruud
CB Ronde Barber
CB Elbert Mack
FS Tanard Jackson
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ARIZONA CARDINALS
NFC WEST |  HEAD COACH KEN WHISENHUNT

TEAM NEEDS
1. Quarterback

2. Left Tackle

3. Outside Linebacker

4. Left Guard

5. Right Tackle

6. Cornerback

7. Free Safety

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Jason Wright
FB Reagan Mauia
WR Steve Breaston
TE Ben Patrick
TE Stephen Spach
OG Alan Faneca
DL Alan Branch
LB Cyril Obiozor
CB Justin Miller
SS Matt Ware
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san francisco 49ers
NFC wesT |  HEAD COACH jim harbaugh

TEAM NEEDS
1. Quarterback

2. Outside Linebacker

3. Defensive End

4. Cornerback

5. Wide Receiver

6. Free Safety

7. Center

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Alex Smith
QB Troy Smith
PK Shane Andrus
PK Jeff Reed
DL Demetric Evans
DL Aubrayo Franklin
DL Ray McDonald
LB Manny Lawson
LB Takeo Spikes
CB Tarell Brown
FS Dashon Goldson
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SEATTLE SEAHAWKS
NFC WEST |  HEAD COACH PETE CARROLL

TEAM NEEDS
1. Right Tackle

2. Cornerback

3. Quarterback

4. Defensive End

5. Wide Receiver

6. Strong Safety

7. Right Guard

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
QB Matt Hasselbeck
QB J.P. Losman
RB Adrian N. Peterson
RB Leon Washington
WR Brandon Stokley
PK Olindo Mare
OT Sean Locklear
OT Tyler Polumbus
OT Ray Willis
C Chris Spencer
DL Brandon Mebane
DL James Wyche
LB LeRoy Hill
CB Kennard Cox
CB Kelly Jennings
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ST. LOUIS RAMS
NFC WEST |  HEAD COACH STEVE SPAGNUOLO

TEAM NEEDS
1. Defensive End

2. Wide Receiver

3. Free Safety

4. Defensive Tackle

5. Tight End

6. Outside Linebacker

7. Strong Safety

8. Running Back

ROUND PICK PLAYER POSITION COLLEGE

KEY FREE AGENTS
RB Kenneth Darby
FB Brit Miller
WR Mark Clayton
WR Laurent Robinson
TE Darcy Johnson
C Mark Setterstrom
DL Gary Gibson
LB David Nixon
LB David Vobora
SS Michael Lewis
SS Kevin Payne
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2012 nfl draft rankings
1. andrew luck | qb | stanford
2. Justin Blackmon | WR | oklahoma State
3. Jerel Worthy | DT |Michigan State
4. vonTAZE BURFICT | LB | ARIZONA STATE
5. KNILE DAVIS | RB | ARKANSAS
6. CLIFF HARRIS | CB | OREGON
7. BRANDON JENKINS | DE | FLORIDA STATE
8. JONATHAN MARTIN | OT | STANFORD
9. ALFONZO DENNARD | CB | NEBRASKA
10. QUINTON COPLES | DE | NORTH CAROLINA
11. LANDRY JONES | QB | OKLAHOMA
12. DRE KIRKPATRICK | CB | ALABAMA
13. TRAVIS LEWIS | OLB | OKLAHOMA
14. BILLY WINN | DT | BOISE STATE
15. RYAN BROYLES | WR | OKLAHOMA
16. JARED CRICK | DT | NEBRASKA
17. MIKE ADAMS | OT | OHIO sTATE
18. MATT BARKLEY | qB | USC
19. LAMICHAEL JAMES | RB | OREGON
20. MICHAEL FLOYD | WR | NOTRE DAME
21. TRENT RICHARDSON | RB | ALABAMA
22. JACQUIES SMITH | DE | MISSOURI
23. MANTI TE’O | LB | NOTRE DAME
24. COURTNEY UPSHAW | LB | ALABAM
25. MARCUS FORSTON | DT | MIAMI (fl)

26. donT’A HIGHTOWER | LB | ALABAMA
27. NATE POTTER | OT | BOISE STATE
28. DEVIN TAYLOR | DE | SOUTH CAROLINA
29. CHASE MINNIFIELD | CB | VIRGINIA
30. BRUCE IRVIN | DE | WEST vIRGINIA
31. DELANO HOWELL | FS | STANFORD
32. ZACH BROWN | LB | NORTH cAROLINA
33. NICK FOLES | QB | ARIZONA
34. BRANDON BOLDEN | RB | OLE MISS
35. KELECHI OSEMELE | OG | IOWA STATE
36. MICHAEL EGNEW | TE | MISSOURI
37. JANORIS JENKINS | CB | FLORIDA
38. LEVY ADCOCK | OT | OKLAHOMA STATE
39. KENNY TATE | OLB-FS | MARYLAND
40. JEFF FULLER | WR | TEXAS a&m
41. MATT REYNOLDS | OT | BYU
42. MARK BARRON | SS | ALABAMA
43. TERRELLE PRYOR | QB | OHIO STATE
44. MIKE MARTIN | DT | MICHIGAN
45. LAVONTE DAVID | LB | NEBRASKA
46. JAKE BEQUETTE | DE | ARKANSAS
47. JURON CRINER | WR | ARIZONA
48. CYRUS GRAY | RB | TEXAS a&M
49. KEENAN ROBINSON | LB | TEXAS
50. GREG CHILDS | WR | ARKANSAS
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2012 Mock Draft

1. CAROLINA PANTHERS

JUSTIN BLACKMON, WR, OK STATE

12. MINNESOTA VIKINGS

RYAN BROYLES, WR, OKLAHOMA

CAM NEWTON, QB, AUBURN

2. BUFFALO BILLS

ANDREW LUCK, QB, STANFORD

13. OAKLAND RAIDERS

LANDRY JONES, QB, OKLAHOMA

1. CAROLINA PANTHERS

CAM NEWTON, QB, AUBURN

CAM NEWTON, QB, AUBURN

1. CAROLINA PANTHERS

CAM NEWTON, QB, AUBURN

3. ARIZONA CARDINALS

JONATHAN MARTIN, OT, STANFORD

4. WASHINGTON REDSKINS

JEREL WORTHY, DT, MICHIGAN ST

14. DETROIT LIONS

15. MIAMI DOLPHINS

MICHAEL EGNEW, TE, MISSOURI

ALFONZO DENNARD, CB, NEBRASKA

5. TENNESSEE TITANS

BRANDON JENKINS, DE, FSU

6. CINCINNATI BENGALS

QUINTON COPLES, DE, UNC

7. DENVER BRONCOS

VONTAZE BURFICT, LB, ARIZONA ST

8. CLEVELAND BROWNS

MIKE ADAMS, OT, OHIO STATE

16. SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS

TRAVIS LEWIS, OLB, OKLAHOMA

17. HOUSTON TEXANS

BILLY WINN, DT, BOISE STATE

18. TAMPA BAY BUCS

MANTI TE’O, LB, NOTRE DAME

19. KANSAS CITY CHIEFS

KELECHI OSEMELE, OG, IOWA ST

9. ST. LOUIS RAMS

KNILE DAVIS, RB, ARKANSAS

10. SEATTLE SEAHAWKS

CLIFF HARRIS, CB, OREGON

11. JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS

MICHAEL FLOYD, WR, NOTRE DAME

20. DALLAS COWBOYS

DONT’A HIGHTOWER, LB, ALABAMA

21. INDIANAPOLIS COLTS

MATT BARKLEY, QB, USC

22. CHICAGO BEARS

NATE POTTER, OT, BOISE STATE
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2012 Mock Draft

23. NEW YORK GIANTS

BRANDON BOLDEN, RB, OLE MISS

24. SAN DIEGO CHARGERS

JARED CRICK, DE, NEBRASKA

25. NEW ORLEANS SAINTS

JACQUIES SMITH, DE, MISSOURI

26. NEW YORK JETS

ZACH BROWN, OLB, UNC

27. PHILADELPHIA EAGLES

COURTNEY UPSHAW, LB, ALABAMA

28. BALTIMORE RAVENS

CHASE MINNIFIELD, CB, VIRGINIA

29. ATLANTA FALCONS

BRANDON LINDSEY, DE, PITT

30. PITTSBURGH STEELERS

MATT REYNOLDS, OT, BYU

31. GREEN BAY PACKERS

LAMICHAEL JAMES, RB, OREGON

32. NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS

LEVY ADCOCK, OT, OKLAHOMA ST


